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4.1  The Distribution of  Private Pension Plan Types 
U.S. private pension plans are primarily of two types, defined benefit plans and defined 
contribution plans. These two types of plans account for 97 percent of all pension plans, and 
98 percent of all covered workers participate in either defined benefit or defined contribution 
plans (table 4.1.3). 
Tables 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 show the rapid growth in the number of  defined benefit and 
defined contribution plans in the postwar period from 9,370 in 1946  to 616,642 in 1980.  The 
annual net increase in IRS qualified pension plans averaged 6,090 in the late 1950s, 14,525 
in the 1960s,  and 36,496 in the 1970s. Between 1970  and 1974  the average net increase was 
24,878 for  defined  benefit  plans and  19,820 for  defined  contribution  plans. Since the 
passage of the'Employee Retirement Income Security Act in 1974 (ERISA),  the growth of  IRS 
qualified defined benefit plans has averaged 6,725 per year, while IRS qualified defined 
contribution plans have increased by 35,118 per year. ERISA's provisions apply primarily to 
defined benefit plans. The regulation of these plans as well as the government's reporting 
requirements for defined benefit plans presumably lessened their attractiveness relative to 
defined contribution plans. It is important to note that the data in tables 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 
include only those plans with an IRS letter of  qualification. Since plans may be qualified 
without a determination letter, these figures may understate the actual number of qualified 
pension plans. It should also be noted that increases in the number of  qualified plans in 
effect may reflect, in part, the IRS qualification of preexisting plans rather than the creation of 
new plans. 
Defined benefit plans determine workers' pension benefits on the basis of  specified 
formulae. These formulae usually relate pension benefits to a number of factors associated 
with the employee's work history, including length of service and level of earnings. Contribu- 
tions to firms' pension funds to finance the level of benefits "defined" by these formulae are 
made at the discretion of  the firm, but are subject to certain minimum funding standards 
established in 1974 by ERISA.' 
In contrast to defined benefit plans, defined contribution plans make specific contribu- 
tions to pension funds on behalf of  each covered worker. The worker's pension benefit is 
determined by the performance of  the pension fund portfolio and consists of the return of 
principal plus a prorated share of  investment earnings. 
Certain plans which ERISA requires to be reported as defined benefit plans combine 
features of  standard defined benefit and defined contribution plans. Typically, these are 
collectively  bargained multiemployer plans. They  are usually referred to as  negotiated 
contract plans or Taft-Hartley plans, because they fall within the jurisdiction of  the Taft- 
Hartley Act (the Labor Management Relations  Act of 1974).  These plans are structured in the 
following manner. Participating employers make contributions on behalf of their employees 
to a central trust fund that is usually jointly managed by the employers and the union. The 
trustees establish a level of benefits that the fund can support based on the size of the trust 
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fund as well as projected future earnings and pension fund performance. The benefits are 
almost  always determined  as  a fixed  dollar amount  per year  of  service.  If  the  plan's 
investment experience or contribution rates change, the level of benefits often is adjusted to 
reflect the new circumstances. From the standpoint of the employer this type of plan has all 
the characteristics  of  a defined contribution plan because the employer's obligation to 
pension  benefit payments is usually fully met by making predetermined  pension fund 
contributions.* From the standpoint of  employees as a group these are also defined con- 
tribution plans in that pension benefits to covered workers are ultimately determined by the 
level of employer contributions and pension fund performance. However,  from the perspec- 
tive of a single plan participant the calculation of benefits on the basis of a specified formula 
that is linked to neither the worker's contribution nor the fund's performance effectively 
makes the plan a defined benefit plan. 
Although the great majority of plans, 65 percent, are defined contribution plans, these 
plans cover less than a third of all covered workers (table 4.1.3). The average number of 
workers in such plans is 34; for defined benefit plans, the number of participants averages 
21 0. Table 4.1.4 presents the distribution of plan types by plan size and union status. Small 
plans, those with fewer than 25 workers, are almost 3 times as likely to be defined contribu- 
tion plans as defined benefit plans. In contrast, defined contribution plans account for only 
23 percent of  plans with 10,000  or more participants. Table 4.1.5 supports the proposition 
that plans with few employees choose the defined contribution form of pension plan while 
large plans generally opt for defined benefit plans. Eighty percent of workers in the nation's 
largest plans participate in defined benefit plans; only 30 percent of workers in the nation's 
smallest plans are covered under defined benefit plans. 
Relatively few small plans are union plans-plans  subject to a collective bargaining 
agreement. Those few union plans with less than 100 participants are much more likely to be 
defined benefit than defined contribution plans. Table 4.1.5 shows that close to two-thirds of 
participants in plans with 10,000 or more covered workers belong to union plans. 
In considering these numbers, it is important to bear in mind that the NBER-DOL EBSl 
(1 977) data source provides information  about specific pension plans and not specific firms. 
Some firms have both primary and supplemental plans; supplemental plans may not cover 
as many employees as the firm's primary plan. Unfortunately,  the NBER-DOL EBSl (1977) 
data set does not distinguish primary from supplemental plans. There are many reasons that 
explain firm sponsorship of  more than one plan. Firms often set  up separate plans for 
different types of employees; i.e. one plan may cover salaried employees and another may 
cover hourly employees. In addition, some plans establish separate plans for workers in 
different plants. Information  from the IRS 5500 File (1  977) indicates that large firms sponsor, 
on average, over 4.5 plans. 
While the correlation between plan size and firm size is not unity, it appears to be quite 
large. Small pension plans, most of  which are plans of  small firms, presumably favor the 
defined contribution plan relative to the defined benefit plan, in part, because of economies 
in bookkeeping. Many of the benefit formulae of defined benefit plans require maintaining 
detailed records concerning the workers' annual earnings and length of service. 
The distribution of plan types by industry and union status is presented in table 4.1.6. In 
the agriculture, forestry, and fishing industry 67.23 percent of plans are defined contribution 
plans.  The industry with the smallest percentage of defined contribution plans is manufactur- 
ing, 43.32  percent. These figures  reflect in large part the typical  sizes of  plans in the 
agriculture and manufacturing industries. The former industry averages 46 participants per 
plan, while the latter averages 336 participants. 
Despite the fact that the typical firm in the agricultural industry is small, most of covered 
employment in agriculture is concentrated in large firms; hence the majority of  covered 
workers in agriculture, 65 percent, are participants in defined benefit plans. Table 4.1.7 
indicates how covered industry employment is distributed across plan types. Retail trade 
represents the industry with the largest fraction (48 percent) of covered workers enrolled in 
defined contribution plans; in transportation, communications, and utilities only 14 percent 
of  covered workers participate in this type of  plan. 165  4.1 The Distribution of  Private Pension Plan Types 
In construction and transportation, communications, and utilities, union participants 
outnumber nonunion participants.  In five of  the  nine  industries, defined  benefit  union 
participants outnumber their nonunion counterparts. 
Pension plans covered under collective bargaining agreements (designated here as 
union plans) are quite large, averaging over 800 workers. The cross-tabulations of plans and 
participants by plan type and union status presented in tables 4.1.8 and 4.1.9 are therefore 
not surprising: 85 percent of union plans but only 29 percent of nonunion plans are defined 
benefit plans: over 85 percent of  union workers are covered by defined benefit plans; for 
nonunion workers the comparable percentage is 63 percent. 
According to table 4.1.1  0 multiemployer plans are predominantly defined benefit plans. 
In addition, close to 90 percent of  workers in multiemployer plans participate in defined 
benefit plans. Multiemployer plans average 130 participants, while single employer plans 
average 74.54 participants. Table 4.1.1  0 also indicates that over 90 percent of participants 
in multiemployer plans are union participants (participants in plans covered by collective 
bargaining). Multiemployer union participants account for 36.61 percent of all union partici- 
pants (table 4.1.1  1). 
Table 4.1.1 
Number of IRS Qualified Private Pension Plans  in  Effect, 1939-1980 
Number of 
Qua1 if  led 
in Effect  Qualiftcations  Term7nations 
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1970  225.899  32,574  7,306 
1971  263.228  40.664  3.335 
1972  309.043  49.335  3,560 
1973  364. E 18  59.605  4.130 
1974  419. ‘19  59.385  4.784 
1975  44  1,050  30.039  8,108 
1976  444,544  28. 124  24,630 
1977  464. !45  35.416  15.815 
1978  514.534  65,684  15.286 
1979  560.579  56,877  10.841 
1980  6 16,642  69,347  13.279 
Sources  E8RI Compilation of  Internal  Revenue Service Data Charles Spencer 
AssoclateS 
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Table 4  1  2 
Annual  IRS Private Pension Plan Oual~fications  and Terminations by Plan Type. 
1956-1 980 
Defined BenefIt P'ans  Defined Contribut?on  Plans 
Net 
Net  Net  Tota  I 
Plans  P  1  ans  Plans  Plans  Plans  Plans  Plans 



























3.175  192 
3,527  180 
3,883  224 
3.824  270 
5.01  1  300 
4.919  374 
5.188  476 
5.840  44 1 
6.581  509 
7.495  512 
10,124  603 
11.292  602 
12.896  672 
14.692  868 
16.512  1,  142 
22,493  1.605 
28.265  1,745 
33,830  2,222 
32,579  2,577 
15.319  4.550 
4,790  8,970 
6,953  5.337 
9.728  4,625 
15.755  3.267 
18.849  4.297 
EBRI Compilat7on  of 
2.983  2.072  I11 
3.347  2.898  171 
3.659  3.071  179 
3.554  3.442  204 
4.711  4.946  258 
4.545  5.468  36 1 
4.712  5.030  383 
5.399  5.304  453 
6.072  5.127  532 
6.383  6.037  524 
9.521  8,059  607 
10.690  9.229  705 
12.224  10,886  77 1 
13.824  13.383  86  1 
15.370  16.062  1,164 
20,888  18.171  1.730 
26,520  2 1,070  1,775 
31.608  25.775  1,908 
30,002  26,806  2,207 
10.769  14.720  3.558 
-4.  180  23.334  15,660 
1.616  28.463  10,478 
5.103  55.956  10,661 
12.588  41.122  7,574 
14.552  50.493  8,982 




















































Number of Plans and Participants by  Plan Type, 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contribution  Other'  Total 
Number  Percent  Number  Percent  Number  Percent  Number  Percent 
P  1 ans  144.457  31  65  297.557  65 20  14.360  3.15  456.374  100 
Participants  30.276.178  73.53  10.167.031  24.69  733.7 18  1.78  41.176.927  100 
Source:  NBER-DOL  EBSl  File (1977) 
1. Plans designated as "other" include defined benefit plans with benefits based partly on balance of separate account of 
participants.  annuity arrangements of a certain  exempt organization or a governmental  unit,  custodial  accounts for regulated  investment 
company stock,  trusts treated  as an individual  retirement  account,  employee stock ownership plans not part of a qualified  plan,  and other 
plan types. 
Table 4.1.4 
Number Of Plans by  Plan Type. Plan Size. and Union Status. 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contrrbution  Other' 
Number of  Row  Number of  Row  Number of  Row 
Plans  Percent  Plans  Percent  Plans  Percent 
1-24 
Participants 
Total  86,503 
Union  2,572 
Nonunlon  81.935 
Not Classified  1.995 
25-49 
Participants 
Total  14  298 
Union  2.082 
Nonun  I on  11.935 
Not Classified  280 
Union  2.082 
Nonun  I on  11.935 
Not Classified  280 
50-99 
Participants 
Total  24.483 
Union  7.507 
Nonun,  on  16.537 
Not Classified  437 
100-249 
Participants 
Total  8  245 
Un  I on  3.108 
Nonun  1 on  5.031 
Not Classified  105 
































72.40  11.953 
29.95  87 
73.22  9,660 
61.47  2,205 
55 67  1.085 
18 55  70 
58.96  857 
51  01  157 
32.90  683 
8.46  70 
40. 15  472 
28.23  140 
33.57  309 
9  84  35 
42.67  228 
30.09  56 
3.35 
2  29 
2.82 
20.23 
3.  13 
2  65 
2  75 
17  60 
1  82 
85 




2  49 
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Table 4.1 4  Continued 
Number of Plans by  Plan Type, Plan Size.  and Union Status, 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contribution  Other' 
Number of  Row  Number of  Row  Number of  Row 




Un  I on 
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72  48 
89.64 
63.32 







67  95 
66.67 
79.70 
87  76 











































9  34 
29  75 
11.90 
18  65 
11 94 













































21  43 
1  65 
30 
1  52 
80 00 
1  39 
.76 
.  00 
66.67 
3.15 
1  46 
2.77 
19.96 
Source.  NBER--DOL  EESl  File (1977) 
1  See note 1, table 4 1 3. 
Table 4  1  5 
Number of Participants  by Plan Type. Plan Size. and Union Status, 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contribution  Other' 
Number of  Row  Number of  ROW  Number of  Row 

























655  148  29  16 
22.067  69  10 
6  19.990  28  79 
13.090  21  24 
504.298  42  09 
77.612  79  41 
10.255  34  63 
416.430  38  8a 
.963.658  67  15 
626.167  90 94 
,306,252  60 01 
31,237  53  02 
.312.592  65  02 
503.861  89  10 
791.861  55  80 
16.870  49  76 
1.532.790  68  22 
8,890  27  84 
1.485.627  69 00 
38.272  62  10 
655,496  54.70 
17.990  18.41 
623.192  58.  19 
14.315  48.35 
906.903  31  02 
56,297  8  18 
834.802  38  35 
15.802  26.82 
657.835  32.59 
56,392  9  97 
591.578  41  68 
9.864  29.10 
58.835  2  62 
980  3  07 
47.582  2  21 
10,272  16  67 
38,483  3 21 
2. 135  2.18 
31,307  2.92 
5,040  17  02 
53,533  I  83 
6,055  88 
35.595  1  64 
11.882  20 17 
48.234  2.39 
5.276  .93 
35.791  2  52 
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Table 4  1  5  Continued 
Number of  Participants by Plan Type, Plan S~ze.  and Union Status. 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contribution  Other 
Number of  Row  Number of  Row  Number of  Row 




Un  1 on 
Nonun  I on 
Not Classified 
500-9 9 9 
PartJcipants 
Total 













Nonun  1 on 
No? Classified 

















1.11  1.254 
22,380 
















72  91 
89  60 
63  69 
60  07 
77  31 
90 71 
69  07 
66  84 
77  47 
88  96 
68  29 
68  25 
79  21 
87  24 
70 33 
34  59 
80 36 
83  70 
75  16 
21  32 
73 53 
86  05 
63  05 






























7  63 
28  89 




13  08 
19.37 
12.43 
28.  17 
00 
18.42 
14  89 
24.84 














1  32 
2.52 
18  59 
2.21 
1  66 
2  05 
26.39 
171.310  2.21 
62.451  1  81 
94,446  2.23 













1  42 
33 
1  50 
65  41 
1  22 
1  41 




i  56 
32.42 
Source:  NBER-OOL  EBSI  File (1977) 
1.  See note 1, table 4.1 3. 
Table 4.1.6 
Number of Plans by  Plan Type. Industry, and Union Status. 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contr,bution  Other' 
Number of  Row  Number of  Row  Number of  Row 
Plans  __  Percent  Plans  Percent  Plans  Percent 
Agrrculture.  Forestry 
and Fishing 
Total 
Un  1 on 














Un  I on 









2.307  29  37 
195  68 66 
2,074  28  27 
37  16.09 
1.151  46.04 
350  87.72 
783  38.92 
17  19.54 
34,784  55 04 
11.121  91 51 
23. 124  46  57 
537  38  69 
4,547  53.18 
924  82 07 
3,547  48  98 
5.280  67  23 
71  25  00 
5,067  69 07 
141  61  30 
1,272  50 88 
49  12  28 
1,187  59 00 
35  40 23 
13  763  66  69 
245  17  13 
13.322  71  33 
195  37  00 
27,380  43  32 
918  7  55 
25,758  51  88 
702  50 58 
3,890  45.50 
186  16.68 
3.612  49.88 
90  47.62 
267  3.40 
18  6.34 
195  2.66 
52  22.61 
444  2.15 
51  3  57 
214  1.15 
177  33.59 
1.034  1.64 
114  94 
769  1.55 
149  10.73 
113  1.32 
5  .45 
82  1.13 
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Table 4.1.6  Continued 
Number of Plans  by Plan Type. Industry. and Union Status. 1977 
Defined Benefit  Oefined Contribution  Other  I 
Number of  Row  Number of  Row  Number of  Row 
Plans  Percent  P  1 ans  Percent  Plans  Percent 
Wholesale Trade 
Total 









and Real  Estate 
Total 
Un  1 on 





















Nonun  i on 
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33.13 
63  22 
32  38 

























































































1  73 
.13 
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2.24 
49 
1  68 

































































Source:  NBER-OOL  EBS1  File (1977) 
1  See note 1, table 4 1 3 
Table 4.1.7 
Number of Participants  by Plan Type, Industry. and Union Status. 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contrrbution  Other> 
Number of  Row  Number of  Row  Number of  Row 
Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent 
Agriculture. 








Un  1 on 













33  751 
65  52 
96.95 
58  31 
41  54 
66  02 





27  33 
74.13 
79.36 
88  99 
70.82 
41  25 
47,588 
69  1 
29.  16 
1  98 
39  07 
6.85 
30.58 
13  84 
11.98 
37  84 
16  98 
7  68 
71.79 
11  17 
18.77 
9  24 







































































54  1 ,662 
8.443 
85  16 
89  83 
74  16 
66  13 
357.858  14.22 
174.069  9  81 
181.766  24.89 
2,020  15.82 
15.511  62 
6.259  .35 
6.945  .95 
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Table 4 1  7 Continued 
Number of Partlclpants  by Plan Type. Industry.  and Union Status. 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contr7bution  Other' 
Number of  Row  Number of  Row  Number of  Row 
Participants  Percent 
Wholesale Trade 
Total  811,815 
Union  423.696 
Nonunion  377.930 
Not Classified  10,188 
Retail Trade 
Total  1,383,635 
Un  1 on  643,202 
Nonunion  735,506 
Not Classified  4.926 
Finance. Insurance. 
and Real  Estate 
Total 
Unlon 

































1,  150.374 
4.  187 
7.515.325 











15  78 

















16.433:318  86.05 
13,649.294  63.05 
193.566  44.88 





















































7;659:938  35 39 






























1  03 
6.81 





















1  34 
.  1.56 
139.808  32 42 
Source:  NBER-OOL  EBSl  File (1977) 
1. See note 1 ,table 4 1.3. 
Table 4 1  8 
Number of  Plans by Plan Type and Union Status, 1977 
Oef,nea Benefit  Defined Contrrbutron  Other) 
Number of  Row  Row  Number of  Row  Number of 
Plans  Percent  Plans  Percent  Plans  Percent 
Union Plans  20.413  85 15  3.210  13  39  349  1  46 
Non-Union Plans  121.105  28.88  286,866  68 40  1i.413  2.72 
Not Classrfied  2,939  22 57  7.482  57 47  2,598  19.96 
TOTAL  144.452  31  65  297,557  65 20  14.360  3 15 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSl  File I19771 
1  See note 1  table 4 1 3 
Table 4  i  9 
Number of Partrcipants  by  Plan Type and Unlon Status. 1977 
Defined Benefit  Oef  ined Contribution  Other> 
Number of  Number of  Number of 
Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent 
Union Plans  16.433.318  86.05  2.409.195  12 61  255,634  1.34 
Non-Union Plans  13.649.294  63 05  7.659.938  35 39  338,275  1.56 
Not Classified  193.566  44.88  97.898  22.70  139,808  32.42 
TOTAL  30.276.178  73 53  10.i67.031  24.69  733.718  1.78 
Source.  NBER-OOL  EBS1 File I19771 
1  See note 1, table 4 1 3 171  4.2 Participation Requirements of Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  1.10 
Number of Plans by Plan Type. Plan Entity. and Union Status. 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contribution  Other8 
Number of  Row  Number of  Row  Number  Row 
Plans  Percent  Plans  Percent  Plans  Percent 
Single Employer 
Total  135.993  31  16  287.236  65  83  13.1  17  3.04 
Nonunion  115.900  28.68  277.543  68.68  10.683  2.64 
Not Classified  2.652  22.51  6.945  58.94  2.186  18.55 
Union  17.440  85.35  2.747  13.44  246  1.20 
Multi-Employer 
Total  5.144  57.65  3.417  38.50 
Union  2.614  84.40  388  12  63 
Nonun  1 on  2.408  44.09  2.918  53  43 
Not Classifred  121  33.61  110  30.56 
Not Classified 
Total  3.320  29.89  6.903  62.16 
Union  357  81.69  73  16.70 
Nonunion  2.796  28.55  6.404  65.39 
Not Classified  165  18.94  425  48.79 
TOTAl 
36 1  4.05 
95  3  07 
135  2.47 
129  35  83 
883  7  95 
7  1  60 
594  6.06 
281  32.26 
Total  144.457  31 65  297.557  65  20  14.360  3.15 
Union  20.413  85.15  3.210  13  39  349  1  46 
Nonunion  121.105  28.88  286,866  68.40  11.413  2.72 
Not Classified  2.939  22.57  7.482  57.47  2.598  19.96 
Source:  NBER-DOL  EBSI File (1977) 
1.  See  note 1, table 4.1 3. 
Table 4  1.11 
Number of Participants  by Plan Type. Plan Entity,  and Union Status. 1977 
Defined Benefit  Defined Contribution  Other’ 
Number of  Row  Number of  Row  Number of  Row 





















22,726,402  69.88 
9.919.831  83.80 
12.647.747  62.28 
158.823  42.36 
6,693,176  87.32 
6.266.197  89.62 
396.953  63.21 
30,024  66.01 
856,600  86.44 
247,289  9 1.87 
604,592  85.05 
4.718  43  43 
30.276.178  73.53 
16.433.318  86.05 
13.649.294  63.05 
193,566  44.88 
9,  166,290 









92  ~  750 
5,274 
10. 167.031 




14  64 














628.225  1.93 
183.959  1  55 
315,740  1.55 
128.524  34  28 
82,119  1  07 
62.731  90 
8.975  1.43 
10,411  22.89 
23,374  2  36 
8.943  3.32 
13.559  1.91 
87 1  8.02 
733.718  1.78 
255.634  1.34 
338.275  1.56 
139.808  32.42 
Source’  NBER-DDL  EBSI  File 11977) 
1.  See note 1, table 4.1.3. 
4.2  Participation Requirements of  Private Pension Plans 
For each worker three dates are relevant to pension plan participation:  the initial date of 
plan participation;  the date after which service begins  to be credited for vesting purposes- 
which is required by law to be the later of the date of hire or age 22; and the date after which 
service is credited for benefit accrual. This section analyzes the first of  these dates-the 
initial date of  plan participation. 
According to  ERISA  regulations a workers’s participation in a private pension plan 
cannot, in general, be delayed beyond the later of two dates: the date on which the worker 
reaches age 25 or the date on which she (he) completes 1 year of ~ervice.~  The setting of an 
initial date of “participation” serves three purposes. First, it determines the number of plan 
participants for reporting purposes, i.e. official reports to the government. Second, it deter- 
mines the number of participants  for the calculation of  plan liabilities and funding require- 172  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
ments. And third, the initial date of  participation is treated by many plans as the date after 
which workers begin to acquire credited years of service for purposes of benefit accrual. In 
the Bankers Trust survey of large corporate pension plans, for example, roughly half of the 
plans counted only years of  service after the initial date of  plan participation for  benefit 
accr~al.~  The initial date of participation appears, then, to provide at least an upper bound for 
the date after which benefit accrual commences. 
In addition to regulating minimum age and service requirements, ERISA restricts the 
use of  maximum age  limitations for  pension plan participation. Under ERISA, a plan’s 
maximum age for participation can restrict the participation of  new employees if they are 
within 5 years of  normal retirement age when first employed. More severe maximum age 
restrictions are disallowed under the law. 
Minimum requirements for participation in private pension plans are detailed in tables 
4.2.1  -4.2.23.  These tables examine plans with respect to their minimum age and service 
requirements; in addition, they describe the number of  participants covered by plans with 
such requirements. The information is cross-tabulated by plan type, plan size, industry, 
union status, and plan entity. The mean values of minimum age and service requirements as 
well as distributions of these requirements are provided. 
Slightly fewer than 80 percent of  plans have either a minimum age requirement, a 
minimum service requirement, or both (table 4.2.1). Employment, however, is not concen- 
trated in such plans. Only about one-half of  covered workers in our  1977 data set were 
participants  in plans with participation requirements (table 4.2.2). While the fractions of 
defined benefit and defined contribution plans with participation requirements are quite 
similar, only 40 percent of workers covered by defined benefit plans are working in firms with 
such requirements, while over 75 percent of workers covered by defined contribution plans 
are subject to these provisions. 
Of plans with age participation requirements over half specify age 25 as the initial age 
for participation; another 20 percent specify age 21. However, almost three-quarters of plan 
participants covered by these requirements work in plans that specify age 25 as the critical 
age for participation (table 4.2.3). Table 4.2.4 examines the distribution of service require- 
ments. Virtually all plans with service requirements specify 3 years or less. One year is the 
most common requirement; 87 percent of all participants in plans with a service requirement 
are subject to a 1-year service requirement. 
Minimum participation requirements are a much more common feature of  small plans 
than of  large plans. For plans with fewer than 25 participants, the fraction with minimum 
participation requirements is 84 percent. In contrast, for very large plans with 10,000or more 
covered workers the fraction is 50 percent (table 4.2.3). A comparison of tables 4.2.5 and 
4.2.6 reveals  that plan size is an important variable in explaining the relative  concentration of 
covered workers in plans with  no eligibility  rules. For  any  given plan size workers  are 
proportionately allocated among firms with and without minimum eligibility requirements. 
However, over half of the covered workers are employed in large firms with more than 500 
workers. These firms account for less than 1 percent of  all firms with pension plans, and 
fewer than half of  these firms have minimum eligibility requirements. 
In certain industries pension plan minimum eligibility requirements are more prevalent 
than in others. In the agriculture, wholesale, and retail trade industries the fraction of  plans 
with participation requirements is 5 percent greater than the average; in the mining and 
manufacturing industries the fraction is roughly 10 percent smaller (table 4.2.7). 
Firms with pension plans that are covered by collective bargaining agreements differ 
greatly from nonunionized plans in terms of  participation provisions. Only 40 percent of 
union plans specify preconditions for participation in the pension plans, and only a third of 
covered union workers are covered by such plans (tables 4.2.9 and 4.2.10). 
Single employer plans are much more likely to require that workers be of a certain age 
and/or have a certain number of years of  service prior to joining the plan: 54 percent of 
participants in single employer plans are subject to these provisions; the comparable figure 
for multiemployer plan participants is 17 percent (tables 4.2.1  1 and 4.2.12). 173  4.2 Participation Requirements of  Private Pension Plans 
The picture that emerges from these tables is that eligibility rules are a feature of small, 
single employer, nonunionized plans, but that a sizable fraction of the pension covered work 
force, 50 percent, escape these eligibility requirements by finding jobs in large and often 
unionized firms with no such requirements. 
Tables 4.2.1 through  4.2.12 also detail the mean value of  these pension eligibility 
requirements. Age requirements for plans with such requirements average 23.7 years, 1.3 
years below the ERISA age of 25. These figures are also fairly similar when weighted by the 
number of  plan participants (table 4.2.13). Defined benefit plans have somewhat stricter 
participation requirements than defined contribution plans. 
Average service requirements tend to increase with plan size although there is little 
systematic correlation between average participation age and this variable (tables 4.2.5 and 
4.2.6). The industry  numbers in tables 4.2.8 and 4.2.9 indicate  little difference  across 
industries with respect to the size of these requirements. Union age requirements appear on 
average to be quite similar to nonunion age requirements, although union service require- 
ments are a bit more demanding than are nonunion service requirements (tables 4.2.9 and 
4.2.10). Finally, multiemployer plans appear to have larger service requirements for par- 
ticipation than do single employer plans (tables 4.2.11 and 4.2.12). 
Tables 4.2.13 to 4.2.23 describe maximum age restrictions of  private pension plans. 
Fewer than a third of private pension plans restrict participation in a plan because a worker is 
too old (table 4.2.13). Those plans with maximum age limitations account for 43 percent of 
total plan participants (table 4.2.14). For plans with maximum age limitations,  the mean age 
limitation is 59.9 weighting by plans and 61.8 weighting by participants. Defined benefit 
plans are 4 times more likely than defined contribution plans to restrict participation on the 
basis of  old age. 
The distributions of plans and participants by the plan's maximum age for participation 
are presented in table 4.2.1  5. The four maximum ages chosen most often by pension plans 
are 55, 60, 64, and 65. Table 4.2.15 suggests and table 4.2.16 confirms that maximum 
participation ages are an increasing function of plan size. Small plans, in general, are about 
half as likely as large plans to restrict plan participation because a new employee is too old. 
In considering these numbers, one should perhaps bear in mind that firms have an addi- 
tional method of  restricting the participation of  new older workers-simply  not to hire the 
workers. 
The service industry appears to be  the least restrictive with respect to plan participation 
of older workers (table 4.2.1  8). In services only one-fifth of pension plans have maximum  age 
restrictions. In the transportation, communications, and utility industry, on the other hand, 
close to half the pension plans restrict the participation of newly employed elderly workers. 
The average maximum participation ages vary by as much as 2 years across industries 
(tables 4.2.1  8 and 4.2.1  9). 
Tables 4.2.20 and 4.2.21 suggest that small union plans are more likely than small 
nonunion plans to have maximum age restrictions,  while the opposite relation holds for large 
plans. The fraction of union plans with maximum ages, 43 percent, exceeds the nonunion 
fraction of 31 percent. However, less than a third of union plan participants are covered by 
plans with such provisions while over half of nonunion participants are covered under such 
provisions. 
The figures in tables 4.2.22 and 4.2.23 indicate that large multiemployer plans rarely 
specify maximum age restrictions, although multiemployer plans in general are slightly more 
likely than single employer plans to have these restrictions. 174  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
TabIe  4.2.1 
Number  of  Plans by Part?clpatlon  Requirements  and  Plan Type.  1977 
Age  Service  Aqe  and  Service  No  Requirements 
ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aae  Service  Number  Percent 
Def 1 ned 
Benef 1 t  16.060  11  12  24  42  23.145  16  02 
Def rned 
Contr7bution  25.802  8.67  23  09  118.956  39.98 
Other  735  5  12  23  89  5,105  35.56 
TOTAL  42.599  9  33  23  61  147.207  32  26 
34.904  24.16  70.345  48.70  24.56  1.53  .52 
.82  99,408  33.41  23.16  1.32  53.389  17.94 
.30  2,734  19.04  24.15  1.58  5.784  40.28 
79  172.488  37.80  23.75  1.41  94.078  20.61 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSI  File (.977) 
Table 4.2.2 
Number  of  Participants by Part7cipation Requirements and  Plan Type.  1977 
Aae  Service  Age  and  Service  No  Requirements 
Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
Def 1 ned 
Benef 1 t  1.093.740  3  61  24  52  4.565.437  15  08  1  12  6.178.060  20  41  24  93  1  18  18.438.940  60 90 
Def i  ned 
Contribution  315.060  3.10  22.42  4.996.455  49.14  1.26  2.145.612  21.10  23.22  1.24  2.709.903  26.65 
Otner  17.912  2.44  22.23  225,642  30.75  1.98  157.292  21.44  24.50  1.18  332,869  45.37 
TOTAL  1.426.713  3.46  24.03  9,787.535  23.77  1.21  8.480.965  20.60  24.49  1.19  21.481.712  52.17 
Source:  NBER-DOL  EBSI  File (1977) 
Table  4  2.3 
Distribution of  Participation Requirement  Ages.  1977 
P  1  ans  Participants 














































































Total  215.027  100.00  9.907.062  100.00 
Source.  NBER-DOL  EBS1 File (1977) 
Table 4.2.4 
Distribution  Of  Years  of  Service Participat1,on Requirements.  1977 
- 
Plans  Participants 
Number  Co 1 umn  Percent  Number  Column  Percent 




205.090  64.34 
40.586  12.73 
15.797.721  86.76 
1.096.526  6.02 
3  72  891  22.87  1 ,306.1  15  7.17 
4  17  .01  175  00 
5  186  .06  8,759  .05 
Total  318.770  100  00  18,209.296  100  00 
Source  NBER-UOL  E8S1  File f  $977) 175  4.2 Participation Requirements of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4.2.5 
Number of  Plans  by  Participation Requrrements and Plan Size. 1977 
Aqe  Serv?ce  Aqe and Service  No Requirements 
Row  Mean  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Serv7ce  Number  Percent  &qe  Service  Number  Percent 
1-24 
Participants  36.855  10  33  23.38  119,490  33 49  1.88  140.157  39.29  23.67  1  42  60,252  16.89 
25-49 
Participants  2.  170  6.25  24 07  11.235  32.38  1.43  13.195  38.02  23.55  1.38  8,102  23.35 
5*99 
Participants  2,380  6.35  24 96  9,730  25 95  1.36  11.917  31.78  24.40  1.37  13.475  35.93 
100-249 
Particlpants  583  4 53  24 15  3.316  25.76  1.31  3.708  28.80  24.32  1 .ao  5.268  40.92 
25e499 
Participants  261  4.35  23 49  1.446  24 09  1.27  1.568  26.12  24.57  1.25  2.727  45.43 
500-999 
Participants  170  4.49  24 04  817  21  59  1.21  924  24.42  24.73  1.16  1.873  49.50 
1.000-4.999 
Particlpants  144  3.88  24 10  837  22.57  1  15  837  22.57  24.68  1.  10  1,890  50.97 
5.000-9.999 
Participants  23  3 81  24.71  217  35.93  1.09  100  16.56  24.64  1.10  264  43.71 
10.000* 
Participants  9  2 09  24 58  117  27.21  1  15  79  18.37  24.79  1.05  225  52.33 
TOTAL  42,599  9 33  23.61  147.207  32.26  1  79  172.488  37.80  23.75  1.41  94.078  20.61 
Source  NBER-OOL  EESI  File (1977) 
Table 4.2  6 
Number of  Participants  by Participation Requirements and Plan Size. 1977 
Aqe  Serv  I ce  Age and Service  No Requirements 
ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Age  Service  Number  Percent 
1-24 
Part7cipants  202,072  8 99  23 35  692.702  30.83  1.61  975.047  43.40  23.52  1.43  376,940  16.78 
25-49 
Participants  73.745  6 15  23 99  382.130  31 89  1.43  452.585  37.77  23.60  1.38  289.817  24.19 
50-99 
Participants  188,037  6.43  25 07  743.785  25.44  1 .36  918,260  31.40  24.46  1.38  1.074.010  36.73 
100-249 
Participants  90.972  4 51  24 10  514.641  25.49  1.30  571.603  26.32  24.37  1.30  841.444  41.68 
250-499 
Part?clpants  89.884  4.27  23 49  507.220  24.08  1.27  546.961  25.97  24.55  1.25  962.007  45.68 
500-999 
Participants  118.536  4 46  23.98  573.994  21.59  1.20  648.247  24.39  24.74  1.15  1.317.507  49.56 
1,000-4.999 
Participants  297.977  3.83  24 22  1,731.188  22.27  1.14  1.742.714  22.42  24.73  1.10  4,001.177  51.47 
5.000-9.999 
1.809.932  44.11  Participants  186.643  4 55  24 55  1 ,405.7  16  34.26  1.09  700.819  17.08  24.68  1.09 
10.000+ 
Partlc7pants  178.844  1  11  23.10  3.236.157  20.04  1.  13  1.924.717  11.92  24.86  1.02  10,808.865  66.93 
TOTAL  1.426.713  3 46  24 03  9.787.535  23.77  1.21  8,480,965  20.60  24.49  1.19  21.481.712  52.17 
Source:  NEER-OOL  EES1 File 1 !977) 176  The Structure of Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  2  7 
Number of Plans by Participation  Requirements and Industry.  1977 
Aqe  Service  Age and Service  No Requirements 
Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Age  Service  Number  Percent 
Agrlculture. 
Forestry. and 
F  I sh  1 ng  755  9  62  23  39  3.129  39.85  2.11  2.776  35.35  23  81  1.42  1.192  15.18 
Mining  168  6  73  23  05  679  27  19  1.41  754  30.20  23.06  1.29  896  35.88 
Construction  1.701  8.24  23  30  5.915  28.66  1.55  9.005  43.64  23.73  1.52  4.015  19.46 
Manufacturing  3.939  6.23  24  02  16.501  26  11  1.42  22.895  36.23  23.85  1  45  19.860  31.43 
Transportation. 
Communications. 
and Utilities  676  7  91  24  29  2,087  24.41  1  59  4.200  49.13  23.99  1.41  1.586  18.55 
Wholesale Trade  2.601  8  29  24  27  8.752  27.89  1.50  15.059  47.98  23.66  1.48  4.974  15.85 
Retail Trade  3.070  8.52  23.38  10.367  28  77  1.76  17.481  48  51  23.43  1.51  5.121  14.21 
Finance. Insurance 
and Real Estate  2.472  9  24  24  50  7.234  27.03  1  64  12.062  45.07  24.27  1.39  4.994  18.66 
Services  17.845  13.31  23.34  52.314  39.01  1.98  39.911  29.76  23.62  1.26  24.020  17.91 
Tax-Exempt 
Organizations  585  7  13  24  30  1.418  17.28  1.40  4.042  49.24  24.64  1.40  2.163  26.35 
Not Classified  8.782  7.50  23  58  38.806  33.13  1.81  44,298  37.82  23.72  1.44  25.251  21.56 
TOTAL  42.599  9.33  23.61  147.207  32.26  1.79  172.488  37.80  23.75  1.41  94,078  20.61 
Source:  NBER-DOL  EBS1 File (1977) 
Table 4  2  8 
Number of  Participants  by Participation Requirements and Industry. 1977 
Age  Service  Age and Service  No Requirements 
Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Age  Servlce  Number  Percent 
Agr?culture. 
Forestry.  and 
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3  00 
2  33 
94 
2  70 
3  47 
5  40 
3  99 
6  69 
6  14 
2  24 
3  62 
3  46 
23  47 
20 37 
22  61 
24  55 
23  76 
24  58 
24  38 
25  45 
24  25 
22  85 
22  98 
24  03 
61.068  37  43 
111,004  30 70 
596.424  24  63 
3.276.311  22  24 
459.230  18  21 
258.978  21.39 
1,099.245  40  52 
535,339  23.87 
7i8.213  26  91 
157.348  9.59 
2.519.370  23  97 







1  10 
1  29 
1.43 
1  12 
1.21 
1  21 
44.818  27  47  23.95 
51.118  14.14  24.63 
118.329  4.89  23.59 
2.356.715  16.00  24.52 
484.009  19  19  24  25 
309.766  25.58  23.98 
762.010  28  09  24  12 
907.956  40 48  24.63 
778.531  29  17  24.48 
177.065  10.80  25.03 
2,490.642  23.70  24  66 













52.385  32.11 
191.006  52.83 
1,684.319  69.55 
8.696.991  59.05 
1,491.306  59.13 
576.901  47.64 
743.579  27.41 
649,639  28.96 
1.008.159  37.78 
1.269.053  77.37 
5.118.369  48.70 
21.481.712  52.17 
Table 4  2  9 
Number of Plans  by Part,cipat?on  Requirements and Union Status. 1977 
Aqe  Serv  1 ce  Aqe and Service  No Requirements 
Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Age  Service  Number  Percent 
Unlo” Plans  1.003  4.18  23  77  4.335  18  09  1.26  3.453  14  41  24.50  1.29  15.179  63.32 
Nonunion 
P  1 ans  40.373  9  63  23  59  139.999  33  38  1  80  164.811  39.30  23.73  1.41  74.199  17.69 
Not Classif  led  1.222  9  39  23  90  2.872  22.07  1  77  4.223  32.44  23  82  1.48  4.699  36.10 
TOTAL  42,599  9.33  23  61  147,207  32.26  1.79  172.488  37  80  23.75  1.41  94,078  20.61 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSl File (1977) 177  4.2 Participation Requirements of Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  2  10 
Number of  Participants by Participation Requirements and Union Status. 1977 
Aqe  Service  Aue and Service  No Requirements 
Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percenr  Age  Serv7ce  Number  Percent 
Union Plans  371.316  1  94  22  86  3,790.628  19  85  1  10  2.039.932  10  68  24  79  1  06  12.896.270  67  53 
Nonun  1 on 
Plans  1.045.288  4  83  24  44  5,869,577  27. i  1  1.28  6.357.887  29.37  24.40  1.23  8,374.753  38.69 
Not Classified  10,108  2.34  23  74  127.329  29.52  1.18  83,146  19  28  24.02  1.36  210.688  48.85 
TOTAL  1.426.713  3.46  24  03  9.787.535  23.77  1.21  8.480.965  20.60  24.49  1.19  21.481.712  52.17 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBS1 File (1977) 
Table 4.2.11 
Number of Plans by Participation Requirements and Plan Entity. 1977 
Aue  Service  Age  and Service  No Requirements 
ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  Row 
87.864  20.14  165.847  38.01  23.74  1.41  Single Employer  41.107  9.42  2361  141.526  32.43  1.79 
Multi  Employer  366  4  10  23  63  2.123  23.80  1.54  2.797  31.36  24  01  1.38  3.633  40.73 
Not Class7fled  1. 124  10  12  23  42  3.556  32.03  1.79  3.843  34.61  23.82  1.43  2,580  23.24 
TOTAL  42.599  9  33  23  61  147.207  32  26  1.79  172.388  37.80  23  75  1.41  94.078  20.61 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSI  File ('977) 
Table 4.2.12 
Number of Participants by Participation Requirements and Plan Entity.  1977 
Age  Service  Age and Service  No Requirements 
Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
Single Employer  1.218.623  3  75  24  32  8.085.509  24.86  1  24  8,149,062  25.06  24.50  1.19  15.067.721  46.33 
Multi  Employer  182.514  2  38  22.06  1.512.963  19  74  1.05  222,033  2.90  24.15  1.25  5.747.554  74.98 
Not ClaSS~fled  25.575  2  58  24.25  189,061  19.08  1.22  109,869  11.09  24.46  1.27  666,437  67.25 
TOTAL  1.426.713  3  46  24.03  9.787.535  23.77  1.21  8,480.965  20.60  24.49  1.19  21,481,712  52.17 
Source  NBER-DOL  E8S1  File ('977) 
Table 4  2  13 
Number of  Plans by Maximum Age for Plan ParticIpatlon and Plan Type, 1977 
With Maximum AQe  Without Maximum Aae 
Number  Row Percent  Mean Aqe  Number  Row Percent 
Def  1 ned 
Benef  I  t  91.794  63  54  59.40  52.662  36  46 
Defined 
Contribution  50.080  16  83  60  65  247.476  83  17 
Other  2,77s  19  33  62  28  11.584  80.67 
TOTAL  i44,650  31 70  59  89  31  1,723  68.30 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSi File ('9771 178  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4 2 14 
Number Of  Participants by Maximum Age for Plan Partlclpatlon and Plan Type,  1977 
With Maximum  Aqe 
Number  Row  Percent  Mean Age 
Without Maximum Aqe 
Number  Row  Percent 
Def  7  ned 
Benef  I  t  15.571.307  51.43  61.65  14.704.870  48.57 
Def  1 ned 
Contribution  1.648.388  16  21  63 19  8.5  18.642  83.79 
Other  299.509  40 82  60.95  434.207  59 18 
TOTAL  17.519.205  12.55  61.78  23.657,720  57.45 
Source  NBER-DDL  EBS1  File 11977) 
Table 4.2 15 
Distrrbution of  Maximum Ages for Plan Participation.  1977 
Plans  Participants 
Number  Percent  Number  Column Percent 
41  1 
42  0 
43  0 
44  0 
45  112 
46  17 
47  2 
48  58 
49  140 
50  1.502 
51  206 
52  286 
53  212 
54  1.600 
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Total  176.990  100.00  17.533.677  100.00 
Source.  NBER-DOL  €851 File 11977) 179  4.2 Participation Requirements of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  2  16 
Number of  Plans by  Maxlmum Age for  Plan Partlclpatlon and Plan Size. 1977 
~ 
With Maximum Aqe  Without Maximum Aqe 
Number  Row  Percent  Mean Aqe  Number  Row Percent 
1-24 
Partic7pants  99.522  27.90  59.61  257,232  72.10 
25-49 
Participants  13. 195  38.02  60  53  21.507  61.98 
50-99 
Participants  18.550  49.46  60 40  18.952  50.54 
100-249 
Participants  6.092  47.31  60.32  6.784  52.69 
250-499 
Participants  3,071  51.17  60.57  2.931  48.83 
500-999 
Participants  1.878  49.63  60.56  1 ,906  50.37 
1.000-4.999 





313  51 74  62  06 
182  42  13  62  14 
292  48.26 
250  57.87 
TOTAL  !44.650  31.70  59.89  31  1,723  68.30 
Source.  NBER-DOL  EBS1  File 1$977) 
Table 4.2.17 
Number of  Partlclpants by Maximum Age for Plan Participation and Plan Size. 1977 
With Maximum Age 
Number  ROW Percent  Mean me 
Without Maximum AQe 
Number  Row Percent 
1-24 
Participants  -20.3 17  32.06  59.88  1,526.455  67.94 
25-49 





1.476.615  50.50  60.51 
963.247  47.72  60  31 
1.447.477  49.50 
1.055.4 13  52  28 
250-499 





1,327,265  49  93  60  54 
3.908. 158  50 28  61 65 
50.07  1,331,030 
3,864,898  49.72 
5,000-9.999 
Participants  2,076,478  50.61  62.01  2,026,633  49.39 
1O,OOO+ 
Participants  5.507.3 18  34.10  63.32  10.641.265  65.90 
TOTAL  17,519,205  42  55  61 78  23.657.720  57  45 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSI  Flle 119771 180  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  2  18 
Numbel-  of  Plans by Maximum Age for Plan Pavticipation and Industry. 1977 
Wlth Maximum Aqe  Without Maximum Aqe 
Number  Row Percent  Mean Aqe  Number  Row Percent 
Agriculture. 
Forestry. and 
Fishing  2,524  32  14  60  98  5.329  67  86 
Mining  868  34  73  61 83  1,631  65  27 
Construction  6,553  31 76  59  52  14.083  68  24 





3,055  47  43  60.42 
10.904  34.74  59.43 
4.494  52.57 
20.484  65.26 
Retail  Trade  12.132  33.66  59.87  23.908  66.34 
F  I nance, 
Insurance. 
and Real Estate 
Services 
10.125  37.83  59  82 
27.615  20.59  59.40 
16.638  62.  17 
106.477  79.41 
Tax-Exempt 
Organizations  4. 153  50.59  60.73  4.056  49.41 
Not Classified  38,957  33.26  60.09  78.182  66.74 
TOTAL  144,650  31.70  59.89  31  1.723  68.30 
Source:  NBER-OOL  EBS1 File 11977) 
Table 4  2  19 
Number of Participants by Maximum Age for Plan Participation and Industry. 1977 
With Maximum Aqe  Without Maximum Ape 
Number  Row Percent  Mean Age  Number  Row Percent 
Agriculture. 
Forestry. and 
Fishing  90,395  55.40  62.03  72,768  44.60 
Mining  212,732  58  84  62.31  148.827  41.16 
Construction  481.911  7  51  62 42  2,239.9  13  92.49 
Manufacturing  7,707,391  52  33  62  12  7.021.014  47  67 
Transportatlon. 
Communications. 
and Utilities  977,  870  38  85  62  54  I,  539,240  61  15 
Wholesale Trade  223.317  34  96  60  99  787.681  65  04 
Retail Trade  912.734  33  64  61 00  1 ,800.257  66 36 
F 1 nance, 
Insurance. 
and Real Estate  1.287.7 15  57  41  61 01 




3 16,944  19.32  61.80 
4,396,091  41.83  61 82 
955,238  42.59 
1,656,601  62.08 
1.323.253  80.68 
6.112.925  58. (7 
23.657.720  57.45  TOTAL  17.519.205  42  55  61  78 
Source  NBER-OOL  E851 File 11977) 
Table 4.2.20 
Number of  Plans by Maxtmum Age for Plan Participation and Union Status. 1977 
W,th Maximum Aqe  Without Maximum Age 
Number  Row Percent  Mean Aqe  Number  Row Percent 
Union Plans  10.386  43  33  60  64  13.584  56.67 
Nonunion 
Plans  131. 121  31.27  59 83  288.262  68.73 
Not Classified  3. 142  24  14  59.86  9,876  75.86 
TOTAL  '44.650  31  70  59  89  31  1,723  68  30 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSl File 14977) 181  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4 2 21 
Number  of  Part~cioants  bv  Maximum  Aoe for Plan  PartiC1DatlOn and  Union Status.  1977 
With Maximum  bqe  Without  Maximum  Age 
Number  Row  Percent  Mean Aqe  Number  Row  Percent 
Unron Plans  6,298.9  17  32.98  62 22  12.799.230  67.02 
Nonun  1 on 
Plans  11,041.96  1  51  01  61 55  48.99  10.605.545 
Not Clas51fled  178.327  41 35  61 07  252,945  58 65 
TOTAL  17.519.205  42.55  61.78  23.657.720  57.45 
Source.  NBER-OOL  EBS1  File  (1977) 
Table 4.2.22 
Number of  plans by  Maximum  Age  for  Plan  Participation and  Plan  Entity.  1977 
With  Maximum  bge  Without  Maximum Aqe 
Number  Row  Percent  Mean Age  Number  Row  Percent 
Single Employer  3 37,983  31.62  59.87  298  I 362  68.38 
Multi Employer  3.061  34.32  60.69  5,859  65.68 
Not Classifred  3,605  32 46  59.80  7.501  67.54 
TOTAL  144.650  31.70  59.89  31  1,723  68.30 
Source.  NBER-DOL  EBS1  File  (1977) 
Table 4 2 23 
Number  of  Participants by Maximum Age for Plan  ParticIpat7on and  Plan Entity,  1977 
Wlth Maximum Aqe  Without  Maximum Age 
Number  Row  Percent  Mean AQe  Number  Row  Percent 
48 77  51  23  61 78  15.861.249  Single Employer  16  659.667 
Multi Employer  501.767  6 55  62 50  7.163.298  93  45 
Not  Classlfled  357.770  36  10  60  85  633,  173  63.90 
TOTbL  17,513,205  42 55  61 78  23.657.720  57 45 
Source  NBER-OOL  EESI  F~le  ('9771 
4.3  Vesting Provisions of Private Pension Plans 
Roughly 14 percent of  U.S. private pension plans immediately vest their employees' 
pension benefits. The remaining plans specify rules on the basis of years of service and/or 
age that determine the accumulation of  vested benefits. Vested benefits are the nonforfeit- 
able benefits a worker is entitled to receive based on past employment. Vested benefits are 
legal assets owned by the employee regardless of whether she (he) continues to work for her 
(his) current employer unless she (he) dies prior to reaching retirement age. In the event of 
pension plan termination vested benefits represent a senior claim on the fund's assets: if 
pension assets are insufficient to meet vested liabilities, a portion of the firm's assets may be 
attached to cover these liabilities. If these two sources of  funds are insufficient to cover 
vested liabilities, the Pension's Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) insures the residual 
vested liability. Nonvested accrued pension benefits,  on the other hand, are paid in the event 
of  plan termination only to the extent that pension fund assets exceed vested liabilities. 
ERISA provides certain legal safeguards with respect to benefit vesting. In particular ERISA 
stipulates that accrued benefits based on an employee's own contribution to the pension 
fund are immediately vested. Benefits accrued on the basis of the employer's contributions 
need not be immediately vested. However, vesting must accrue with increased service. 182  The Structure of Private Pension Plans 
ERISA requires that pension vesting provisions be at least as liberal as the following rule: An 
employee with 10  years of service has at least a 50 percent right to accrued benefits derived 
from the employer's contributions. In addition, employees with 10 years of service who are 
50 percent vested are entitled to at least a 10 percent annual increase in their vested rights 
until 100 percent vesting is reached. 
While the ERISA requirements are sufficiently broad to accommodate a large number of 
different pension vesting rules, roughly three-quarters of U.S. private pension plans specify 
one of the nine vesting rules analyzed in the tables discussed below. These rules are of two 
types. The first is complete vesting after a certain number of years of service with no partial 
vesting during earlier years of service. This type of vesting is frequently referred to as "cliff" 
vesting. The second type of vesting rule provides for partial vesting that gradually increases 
until full vesting is reached. This is often referred to as "graded"  vesting. In addition to 
immediate vesting, the cliff vesting rules include vesting after 3, 5, and 10 years. 
Three graded vesting rules commonly used are the "rule of 45," the "25-5-1  0 rule," and 
the "40-5-10 rule." The  "rule of  45"  specifies that an employee with 5 years of  service 
becomes 50 percent vested when the sum of  her (his) age plus years of service equals or 
exceeds 45, with benefits vested an additional 10 percent for  each subsequent year of 
service. The "25-5-10 rule" provides for  25 percent vesting after 5 years with 5 percent 
additional vesting for each of the next 5 years, followed by 10 percent additional vesting for 
each of  the next 5 years. The "40-5-10 rule" involves 40 percent vesting after 4 years, 5 
percent for each of the next 2 years, and 10 percent for each of  5 years thereafter. 
Most of the remaining plans with graded vesting provisions can be classified as either 
"5-year graded" or "1 0-year graded." A "5-year graded" formula specifies that an employee 
is to be  vested an additional 20 percent for each year of service with full vesting after 5 years. 
Similarly, "1  0-year graded" takes place at a rate of 10 percent per year with full vesting at 10 
years. The "1  0-year graded" formulae, however,  do not always begin partial vesting immedi- 
ately; some specify 30 percent vesting after 3 years with 10 percent per year thereafter, and 
some specify 50 percent vesting at 5 years with 10 percent per year thereafter; in both cases 
full vesting is achieved within 10 years. 
Tables 4.3.1-4.3.10 present the distribution of plans by vesting formulae as well as the 
number of participants covered by  these formulae. The formulae are cross-tabulated by plan 
type, plan size, industry, union status, and plan entity. For plans which do not immediately 
vest their workers, the most common vesting provision is cliff vesting after 10  years of service 
(1  8.29 percent of all plans). These plans tend to be quite large. They cover over 50 percent of 
all private pension participants. The next most common provision is "10-year graded" (16.90 
percent). These plans, however, cover only 4.83 percent of  private pension participants. 
The numbers in table 4.3.1 indicate that only 8.17 percent of  defined benefit plans 
provide immediate vesting; in contrast, 23 percent of defined contribution plans immediately 
vest their covered workers. Defined contribution plans are much more likely to permit partial 
vesting: 3.75 percent specify such formulae while the corresponding number for defined 
benefit plans is 30.61 percent. The only exceptions are those plans specifying the "25-5-10 
rule." Defined benefit plans are more likely to  have this type of  vesting provision, 9.01 
percent of  plans compared with 3.40 percent for defined contribution plans. 
Plan size appears to be a central determinant of vesting formulae. The smallest plans, 
those with less than 25 participants, are more than 3 times as likely to vest their workers' 
benefits immediately. The probability that a plan has a 1  0-year cliff vesting provision is highly 
correlated with plan size: 69.43 percent of  the largest plans have this provision while the 
corresponding figure for smaller plans is only 1  1.40  percent. Smaller plans appear to have a 
higher probability of using one of the five graded vesting provisions than do larger plans. A 
percentage of 38.59  of plans with less than 25 participants specify one of these formulae. For 
plans with over 10,000 participants, the figure is only 7.1  1 percent. 
Tables 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 tabulate this information by industry. Plans in the agriculture and 
services industries are more likely to provide immediate vesting: 24.63 percent and 21 55 
percent of  plans in these respective industries specify immediate vesting. But these plans 183  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
tend to be quite small, covering only 5.63 and 6.25 percent of covered workers, respectively. 
While there are substantial variations across industries in the fraction of  plans with each 
formula, there is little variation across industries in the fraction of participants covered by 
each formula; this suggests that most of the differences across industries occur in very small 
plans. 
Tables 4.3.7 and 4.3.8 demonstrate that nonunion plans and nonunion workers are 
more likely to have immediate vesting while union plans and union workers are more likely to 
have 10-year cliff vesting. Nonunion workers are also slightly more likely to be covered by 
one of the five graded vesting formulae (15.76 percent versus 7.91 percent). 
Tables 4.3.9 and 4.3.10 tabulate these vesting data by plan entity. Single employer 
plans are more than twice as  likely to specify immediate vesting, but on a participant- 
weighted basis this discrepancy disappears. Participants of single employer plans are also 
more likely to be covered by "1  0-year graded"  vesting rules, while multiemployer plan 
participants are more likely to be covered by the "40-5-10 rule." 
Tables 4.3.1  1 through 4.3.20 evaluate plans' relative vesting generosity by calculating 
the mean years until an employee is fully vested. For plans that relate an employee's vesting 
status to her (his) age, the calculation assumes that the typical employee is hired at age 30. 
On average, defined  contribution  plans fully vest their employees 3 years earlier than 
defined benefit plans. Smaller plans also tend to fully vest their employees sooner than do 
plans in the services and agriculture industries. Nonunion plans fully vest their participants 
after an average of 8.97 years; union plans fully vest after an average of 9.73 years. There is 
little variation in the mean years until full vesting by plan entity. 
Some plans may appear to be less generous than others because they delay full vesting 
for a longer length of time, when in fact they have quite liberal provisions  for partial vesting in 
the years prior to full vesting. Table 4.3.21 classifies plans and workers according to whether 
workers are partially or fully vested after various years of service. For partially vested workers 
the table presents the mean amount vested-the  average fraction of the worker's accrued 
benefit that is nonforfeitable after each of  the specified years of  service. 
Tables 4.3.21 and 4.3.22 tabulate this information by plan type. After 5 years of service, 
a much larger fraction of defined contribution participants are fully vested than are defined 
benefit participants. In addition, after 5years of service 26.83 percent of defined contribution 
workers are partially vested while only 9.40 percent of defined benefit workers have accrued 
any vested  benefits. The  mean amount vested for  partially vested defined contribution 
participants  is higher than that  for  partially vested  defined  benefit participants:  44.34 
percent versus 37.60 percent. 
Workers in very small plans face the most liberal partial and full vesting provisions over 
their first 5 years of service (tables 4.3.23  and 4.3.24). The percent of small plan participants 
that are fully vested is 31.1  0, and the percent that are partially vested after 5 years of service 
is 44.70. The corresponding figures for plans with more than 10,000  participants are 10.83 
and 10.19 percent, respectively. This is consistent with the finding in table 4.3.3 that larger 
plans are much more likely to have a 10-year cliff vesting formula. 
Slightly more workers in the transportation and service industries are fully vested after 5 
years of service (tables 4.3.25 and 4.3.26); this fact is offset, however, by the small fraction of 
these workers that are partially vested after 5 years of service. In the case of transportation 
workers, only 2.68 percent of covered workers are partially vested within the first 5 years of 
service. Overall, mining and construction workers are the most likely to be partially vested 
after 5 years (35.04 and 35.30 percent of covered workers, respectively), while workers in 
the manufacturing and transportation industries are the least likely to be partially vested 
(1  0.87 and 2.68 percent, respectively). 
Tables 4.3.27 and 4.3.28 indicate that nonunion plans have more generous vesting 
provisions  with respect to both full and partial vesting. After 5 years of service 18.55 percent 
of nonunion workers are fully vested compared with 6.53 percent of  union workers; and 
17.24 percent of  nonunion workers but only 9.31 percent of  union workers are partially 
vested during the first 5 years of service. On a plan-weighted basis, multiemployer plans are 184  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
more likely to partially vest their workers in years prior to full vesting (table 4.3.29), but are 
equally  likely to provide partial vesting when the  data are tabulated  on  a participant- 
weighted basis (table 4.3.30). 
ERISA permits plans to exclude years of  service completed prior to age 22 when 
determining vesting. Tables 4.3.31 through 4.3.40 indicate that the large majority of  plans, 
88.30 percent, count all years of service for purposes of determining an employee's vesting 
status. This fraction varies slightly across plan types, plan sizes, industries, union status, and 
plan entity. 
Table 4 3 1 
Number of  Plans by  Vesting Formulae atid  Plan Type  1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5 Year  in  Year  Not 



















51,236  14.039  10.475  39 640  2.519  10,025 
17 36  4 76  3  55  13  43  85  3 40 
3,750 
2 60 
6.  175 
4  28 
20,520 
14  22 
14.961 
31  15 
15.416  27.947  53.761  70 150 
5 22  9 47  18  71  27 76 
Total 
Number  63.035  15.358  11,803  80.413  3,239  23,025  19.166  3J.122  71.281  115. I17 
Percent  14 34  3 49  2 69  18  29  .74  5  24  4 36  7 76  16  90  26 19 
Source'  NBER-0DL  EBSI  Subsample (19771 
Table 4 3 2 
Number of Participants  by VestIng Formulae and Plan Type. 1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5  Year  10  Year  Not 
Immediate  3  Years  5  Years  10  Years  45  Rule  Rule  Graded  Graded  Classified 
Defined Benefit 
Number  182.527  263.791  296.385  19.190.647  175.439  895.042  609.112  58.701  587.602  7.274.347 























Number  1.378.567  642,254  1,006,702  21.157.612  229.014  1,216.392  785.782  590.191 1.863.070  9,690.301 
Percent  3 58  1  67  2 61  54 87  59  3 15  2 04  1  53  4 83  25 13 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSI Subsample (1977) 
Table 4 3  3 
Number of Plans by Vesting Formulae and Plan Size.  1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5  Year  10  Year  Not 

















59,335  14.219  10.095  39,064  2.283  16.319 
17 32  4.15  2.95  11.40  67  4 76 
1.818  215  1.005  10,835  0  2.760 
5 44  .64  3.01  32.43  . 00  8.26 
J35  648  0  16.313  714  2,589 
1  18  1.76  00  44 31  I  94  7 03 
85  1  56  222  5.941  211  532 
6 80  45  1  77  47.44  1.68  4 25 
18,610  33.855  61.151  87.724 
5  43  9.88  17.85  25.60 
215  0  7.335  9.231 
27.63  00  21.95  .64 
0  11.467  0  4.648 
31  15  .OO  12 63  00 
156  156  794  3,604 
1.25  1.25  6.34  28 78 185  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4.3.3  Continued 
Number  of Plans by Vesting Formulae  and  Plan Size.  1977 
Full  and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  4@5-10  5 Year  10  Year  NO  t 
























































































































157  1.511 
2.69  25.90 
77  803 
2.12  22.10 
81  613 
2.24  16.96 
23  97 
3.92  16.52 
13  59 
3.08  13.98 
74.281  115.122 
16.90  26.19 
Source:  NBER-DOL  EBS1  Subsample  (1977) 
Table 4.3.4 
Number  of  Participants by Vesting Formulae  and  Plan Size.  1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full  at  Rule of  25-5-10  4W5-10  5 Year  10  Year  NO  t 


































































































1  45 
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128.  173  77.175 
6.00  3.61 
95.509  7,549 
8.66  .68 
214,203  0 
7.34  .  00 
86.581  31.651 
4 34  1.59 
148.898  79,946 
6 81  3.66 
227.551  0 





























252,261  110,982 















0  80.871  2,889,272  55.524  49,753  29.  193  82.859  148.408  712.553 
00  1  96  70 18  1  35  1  21  71  2.01  3 60  17  31 186  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4.3.4  Continued 
Number  of  Participants by Vesting Formulae  and  Plan Size,  1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5  Year  10 Year  Not 
Immedrate  3  Years  5  Years  10 Years  45  Rule  Rule  Graded  Graded  Classified 
10.000+ 
Participants 
Number  473.977  201.275  378.975  8,015.668  67,851  234.132  560.266  53.871  248.582  4,647.004 
Percent  3  18  1  35  2  55  53.86  46  1  57  3.76  36  1.67  31.23 
TOTAL 
~ 
Number  1.378.567  642.254  1.006.702  21.157.612  229,014  1.216.392  785.782  590.191  1.863.070  9,690.301 
Percent  3.58  1  67  2.61  54  87  .59  3.  15  2  04  1.53  4.83  25.  13 
Source.  NBER-DOL  EBS1  Subsample  (1977) 
Table  4.3.5 
Number  of  Plans by Vestlng Formulae  and  Industry.  1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5  Year  10 Year  NO  t 























Retail  Trade 
Number 
Percent 
Finance,  Insurance. 





















15  70 
3.914 
















14  34 
372  73 
4.92  .96 
0  8 
.  00  33 
398  0 
2.65  .  00 
164  23  1 
.26  .37 
26  866 
32  10.56 
1.845  1.845 
5.68  5.68 
423  75 
1.18  .21 
1,845  44 
5.75  .14 
6.185  2.061 
4.92  1.64 
133  10 
2.91  .22 
3.962  6.587 























15.358  11.806  80.413 























663  68  1 
8.76  9.00 
135  0 
5.56  .  00 
853  1.990 
5.67  13.23 
7.941  119 
12.78  19 
56  0 
68  .oo 
2.302  2,242 
7.09  6.91 
1,364  3.691 
3.81  10.32 
1.734  1.407 
5.40  4.38 
2,640  8.971 
2.10  7.13 
1.242  0 
27.18  .  00 
4,090  63 
3.60  .06 
3.239  23.025  19.166 
74  5.24  4.36 
0 



































































74.281  115.112 
16.90  26  19 
Source:  NBER-OOL  EBSl Subsample  (1977) 187  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4.3.6 
Number of  Participants  by Vesting Formulae  and Industry. 1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5 Year  10  Year  Not 
Immediate  3  Years  5  Years  10  Years  45  Rule  Rule  Graded  Graded  Classified 
Agriculture,  Forestry, 
and Fishing 
Number  7,832 
Percent  5.63 
Number  13.918 
Percent  3.66 
Construction 
Number  99.085 
Percent  4.33 
Manufacturing 
Number  431.911 
Percent  3  12 
Transportation.  Communications. 
and Utilities 
Number  60.667 
Percent  2  28 
Wholesale Trade 
Number  12.009 
Percent  1. 14 
Retail Trade 
Number  53,329 
Percent  2.01 
Finance. Insurance. 
and Real  Estate 
Number  4,485 
Percent  24 
Services 
Number  154.471 
Percent  6.25 
Tax-Exempt 
Orqanizations 
Number  20,305 
Percent  1  39 
Not Classified 
Number  520.550 
Percent  5.36 
TOTAL 
Number  1.378.567 




.  00 
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2  99 
1 ,006,702 

















































Source  NBER-OOL  EBS1 Subsample (1977) 





























































































590.191  1,863.070 

























Number of  Plans by Vesting Formulae and Union Status, 1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule Of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5 Year  10  Year  Not 










826  172  157  13.547  100  1.080  1 ,906  31  828  5.174 
3.47  72  66  56.87  .42  4.53  8.00  .13  3.48  21.72 
61.691  15.185  11.646  66,638  3.  139  21.324  15.017  33.693  69.365  108,758 
15.18  3.74  2.87  16.39  .77  5.25  3.69  8.29  17.07  26.76 
516  0  0  227  0  619  2,242  397  4.088  1.179 
5  57  .  00  00  2.45  .oo  6.68  24. 19  4.28  44.11  12.72 
Number  63,035  15,358  11  .803  80.413  3.239  23.025  19.166  34.122  74.281  115.112 
Percent  14.34  3.49  2.69  18.29  .74  5.24  4.36  7.76  16.90  26.19 
Source:  NBER-DOL  EESI  Subsample  (1977) 188  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4.3.8 
Number of Participants  by Vesting Formulae  and Union Status, 1977 
Full  and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5 Year  10  Year  Not 




298.477  164.631  424.345  12.020.255  43.608  392.905  595.263  48.546  345.930  3.729.827 
1  65  91  2  35  66 54  24  2  18  3  30  27  1  92  20.65 
Non-Union Plans 
Number  1.047.110  477.623  582.357  8.972.652  185.406  786.588  174.164  539.657  1.498.940  5.939.064 




32.979  0  0  164.705  0  36.898  16.353  1.986  18.199  21.409 
11 27  . 00  .  00  56.30  .  00  12.61  5  59  .68  6.22  7.32 
TOTAL 
~ 
Number  1.378.567  642.254  1,006,702  21.157.612  229.014  1,216,392  785.782  590.191  1.863.070  9.690.301 
Percent  3  58  1  67  2  61  54  87  59  3  15  2  04  1  53  4  83  25  13 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBS1 Subsample (1977) 
Table 4.3.9 
Number of Plans by Vesting Formulae and Plan Entity, 1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5 Year  10  Year  Not 










TOTAL  __ 
61.382  14.659 
14  53  3.47 
71  1  325 
5  99  2.74 
942  372 
18  14  7  16 
Number  63.035  15.358 
Percent  14  34  3  49 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBS1 Subsample (1977) 
11,680  77.516 
2.76  18.35 
123  1.349 
1  04  11  37 
0  1.547 
.  00  29.79 
11,803  80.413 
2.69  18.29 
3,239  21.859  18.768  31.880  70.025  11  1.478 
77  5.17  4.44  7.55  16.57  26.39 
0  768  398  2,242  3.064  2.889 
00  6 47  3  35  18.89  25  82  24  34 
0  397  0  0  1,191  744 
00  7  64  00  00  22  93  14  33 
3,239  23.025  19.166  34.122  74.281  115.112 
.74  5  24  4  36  7.76  16  90  26  19 
Table 4.3.10 
Number of  Participants  by Vesting Formulae and Plan Entity. 1977 
Full and  Full at  Full at  Full at  Rule of  25-5-10  40-5-10  5  Year  10  Year  Not 
Immediate  3  Years  5 Years  10  Years  45  Rule  Rule  Graded  Graded  Classified 
Single Employer 
Number  1.056.845  498.837  759.391  16.597.686  229,014  1,152.957  224.324  563.161  1,732.815  7.324.138 
Percent  3.51  1.66  2.52  55.07  .76  3.83  .74  1.87  5.75  24.30 
Multi  Employer 
Number 
Percent 
267.353  142.298  247.311  4,398,380  0  56,679  561.458  27,029  112.373  1.795.311 
3.51  1.87  3.25  57.81  .  00  .74  7.38  .36  1.48  23.60 
Not Classified 
Number  54,369  1.118  0  161.545  0  6,755  0  570,852 
Percent  6  69  14  00  19  88  00  83  00  00  2  20  70 26 
0  17.881 
TOTAL 
Number  1.378.567  642.254  1,006,702  21.157.612  229,014  1.216.392  785.782  590.191  1,863,070  9.690.301 
Percent  3  58  1.67  2.61  54.87  59  3.15  2.04  1.53  4.83  25.  13 
Source.  NBER-DOL  EBSI Subsample (1977) 189  4.3 Vesting Provisions of Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  3 11 
Mean Years Until Full Vesting by Plan Type, 1977' 
Plan Weighted 
Number of  Plans  Mean Years 
Defined Benefit  144.348  9  06 
Oefined Contribution  29s.  21  1  6  76 
TOTAL  439.559  7.46 
Source  NEER-OOL  EBSl  Subsample File (1977) 
1  Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules For plans which relate vesting status to an employee s age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30 
Table 4  3 12 
Mean Years untTl  Full Vesting by Plan Type. 1977' 
Participant Weighted 
_____~ 
Number of  Partlc7pants  Mean Years 
Oef  1 ned Benef  I  t  29.533.701  10.01 
Oefrned Contribution  9.026. 189  7.14 
TOTAL  38.559.890  9 35 
Source-  NBER-OOL  EBSl Subsample File (1977) 
1. Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 
TABLE 4.3.13 
Mean Years until  Full Vesting by Plan Size. 1977' 
Plan Weiyhted 
Number Of  Plans  Mean Years 
1-24 
Participants  342.658  6.84 
25-49 
Participants  33.418  9  56 
50-99 
Participants  36.817  10.24 
100-249 
Participants  12.558  9.20 
250-499 
Participants  5.839  9.42 
500-999 
Participants  3.635  9.90 
1,000-4,999 
Participants  3.615  9.03 
5.000-9.999 
ParticTpants  590  9.64 
lo. ooo+ 
Participants  425  9.23 
TOTAL  439,559  7.46 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSl Subsample File (1977) 
1  Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30 190  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
TABLE 4.3.14 
Mean Years Until  Full  VeStIng by Plan Size.  1977' 
Participant Weighted 
Number of  Participants  Mean Years 
1-24 
Participants  2,137,005  a  20 





















9  05 
9  54 
9  76 
8  91 
9.69 
10.  ooo+ 
Participants  14.881.605  9.38 
TOTAL  38.559.890  9  35 
Source.  NBER-OOL  EESl  Subsample File (1977) 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30 
1. Calculations based on plans  that explicitly indicate vesting rules. For plans  which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
TABLE 4.3.15 
Mean Years until  Full  Vesting by  Industry. 1977 
Plan Weighted 











Retail  Trade 
Finance.  Insurance 
and Real  Estate 













32.095  7  41 
Services  125.739  5.83 
Tax-Exempt 
Organ?zatrons  4,572  10.97 
Not  Classrfied  1 13,499  7.16 
TOTAL  439,559  7.46 
SouPce.  NBER-DOL  EBSl  Subsample File (19771 
1.  Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules. For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 191  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
TABLE 4.3.16 
Mean Years until  Full Vesting by  Industry. 1977' 
Participant Weighted 
Number of  Participants  Mean Years 
Agriculture. 
Forestry, and 
F  1 sh  1 ng  139. 143  9.69 










2,661.861  8.95 
Wholesale Trade  1.052.916  10  04 
Retail Trade  2.647.8  18  10.02 
Finance. Insurance 
and Real  Estate  1.888.188  9.80 








TOTAL  38.559.890  9.35 
~~~  ~~ 
Source  NBER-DOL  EeSl  Subsampie File (1977) 
1  Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate  vesting rules For plans which relate vesting status to an employees age  it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30 
TABLE 4  3  17 
Mean Years Until  Full Vesting by Union Status, 1977' 
Plan Weighted 
Number of  Plans  Mean Years 
Union Plans  23.827  9.85 
Non-Union Plans  406.46  1  7.25 
Not Classified  9.271  9.78 
TOTAL  439.559  7.46 
Source:  NBER-DOL  EBS1  Subsample File (1977) 
1. Calculations  based on plans that explicitly indicate  vesting rules. For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's  age. it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 
TABLE 4.3.18 
Mean Years Until Full Vesting by Union Status, 1977' 
Participant Weighted 
Number of Participants  Mean Years 
Union Plans  18,063.792  9.73 
Non-Union  Plans  20.203.565  8  97 
Not Classified  292,533  9.49 
TOTAL  38.559.890  9.35 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSl  Subsample File (1977) 
1.  Calculations based on plans that explicitly Indicate vesting rules. For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's  age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 192  The Structure of Private Pension Plans 
Number 
Oefined benefit 
4fter  1  Year Service 
After 3  Years Service 
After 5  Years Service 
After 10  Years Service 
4fter 15  Years Service 
Defined Contribution 
After  i  Year Service 
After 3  Years Service 
After 5  Years Service 
After 10  Years Service 
After  15  Years Service 
TABLE 4  3  19 
Mean Years Until  Full Vesting by Plan Entity. 1977' 
Plan Weighted 
Number of P  1  an5  Mean Years 
Single Employer  422,488  7  44 
Multi  Employer  11.874  8.11 
Not Class?fied  5.  196  7  74 
TOTAL  439,559  7  46 
Source'  NEER-DOL  EBSl  Subsample File (1977) 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 
1. Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules  For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
TABLE 4  3  20 
Mean Years until  Full Vesting by Plan Entity.  1977' 
9  39  30.139.172  Single Employer 
MuIti  Employer  7.608. 195  9.28 
Not Classif  red  812,523  7.86 
TOTAL  38.559.890  9.35 
Source  NEER-OOL  E851 Subsample File (1977) 
1  Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules. For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 
Table 4  3.21 
of  Plans by Vesting Status of Pension Plan after Various Years of Service and Plan Type, 1977' 
Vestina Status 
Fully Vested  Not Vested  Partially Vested 
Number  Row  Number  Row  Mean Amount  Number  Row 
of  P  1  an5  Percent  of Plans  Percent  Vested  of P  1  ans  Percent 
7C. 965  71  40  16.622  16  72  13  48  11.799 
63.596  63  99  22,672  22  81  43  23  13.117 
41.494  41  75  37,270  37  50  40 34  20.621 
0  00  17.470  17  58  59  41  81.915 
0  00  0  00  0  99,386 
111.413  49  50  62.410  27  73 
78.802  35.01 
79,203  35.19 
27,960  12.42 
0  00 
14.48  51.236 
40.34  65.275 
45.58  103;  698 
73.86  197.099 
0  225,060 
11 87 
13  20 
20  75 
82.42 







4fter 1  Year Servrce  182.378  56  21  79.032  24.36  14.27  63,035  19.43 
After 3  Years Service  144,579  44  56  101,474  31.28  39.64  78,393  24. 16 
After 5  Years Service  83,653  25  78  116.473  35  90  68.30  124.3 19  38.32 
After  10 Years Service  0  . 00  45,431  14.00  68.30  279.015  86.00 
After  15  Years Service  0  00  0  . 00  0  324.446  100.00 
Source  NEER-UOL  EESI Subsample File (1977) 
1. Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules. For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 193  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  3.22 
Number  of  Partlclpants by Vesting Status Of  Pension Plan after Various  Years  Of Service and  Plan Type,  1977' 
Vestinq Status 
Not  Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  of  ROW  Number  of  Row  Mean  bmount  Number  of  Row 
PaPtic1pants  Percent  Participants  Percent  Vested  Participants  Percent 
Defined Benefit 
bfter  1  Year  Service 
PfteP 3  Years  Service 
bfter 5  Years  Service 
bfter  10  Years  Service 
bfter 15  Years  Service 
Defined Contribution 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
bfter 10  Years  Service 
bfter 15  Years  Service 
4, 174.477 
3.449.5  16 
62  40  1,289.816  19  51 
24  00  1.586.3 17  52  18 
2,020,539  30 57  ,,  773,486  26  83 
0  00  551.594  8  34 
0  00  0  00 
1.195.940  14  85 
39.87  1,574,400 
44  34  2.8 16,208 
64.75  6.058.640 












bfter 1  Year  Service  25.993.918  90.04  1.437.102  5  19  14.56  1,378,567  4.78 
After  3  Years  Service  24.948.098  86.42  1.900.667  6.58  38.94  2.020.822  7.00 
bfter 5  Years  Service  21.386.626  74  08  3,865 I 245  13.39  40.69  3.617.7 16  12.53 
bfter 10  Years  Service  0  00  2.231.189  7.73  66.  14  26.638.399  92.27 
bfter 15  Years  Service  0  00  0  . 00  0  28.869.5a8  100.00 
source.  NBER-OOL  EBSl  Subsample  File (1977) 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30 
1.  Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules. For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
Table  4.3.23 
Number  of  Plans by Vesting Status of Pension Plan after Various  Years of  Service and Plan Size.  1977' 
Vestinq Status 
Not Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  Row  Number  Row  Mean  bmount  Number  Row 
of  Plans  Percent  of Plans  Percent  Vested  of  Plans  Percent 
1-24 
Participants 
After-  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
bfter 5  Years  Service 
bfter  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
25-49 
Participants 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
bfter 5  Years  Service 
bfter  10 Years  Serv7ce 
After  15  Years  Service 
50-99 
Participants 
After  1  Year  Service 
bfter 3  Years  Service 
After-  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
100-249 
Participants 
After  1  Year  S~rvlce 
bfter 3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Serv7ce 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
2 50-4 9 9 
Participants 
bfter  1  Year  Service 
bfter 3  Years  Service 
bfter 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
bfter 15  Years  Service 
500-9 9 9 
Partic$pants 
After  1  Year  Service 
bfter 3  Years  Service 
bfter 5  Years  Service 
bfter  10  Years  Service 


































43  72. 124 
66  90.463 
22  96,080 
00  37.212 
00  0 
75  85  4.023 
65.37  6.342 
44  80  10.311 
00  2.976 
.  00  0 
89.59  2,205 
80.97  3.740 
67  17  7.237 
.  00  3  304 
.  00  0 
85  91 
83  69 




.  00  93  1 
.  00  0 
91 01 
86  34 




. 00  584 
.  00  0 
94.60  18 
93.96  36 
73.96  44 1 
00  382 















.  00 
4.58 
6  18 
16.91 
10.40 
.  00 
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Table  4.3.23  Continued 
Number  of  Plans by Vesting Status of Pension Plan after Various  Years  of  Service and Plan Size.  1977' 
Vesting Status 
Not  Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  ROW  Number  Row  Mean  Amount  Number  ROW 
of  Plans  Percent  of  Plans  Percent  Vested  of Plans  Percent 
1.000-4.999 
Participants 
After  1  Year  Servrce 
After  3 Years  Service 
After  5 Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15 Years  Service 
5.000-9.999 
Participants 
After  1  Year  Service 
After 3 Years  Service 
After 5 Years  ServTce 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
2.746  91 50  146  4.87  15.00  109  3.63 
2.647  88.20  146  4.87  45.00  208  6.93 
2,473  82.41  89  2 97  47.76  439  14.63 
0  .  00  8  .27  50.00  2.993  99.73 
0  .  00  0  00  0  3.001  100.00 
456  92.68 
456  92.68 
















12  2.44 
17  7 6d  _. 
34  6.91 
475  96.54 
492  100.00 
0  00 
0  . 00 
10.000+ 
Participants 
After  1  Year  Service 
After 3 Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Servrce 
339  92.62 
335  91.53 
















22  6.01 
26  7.10 
44  12.05 
351  96.16 
366  100.00 
0  .  00 
0  .  00 
TOTAL 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3 Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Servrce 
After  10  Years  Servlce 






56.21  79,032  24.36 
44.56  101,474  31.28 
25.78  116.473  35.90 
.  00  45.431  14.00 
14.27  63,035 
39.64  78,393 
43.90  124.3  19 
68.30  279.015 
0  324,446 
19.43 
24.  16 
38.32 
86.00 
100.00  00  0  00 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSl  Subsample  File (19771 
1  Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30 
Table  4 3 24 
Number  of  Participants by  Vesting Status of Pension Plan after Various  Years  of Serv7ce  and  Plan Size.  1977' 
~~ 
Vestinq Status 
Not  Vested  Partiallv Vested  Fullv Vested 
Row  Number  of  Number  of  Row  Number  of  Row  Mean  Amount 









40  53 













84  11 
82 37 
67  69 
00 
00 
92  21 
87 89 




























32 98  13 07 
42 09  36 79 
46 91  44 70 
14  38  65 48 




















After  1  Year  Servrce 
After 3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15 Years  Service 
25-49 
Participants 
After  1  Year  Service 
After-  3 Years  Service 
After  5 Years  Service 
After  10  Years  ServTce 
After  15 Years  Service 
50-99 
Participants 
After  1  Year  Service 
After 3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 







15.66  10.00 
25 25  28.33 
42 23  42.11 











6.64  10.00 
12.92  28.28 






12 40  53.19 








4.83  13.86 
5.93  39.44 









After  1  Year  Service 
After 3 Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  ServTce 
After  15  Years  Service 
250-499 
Participants 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
Aftev  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
10  09  62.53 






1.84  10.00 
3.50  30.79 
17.36  35.48 
97.394 
140.773 




86.01  13.99  63.97 
.  00  0  ,635,427  100.00 195  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  3  24  Continued 
Number  of  PartTcipants by Vesting Status of  Pens7on  Plan after Varroirs  Years  of Service and Plan Size.  1977> 
Vestinq Status 
Not  Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  of  Row  Number  of  Row  Mean  Amount  Number  of  ROW 














85  94 
. 00 
.  00 
80.21 
92.92 






.  00 
.  00 
78  98 
90 04 
86  42 
74  08 
.  00 






.85  10.00 
1  40  37.67 
14  57  31.32 































After  1  Year  Service 
After 3  Years  Serv7ce 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Serv7ce 
1,000-4.999 
Part7cipants 
Aftev  1  Year  Serv;ce 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
5.000-9.999 
Part7cTpants 
After  1  Year  Service 
After 3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
10,  ooo+ 
Participants 
Aftet-  1  Year  Service 
After 3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
















6  12  51 99 
2  54  44  46 
56  50  00 
. 00  0 
3.163.445 








5  06  14.81 
5.06  44.42 
6.68  41.43 
3  95  66.94 




3.270.  121 











81  29  55  ~~  ~~  473.977 
.81  56.07  678,253 
10. 19  41 70  1,108.100 
8.42  77.56  9.372.352 













After  1  Year  Service 
Aftev 3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Serv7ce 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
5.19  14.56 
6.58  38.94 
I.  378.567 
2.020.822 
40.69  3.617.716 
66.14  26.638.399 
0  28.869.588 
13.39 
7.73 
.  00 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSl Subsample  File (19771 
1. Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules  For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at  age 30. 
Table  4  3.25 
Number  of Plans bv VeStinQ Status of  Penslo"  Plan after Various  Years  of  Service and  IndUstPV.  1977 
Vestinq Status 
Not  Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  Row  Number  ROW  Number  ROW  Mean  Amount 
of  Plans  Percent  Of Plans  Percent  Vested  of Plans  Percent 
Agriculture. 
Forestry.  and 
Fishinq 
3,217  59.00 
2.838  52  04 
372  6.82 






1.864  34.18  After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Servrce 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  ServTce 
After  15  Years  Service 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
Construct~on 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
Manufacturinq 
After  1  Year  Serv7ce 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Servlce 









1 .845  33.83 
1,345  24.66 
0  00 















2  13 
37  84 
46  96 






















49  78 
40  61 







2,  a43 
32 01 
38  10 
45  80 























68  71 









23  13 
40  78 
21.33 












8.  16 
10.74 
78.67 
100.00 196  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  3  25  Continued 
Number  of  Plans by Vest,ng  Status of  Pension Plan after Various  Years  of  Service and  Industry,  1977, 
~~  ~ 
Vest?ng Status 
Fully Vested  Not  Vested  Partially Vested 
Number  Row  Number  Row  Mean  Amount  Number  Row 




After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 












30  09 








29  47 









.  00 
.  00  0 
Wholesale  Trade 
After  1  Year  Service 
After 3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
















































27  71 

















After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
Finance.  Insurance. 
and Real  Estate 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Serv7ce 



















.  00 
16.10 
46  96 
42  63 
68  17 

















37  61 
22  88 























29.98  After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 









2.698  78  02  573  16.57  10.00  187  5.41 
2.431  70.30  706  20.42  30.00  321  9.28 
1.045  30.22  2.082  60 21  35  08  33  1  9.57 
0  .  00  1,242  35.92  50.00  2.216  64.08 
0  00  0  .  00  0  3,458  100.00 
Aftev  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Year5  Service 
Not  Class7fled 
After  1  Year  Serv7ce 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  ServTce 
TOTAL 
46,580  61 77 
38,088  50 51 
25,879  34  32 
12.615  16.73 
17.144  22.74 
20.329  26  96 
4.156  5.51 
















0  00 
0  00 
After  1  Year  Service  182.378  56.21  79,032  24.36  14  27  63.035  19.43 
After 3  Years  Service  144,579  44.56  101,474  31.28  39.64  78,393  24  16 
After 5  Years  Service  83.653  25.78  116.473  35  90  43.90  124,319  38.32 
After  10  Years  Service  0  00  45.431  14  00  68.30  279,015  86.00 
After  15  Years  Service  0  .  00  0  00  0  324,446  100.00 
Source  NBER-DOC  EBS1  Subsample  File (1977) 
1  Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules. For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 
Table  4  3  26 
Number  of Participants by Vesting Status of Pension Plan after Various Years  of  Service and  Industry,  1977' 
Vesting Status 
Not  Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  of  Row  Row  Mean  Amount  Number  of  Row  Number  of 
Participants  Percent  Particjpants  Percent  Vested  Participants  Percent 
Agriculture. 
Forestry. and 
F I sh  in9 
After  1  Year  Service 
Afte? 3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
Mlnlna 
After  1  Year  Service 
After 3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
106,952  90  82 
104.366  88  62 
G9.961  59  41 
0  00 
0  00 
2.983  2  53 
4.450  3.78 
10.00  7,832 
30.00  8.951 
43.35  9,320 
60.21  104.901 







38,487  32.68 
12.867  10.93 
0  .  00 
294,403  94  14 
282.810  90 43 
177.063  56  62 
0  00 
0  00 
4.405  1.41 
15.999  5.12 
16.53  13.918  4.45 
38.24  13.918  4  45 
27.47  26.083  8.34 
50.07  2 13.625  68.31 
0  312.727  100.00 
109.581  35.04 
99,101  31 69 
0  .  00 197  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  3  26  Continued 
Number  of  Participants by Vesting Status of  Pension Plan after Various  YeaPs  of Service and  Industry.  1977' 
Vestinq Status 
Not Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  Of  Row  Number  of  Row  Mean  Anount  Uumber  of  ROW 
Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent  Vested 
Construction 
Brticipants  Percent 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Servlce 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10 Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
1 ,850.3  10 














94  34 




82  76 










85  73 
69  14 
00 
00 
81  01 
75 28 

















2  51 
4  09 
35 30 
31.77 
.  00 
4.05 


















.  00 
11.44 
13.27 
21  16 
8.22 





.  00 





5  50 
6.80 
8  27 
3.03 
.  00 
5  19 
6.58 





























































100.00  0  ,999  I 553 
Manufacturinq 
After  1  Year  Service  9,790.238 
After  3  Years  Service  9,440.274 
After  10  Years  Service  0 
After  15  Years  Service  0 
After  5  Years  Service  8.094.785 
Transportat7on. 
Commun,cat7ons. 
















3  76 









30.635  60.667 
188.736 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15 Years  Service 
Wholesale  Trade 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
Retarl Trade 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Servlce 
After  15 Years  Service 
Finance.  Insurance 
and  Real  Estate 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 













































100.00  2.161.300 
1,207,634 







































After  1  Year  Service 
After 3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years Servlce 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
Tax-Exempt 
Organizations 
After  1  Year  Service 
After 3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 




















100.00  0 
Not  Classified 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
6,561,199 
6.421.499 




















After  1  Year  Service  25.993.918 
After  3  Years  Service  24.948.098 
After  5  Years  Service  21.386.626 
After  10  Years  Service  0 
After  15  Years  Service  0 







Rfi  47 





1.900:  667 
3,865,245 
2.231. 189 
..  - 
74  08 
00 
00  0 
1  Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules. For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at  age 30 198  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4 3.27 
Number  of Plans  by Vest!ng  Status of  Pension Plan after Various Years  of Service and  Union Status,  1977' 
Vestinq Status 
Not  Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  Row  Number  Row  Mean  Amount  Number  Row 
of  Plans  Percent  of  Plans  Percent  Vested  of Plans  Percent 
Union Plans 
17.454  93.58  37  1  1.99 







After  1  Year  Service 
After  3 Year5  Service 
After 5 Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15 Years  Service 
Non-Unlon  Plans 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5 Years  Service 
4fter  10  Years  Service 
After  15 Years  Service 
Not  Classified 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3 Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Year5  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
3.815  20  45 
3.087  16  55 

















74,572  25.05 
















105,707  35 51 
39.481  13 26 














4.088  50  53 
4.485  55 44 






5  16 









2,862  35 37 












79.032  24 36 
101,474  31.28 
116,473  35.90 
45.431  14  00 














After  1  Year  Service 
After  3 Years  Service 
AfteP 5  Years  Servrce 
After  10  Years  Service 
Afte?  15  Years  Service 
68.30 
0 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSI  Subsample  File (1977) 
1. Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules. For plans which reiate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 
Table  4.3.28 
Number  of  Pal-trcipants by  Vesting Status of Pension Plan after Various  Years  of Service and  Un,on  Status.  1977' 
Vestina Status 
Not  Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  of  Row  Number  of  Row  Mean  Amount  Number  of  ROW 
Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent  Vested  Participants  Percent 
Union Plans 
After  1  Year  Servlce  13.869.504  96.76  165.982  1  16  12.79  298,477  2.08 
After 3 Years  Service  13.702.599  95.60  168.256  1.17  38.52  463.  109  3.23 
After 5 Years  Service  12.063.863  84.  16  1.334.099  9.31  40.41  936.001  6.53 
After  10  Years  Service  0  00  1,031,777  7.20  73.92  13.302.187  92.80 
After  15 Years  Service  0  . 00  0  00  0  14.333.964  100.00 
Non-Union  Plans 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3 Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Servrce 
After  10 Years  Service 






























.  00 






After  1  Year  Service 
After  3 Years  ServTce 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 




80  98 
80  39 
60  75 
18.596 


























00  .  00 
TOTAL 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3 Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After-  10  Years  Serv7ce 
25.993.918  90  04  1 ,497,102  5.19  14.56  1,378,567  4.78 
24.948.098  86.42  1.900.667  6.58  38.94  2,020,822  7  .OO 
21.386.626  74.08  3.865.245  13.39  40.69  3.617.716  12.53 
0  00  2.231.189  7.73  66.14  26.638.399  92 27 
After  15 Years  Service  0  .  00  0  .  00  0  28.869.588  100.00 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSI Subsample  File (1977) 
1.  Calculations based on plans that explici!ly  indicate vesting rules. For plans which reiate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30 199  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  3  29 
Number  of  Plans by Vesting Status of  Pension Plan after VarIous  Years  of Service and Plan Entlty.  1977, 
Vesting Status 
Not  Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  Row  Number  Row  Mean  Amount  Number  Row 
of Plans  Percent  of Plans  Percent  Vested  of Plans  Percent 
S I nq  1 e  Emp  1 oyer 
After  I  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After 5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
Multi Employer 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
176.010  56  59 
139,991  45  01 
80.756  25  97 
0  00 
0  00 
73.618  23.67 
94,977  30.54 
110.652  35  58 
43.867  14  10 
0  .  00 
14.27  61.382 
39.59  76.041 
43.87  119.601 
68.59  267.142 






4.050  45.09  'I,  222  47  00  15.31  711  7.91 
2.642  29  41  5,304  59 05  42.68  I  .036  11.53 
I,  349  15  02  4.231  47.10  44.99  3,403  37.88 
0  00  1,166  12.98  63.67  7.817  87.02 
0  .  00  0  .  00  0  8.984  100.00 
Not  Classified 
After  1  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
TOTAL 
~ 
After  I Year  Service 
After 3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
2.318  52  08  1.191  26.76  10  00  942  21.16 
1.945  43.70  1,191  26.76  30.00  1.315  29.54 
1.547  34.76  1.589  35.70  43.75  1,315  29.54 
0  .  00  397  8.92  50.00  4,054  91.08 
0  .  00  0  .  00  0  4,452  100.00 
182.378  56.21  79.032  24.36 
144,579  44  56  101.474  31.28 
83.653  25.78  116.473  35.90 
0  00  45.431  14.00 
0  00  0  . 00 
14.27  63,035 
39.64  78,393 
43.90  124.319 
68.30  279.015 




100.00  0  324,446 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSI  Subsample  File (19771 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30 
1  Calculations based on plans that explicitiy indicate vesting rules For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, It 
Table 4  3  30 
Number  of  Part cipants by Vesting Status of  Pension  Plan after Var~ous  Years  of Serv7ce  and  Plan Entlty. 1977, 
Vesting Status 
Not  Vested  Partially Vested  Fully Vested 
Number  of  Row  Number  of  Row  Mean  Amount  Number  of  Row 
Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent  Vested  Participants  Percent 
Single Employer 
AfteF  1  Year  Service 
Aftev  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Yea-5  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  Years  Service 
Multi Employer 
After  I  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Service 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 






89  18  1.4 11.662  6  19 
85  47  1 ,759.699  7  71 
1,056,845  14.65 
1,555,682  39.19 
39.84  2.878.235 
58.44  21.208.738 






73.75  3,110,096  13.63 
00  1 ,606  296  7.04 
00  0  00 
73.75  3,110,096  13.63 
00  1 ,606  296  7.04 






94  24 
90  84 






1.  16 
2  12 













89.37  618, 137 
0 
10  63 
00  5.8 12,884  100.00 






70  10 
69  64 





7  40 
7.40 
10.19 
2  80 
10.00 
30.00 







22  50 




After  I  Year  Service 
After  3  Years  Serv7ce 
After  5  Years  Service 
After  10  Years  Service 
After  15  years  Service 
00 
00  0  00  0 
TOTAL 
~ 
After  1  Year  Service  25.993.918  90 04  1.497. 102  5  19  14  56  1,378,567  4.78 
After  3  Years  Service  24.94a.098  86.42  1.900.667  6.58  38.94  2.020.822  7.00 
After  5  Years  Service  21.3a6.626  74  08  3,865,245  13  39  40.69  3,617.716  12.53 
After  10  Years  Service  0  .  00  2.231, 189  7.73  66.  14  26.638.399  92.27 
After  15  Years  Service  0  00  0  .  00  0  28.869.588  100.00 
Source  NeER-DOL  EBSI  Subsampie  File (1977) 
1, Calculations based on plans that explicitly indicate vesting rules. For plans which relate vesting status to an employee's age, it 
was assumed that all employees were hired at age 30. 200  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  3  31 
Number  of Plans with Age  22  Vesting E~clu~lon  by  Plan Type,  1977 
Years  of  Service  Prior to 9ge  22  All Years  of  Service Counted 
Not  Counted  for Vesting Purposes  for  Vestlnq Purposes 
Number  Rob  Percent  Number  Row  Percent.- 
Oef 1 ned 
Benef 1 t  21.663  15 00  122.793  85 00 
Defined 
Contribution  30.929  10  39  266.627  89 61 
0 t her  823  5  73  13.535  94.27 
TOTAL  53.417  11  70  402,956  88 30 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBS1  File ((9771 
Table  4  3  32 
Number  of  Participants with Age  22  Vesting Exclusion by Plan Type.  1977 
Years  of  Service Prior to Age  22  All Years  of  Servlce Counted 
Not  Counted for vesting Purposes  for Vesting Purposes 
Number  ROW  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Oef 1 ned 
Benef I t  2.875.824  9  50  27.400.354  SO.  50 
Defined 
Contribution  614.021  6  04  9,553.009  93 96 
Other  32.506  1 43  701  .2  1 1  95.57 
TOTAL  3,522,351  8  55  37.654.575  91.45 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBS1  File 1'977) 
Table  4.3.33 
Number  of  Plans with Age  22 Vesting E~cluslon  by Plan Size.  1977 
Years  of  Service  Prior to Age  22  All  Years  of  Service Counted 
Not  Counted  for Vest ~nc)  Purposes  for Vestinq Purposes 













1.000-4  999 
Participants 
5.000-9.999 












11  98 
9  78 
11 62 
10  15 
10  18 
11 23 
12  68 
9  59 



















TOTAL  53.417  11  70  402,956  88 30 
~~  ~ 
Source  NBER-OOL  E851 File (1977) 201  4.3 Vesting Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4.3.34 
Number of  Partlc~pants  with Age 22  Vesting E~cl~slon  by Plan Slze. 1977 
Years of  Service Prior to Age 22  All Years of  Service Counted 
Not Counted for Vesting Purposes  for Vestino Purposes 


































13  00 
10.20 



















TOTAL  3,522.351  8  55  37.654.575  91 45 
Source  NBER-OOL  EESl File ('977) 
Table 4.3.35 
Number of Plans with Age 22  Vesting Exclusion by  Industry. 1977 
Years of  Service Prior to Age 22  All Years of  Service Counted 
Not Counted for vestrnq Purposes  for Vestino Purposes 












F  1 nance, 
Insurance, 


















12  43 
8.57 
15  31 
11.22 
15  24 
14  03 
13.84 





























Source  NEER-OOL  EESl  File "977) 202  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  3  36 
Number  of  Participants with  4ge  22  VestIng Exclusion by Industry.  1977 
Years  of  SerLTice  Prior to 4ge  22  All Years  of  Serv?ce Counted 
Not  Counted  for Vestinq Purposes  for Vestinq Purposes 
Number  Row  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Agriculture. 
Forestry.  and 
F 1 Shi  ng  13.349  8  18  149.8 14  91  82 
Mining  45.002  12  45  316.557  87  55 
construction  42,683  1  76  2.379.140 
6  03  13.839.654  Manufacturing  888,750 
98  24 
93  97 
Transportation. 
Communications. 
and Utilities  367.670  1  85  39  2,143,440  4  61 
Wholesale  Trade  131.695  10 87  1,079,303 
2,384.484  Retall  Trade  328,507  12  11 
89  13 
87.89 
F 1 nance, 
Insurance. 
and Real  Estate  516.370  23.02  76  98  1,726,584 
Services  3 19,980  11 99  2.348.722  88.01 
Tax-Exempt 
1.570.781  Organizations  69.416  4  23 
Not  Classified  798.925  7  60  9,710.091 
95  77 
92  40 
TOT4L  3.522.351  8  56  37.644.575  91  44 
Source  NBER-DDL  EBSI  File 1’977) 
Table  4  3  37 
Number  of  Plans with  Age  22  Vesting Exclusion by Un>on Status  1977 
Years  of  Service Prior to Age  22  All Years  of  Service Counted 
Not  Counted for  Vestinq Purposes  for  Vestinq Purposes 
Number  Row  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Un~on  Plans  1  329  5  54  22,642  94  46 
Nonunion 
P  1 ans  50,888  12  13  368.494  87  87 
Not  Classified  1,199  9  21  11.819  90 79 
TOTAL  53.417  11.70  402.956  88.30 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSI  File 11977) 
Table 4  3 38 
Number  of  Part7clpants with  Age  22  Vesting Exclusion by Union Status.  1977 
Years  of  Service Prior  to  4ge  22  All Years  of  Servlce Counted 
Not Counted for  Vesting Purposes  for Vesting  Purposes 
Number  Row  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Union Plans  825,609  4  32  18.272.538  95.68 
Nonun  1 on 
P 1 ans  2,655,095  12.27  18.992.411  87.73 
Not  Classified  41.646  9  66  389,625  90  34 
8  55  37.654.575  91 45  3.522.351  TOT4L 
Source  NBER-DDL  EBS1  File (‘977) 203  4.4 Portability Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  3  39 
Number  of  Plans  with Age  22 Vesting EXClusiOn  by  Plan Entity.  1977 
Years  of  Service  Pr7or  to Age  22  All Years  of  Service Counted 
Not  Counted  for VestinC]  Purposes  for Vestlnq Furposes 
Number  ROW  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Single  Employer  51.463  11.79  384,882  88.21 
Multi Employer  790  8  86  8.131  91  14 
Not  Classifed  1. 163  10  47  9,942  89 53 
TOTAL  53.417  I1 70  402,956  88  30 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSl  File ('977) 
Table  4  3  40 
Number  of  Participants with Age  22  Vesting  EXCIUSIO~  by  Plan Entitv.  1977 
~~ 
Years  of  Service Prior to Age  22  All Years  of  Service Counted 
Not  Counted  for Vesting Purposes  for  Vestinq Purposes 
Number  ROW  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Single Employer  3.313.895  10  19  29.207.021  89  81 
Multi  Employer  146.384  1  91  7.5  18.681  98  09 
Not  Classified  62.071  6  26  928.872  93 14 
TOTAL  3.522.351  8  55  37,654,575  91.45 
Source  NBER-DOC  EESi  File ('977) 
4.4 Portability Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Pension portability permits covered vested and nonvested workers who change em- 
ployers to carry their accumulated  service credits to the new employer. While only 21 
percent of US.  private plans reported portable pensions on the Department of Labor's EBSl 
forms, these plans cover more than half of all pension participants (tables 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). 
These data must, however, be viewed with extreme caution. It appears quite likely that many 
plan sponsors misinterpreted the EBSl portability question to be a question about pension 
vesting  rather than  pension  portability. An  additional  possibility  is  that  plan  sponsors 
considered the employee's potential use of an IRA as a form of portability. While the absolute 
numbers of plans and Participants reported to have portability are likely to be biased, their 
relative magnitudes of portability by pension plan characteristics may provide more reliable 
information. 
Taking the EBSl portability responses at their face value, pension portability is slightly 
more prevalent among defined benefit plans than defined contribution plans; 24 percent of 
the former as opposed to 20 percent of the latter type of plans have portability provisions. On 
the other hand 51 percent of both defined benefit and defined contribution participants are 
covered by portability provisions. 
As one might expect, large plans, many of which are multiemployer plans, are much 
more likely to report pension portability. Tables 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 show how portability varies 
with plan size. Workers covered in large plans with 10,000 or more participants are more 
than 2 times as likely to have portable pensions than workers covered by plans with fewer 
than 25 participants. 
Pension portability differs markedly across industries (tables 4.4.5 and 4.4.6). The 
industry  whose covered workers are most likely  to have portable pensions is construction; 82 
percent of  covered  construction workers  are reported to  have portable  pensions. The 
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mining are 67.51, 64.85, and 64.78 percent, respectively. Agriculture, forestry, and fishing; 
manufacturing; and services are the industries with the smallest extent of  portability. For 
each of  these industries about 50 percent of covered workers have portable pensions. 
Union status appears to be another major determinant of  pension portability (tables 
4.4.7 and 4.4.8). Although union pension plans are only slightly more likely to provide 
portability than are nonunion plans, 60 percent of  covered workers but only 42 of covered 
nonunion workers have portable pensions. 
One might expect that portability is much more widespread among multiemployer  plans 
than among single employer plans. However, while "multiemployer" plans clearly refer to 
plans covering workers employed by more than one employer, it appears that some single 
employer plans have this feature as well. One example of this is a parent firm with a number 
of subsidiaries. A single pension plan that covers numerous subsidiary companies may be 
provided by the parent firm or holding company. A pension plan covering such a conglomer- 
ate could well be designated as a "single employer" plan on the EBSl form. 
"Multiemployer" plans are indeed more likely than "single employer" plans to report 
pension portability. Almost half of these plans but only 21 percent of "single employer" plans 
report portability. Although the fraction of covered "single employer" workers with portability 
is less than half the fraction for "multiemployer" covered workers, this fraction is still large, 
namely 42 percent (tables 4.4.9 and 4.4.1  0). 
Table 4 4.1 
Number  of  Plans by  Portability Provisions and  Plan Type, 1977 
~~ 
Portability with 80th 
Portabll'ty  with Other  Portability with Other  Participating and 
Employers  Participat~ng  Employers  Not  Participating  Non-Participating  No  Not 
In the Plan  In the Plan  Employers  Portabllity  Classified 



























Number  1.904  245  1.099  7,990  3.119 














Source.  NBER-OOL  EBS1  File  ('977) 
Table 4.4.2 
Number of PartlcTpants by  Portability  Provisions and Plan Type.  1977 
Portability  with Both 
Portability with Other  Portability  with Other  Participating and 
Employers Part?c?pat,ng  Employers Not  Participating  Non-Participating  No  NO  t 
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Number  3.230.049 
Percent  31.76 
Other 
188,909 





















Percent  26.74  1.87  21.58  44.09  5.71 
18,154,644  Number  11.012.220  770.211  8.887.825 
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Table 4.4.3 
Number of  Plans by  Portability Provisions and Plan Size. 1977 
Portabi1,ty with Other 
Employers Part7cipating 
In the Plan 
Portability with Both 
Portability with Other  Participating and 
Employers Not Participating  Non-Participating  NO  Not 
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Number  52,809  7,088  36.397  313.452  46,626 
Percent  I1  57  1  55  7  98  68  68  10  22 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSl File (1977) 
Table 4  4  4 
Number of  Part7clpants by Portability Provisions and Plan Size.  1977 
Portability with Both 
Portabi11ty with Other  Portability with Other  Participating and 
Employers Participating  Employers Not Participating  Non-Participating  NO  Not 
In the Plan  In the Plan  Emp  lovers  POrtabllIty  Classified 
1-24 
Participants 
Number  245.927  32,007  160.317  1.574.317  234,202 
Percent  10.95  1.42  7  14  70.07  10.42 
25-49 
Participants 
Number  169,207  19,705  71.925  794.080  143.360 
Percent  14. 12  1.64  6.00  66.27  11.96 
50-99 
Participants 
Number  480.742  71.662  168,385  1.932.052  271.250 
Percent  16.44  2.45  5.76  66.07  9.28 
100-249 
Participants 
Number  405.252  63,442  133.280  1.212.099  204,587 
Percent  20.08  3.14  6.60  60.04  10.13 
250-499 
Participants 
Number  488.26 1  63,548  184.664  1.179.091  190.507 
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Table 4 4 4 Continued 
Number of  Participants by Portability Provisions and Plan Size. 1977 
Portability Wlth Both 
Portabil ty with Other  Portability with Other  Participating and 
Employers Participating  Employers Not Participating  Non-Partrcrpating  No  Not 
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Table 4 4 5 
Number of Plans by Portability Prov1slons and  Industry. 1977 
Portability wrth Both 
Portabil ty with Other  Portability with Other  Participating and 
Employers Participating  Employers Not Participating  Non-Participating  No  Not 




Number  887  142  725  5.359  739 
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Table  4  4  5  Continued 
Number  of  Plans by Portabi1,ty  PrOvislOn5 and  Industry,  1977 
Portability with Both 
Portab,l)ty with Other  Portabi11ty with  Other  Partlclpanting and 
Employers Partlcrpat~ng  Employers Not  Particpatrng  Non-Participating  No  Not 










1  10 
7.088 















Source  NBER-OOL  EBS1  File ('977) 
Table 4.4  6 
Number  of  Partic7pants by  Portability Provisions  and  Industry.  1917 
Portability with Both 
Portabi1)ty with Other  Portability with Other  Participating and 
Employers  Participating  Employers  Not  Participating  Non-Participating  No  Not 
Classified  In the Plan  In  the Plan  Employers  Portability 
bQrlCUltUr.5. 
Forestry.  and 
F  1 Shln9 
Number  31.902  3,060  28,443  80.272  13,485 
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87,995 
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1,  347.049 
50.48 
99,150 






18  49 
30,946 
1  89 
Not  Class~fied 
Number 
Percent 
3.289.1  11 
31.30 
128.896 







Number  11.0'2.220  770.21  1  8,887.825  18.154.644  2.352.025 
Percent  26  74  1  87  21.58  44.09  5.71 
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Table 4.4.7 
Number of Plans by Portability Provisions and Union Status. 1977 
Portability with Both 
Portabi  I  >ty  with Other  Portability with Other  Participating and 
Employers Participating  Employers Not PartJcipating  Non-Participating  No  Not 
In the Plan  In the Plan  Emp  1 oyers  Portability  Classified 
Union Plans 
3,829 






































Number  52,809  7.088  36.397  313.452  46,626 
Percent  11 57  1.55  7.98  68.68  10.22 
Source:  NBER-OOL  EBSI  File ('977) 
Table 4 4 8 
Number of Participants by Portability Pro~isions  and Union Status.  1977 
~  ~~ 
Portability with Both 
Portability with Other  Participating and  Portabiltty with Other 
Employers Partrcipating  Employers Not Participating  Non-Participating  No  Not 








































Number  11,012.220  770.211  8.887.825  18.154.644  2,352,025 
Percent  26.74  1  87  21.58  44.09  5.71 
Source.  NBER-OOL  EBSI  File (19771 
Table 4.4.9 
Number of  Plans by Portability Provisions and Plan Entity.  1977 
Portability with Both 
Portabil-ty  with Other  Portability with Other  Pavtic,pat,ng and 
Employers PartIcipatIng  Employers Not Participating  Non-Participating  NO  NO  t 
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Number  52,809  7.088  36,397  313,452  46.626 
Percent  11 57  1  55  7 98  68.68  10.22 
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Table 4  4  10 
Number of  Participants by Portability Provisions and Plan Entity,  1971 
~~~~ 
Portability wrth Both 
Portabi11ty With Other  Portab,lity with Other  Participating and 
Employers Participating  Employers Not  Pavticipating  Non-ParticipatiPg  No  Not 
In the Plan  In the Plan  Employers  Portability  Classified 
Single Employer 
Number  8,241,820 
Percent  25.36 
Multi  Employer 
Number 
Percent 
































Number  11.0:2.220  770,211  8.887.825  18,154,644  2.352.025 
Percent  26.74  1.87  21.58  44.09  5.71 
Source  NBER-OOL  EES1  File It9771 
4.5  Benefit Formulae and Benefit Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Private defined  benefit plans use a wide variety of  formulae to determine pension 
benefits. However, over 85  percent of these plans covering an equally large fraction of 
participants use one of six general types of formulae. These formulae, listed in the Depart- 
ment of Labor’s 1977 EBSl survey of  private pension plans, can be divided into earnings 
related and non-earnings  related formulae. Almost equal fractions of defined benefit partici- 
pants, ,435 and ,427, respectively, are enrolled in plans with earnings related and non- 
earnings related formulae (table 4.5.1). 
The large fraction of defined participants in plans with non-earnings  related formulae is 
quite surprising.  Many students of  the  US. private pension system commend  defined 
benefit plans for insuring the worker’s initial real retirement benefit against inflation occurring 
prior to retirement  through the use of earnings related formulae. Since an increase in the rate 
of inflation is generally associated with an increase in the rate of  nominal wage growth, 
earnings related formulae provide greater initial retirement benefits the greater the pre- 
retirement inflation rate. This hedge against inflation is greatest for formulae relating benefits 
to nominal earnings in years just prior to retirement. 
In contrast to the general presumption about inflation risk-mitigating features of defined 
benefit plans, real benefits based on the two principal non-earnings  related formulae, “flat 
benefit related to service only” and “flat benefit not based on earnings or service,” appear 
highly sensitive to inflation.  The former formula applies to 35.61 percent of participants, while 
the latter applies to 7.14 percent (table 4.5.1). 
One response to this finding that 43 percent of defined benefit participants are covered 
by highly inflation sensitive benefit formulae is that workers  may effectively be insured 
against this type of unexpected real benefit erosion by subsequent amendments to pension 
plan benefit formulae; i.e.  in the case of the flat benefit related to service onlyformula, the flat 
benefit amount can be raised periodically when inflation is unexpectedly high. Such plan 
amendments can and do occur. This  is particularly true of  plans covered by collective 
bargaining agreements. According to table 4.5.6 close to 80 percent of participants in plans 
with non-earnings  related benefit formulae are union participants. However, union as well as 
nonunion workers may still be adversely affected by greater than expected inflation if the 
new, higher negotiated pension benefit is associated with a smaller increase in nonpension 
compensation than would otherwise have been the  case.  In short, it  is difficult,  if  not 
impossible, to discern the terms of  possible implicit understandings (implicit contracts) 
between workers and firms; but to the extent that the explicit provisions agreed to by the 
parties involved are indicative of unwritten as well as written understandings and commit- 
ments,  these flat benefit formulae leave both workers and firms gambling over the worker’s 210  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
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real pension benefits; the outcome of this gamble depends on the rate of  inflation, a variable 
largely determined by government policy. 
The flat benefit per month in the "flat benefit related to service only" formula averaged 
$5.96 per month in 1977 with a standard deviation of $3.19. These calculations treat plans 
equally regardless of  number of  participants. If  one weights the flat benefit amounts by 
participants, the average flat benefit is $8.06 per month with a standard deviation of $5.44. 
For a worker with 30 years of  service, this $8.06 monthly figure translates into an annual 
nominal pension benefit of  $2,901.60. The  sample's minimum flat  benefit per month of 
services is $1; the maximum is  $30. 
In 1977 the  "flat  benefit  not based on  earnings or  service"  formula promised,  on 
average, $43.31 per month, or $519.72 per year, on a plan-weighted basis and $24.96 per 
month, or $299.52 per year, on a participant-weighted basis. The standard deviations for 
these monthly benefits are $1 8.94 and $1 5.61, respectively. Over all plans in the sample with 
this formula, the minimum flat benefit was $10 per month while the maximum was $80 per 
month. 
The four  remaining formulae specified in table 4.5.1 base pension benefits on the 
worker's earnings history. Two of  the four also consider the worker's length of  service in 
computing her (his) retirement benefit. "The unit formula based on earnings and service" 
computes the retirement benefit as a percentage of the employee's earnings base multiplied 
by the number of years of service. Hence, if the specified percentage is 1, a worker retiring 
with 30 years of service receives an annual pension benefit equal to 30 percent of her (his) 
earnings base. About 10 percent of  defined benefit plans, accounting for 10 percent of 
defined benefit participants, provide benefits based on this formula. On a plan-weighted 
basis the percentage of the employee's earnings base used in this formula is 1.02 percent 
with a standard deviation of ,151.  The mean percentage weighting by participants rather than 
plans is 1.1  0 with a standard deviation of .27. Minimum and maximum values are .6  percent 
and 2.0 percent. 
The "social security step rate" formula, covering 16.1  9 percent of  participants, is quite 
similar to the unit formula. Here the pension plan promises to pay a percentage of  the 
earnings base for each year of service or earnings up to a specified ceiling, and another 
percentage, usually higher, on the excess of  the earnings base above this ceiling. This 
formula is called "social security step rate" because the pension plan's specified ceiling 
cannot exceed social security's taxable earnings ceiling. 
The average benefit payment rate on earnings below the ceiling in the 1977 EBSl file is 
.81 percent weighting by plans and .99 percent weighting by participants. The standard 
deviations associated with these numbers are .30 and .24, respectively. Minimum and 
maximum sample values for this percentage are .5 percent and 2 percent. The payment rate 
on earnings above the ceiling average is 1.52 weighting by plans and 1.65 weighting by 
participants. Standard deviations are 52  and .42, respectively. The minimum and maximum 
values here are .8 percent and 2.5 percent. The earnings ceiling itself has a plan-weighted 
mean of $7,362 with a standard deviation of  $2,700 and a participant-weighted mean of 
$1  0,344 with a standard deviation of $4,330. The minimum ceiling in the sample is $3,600, 
and the maximum is $15,300, 
Another benefit formula that is "integrated" with features of the Social Security System is 
the  "social  security offset"  formula. This  formula, which  determines benefits for  15.70 
percent of  participants, provides, on average, 55.34 percent (60.59 percent when partici- 
pant weighted) of a worker's earnings base for each year of service less, on average, 65.22 
percent (53.25 percent when participant weighted) of  social security's primary insurance 
amount. The  social  security  primary insurance amount  is  the  basic  retirement benefit 
provided to covered workers based on their social security earnings history. The standard 
deviations of  these percentages are, respectively, 14.54 and 11.43 on a plan-weighted 
basis and 10.75 and 10.02 on a participant-weighted basis. The minimum sample value for 
percent of earnings is 30 percent, while the minimum reduction rate  with respect tothe social 
security primary insurance amount is 37.5 percent. Maximum values for these numbers are 
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The  remaining formula not yet discussed in table 4.5.1 is entitled "flat  percentage 
related to earnings only." This formula was choosen by 8.30 percent of defined benefit plans 
in 1977, but these plans account for only 1.39 percent of all participants. Weighting by plans 
the typical  fraction of  the earnings  base specified was 32.44 percent with a standard 
deviation of  12.46 percent. With  participant weighting the average percentage is 30.60 
percent with a standard deviation of 10.04 percent. This percentage ranged in one sample 
from a low of  20 percent to a high of 45 percent. 
Table 4.5.2 indicates the  relation of  a plan's choice of  benefit formula to  its size. 
Significant differences are observed for plans with fewer than and plans with more than fifty 
participants. Very small plans are much less-likely  to use the "flat benefit related to service 
only" formula than are other plans. On the other hand the "flat percentage related to earnings 
only" is used by close to 13 percent of plans with fewer than twenty-five participants, while 
large plans rarely adopt this formula. For medium size plans with fifty to ninety-nine partici- 
pants almost 35 percent of those enrolled are covered by the "flat benefit related to service 
only" formula (table 4.5.3). 
Variation in the choice of benefit formula across industries is also considerable. Tables 
4.5.4 and 4.5.5 document this point. Take, for example, the "unit formula based on earnings 
and service" formula. In manufacturing 15.70 percent of  participants are covered by this 
formula; in construction the data source suggests essentially no use of  this formula. In 
manufacturing 46.1  6 percent of  participants are covered by the inflation risky flat benefit 
formulae; in finance, insurance, and real estate only .62 percent of pension plan participants 
are covered under these two formulae. 
Much of the variation in choice of  benefit formulae is related to the union status of the 
plan. Table 4.5.6 makes this clear: 67.47 percent of union plans but only 5.68 percent of 
nonunion plans use the flat benefit formulae; these differences are only a bit less striking 
when one examines the fraction of union participants versus nonunion participants affected. 
Close to 60 percent of  union participants can project receipt of  benefits based on the flat 
benefit formulae, while only  19.83 percent  of  nonunion participants face these  benefit 
formulae (table 4.5.7). Union plans are also much less likely to utilize either of the two social 
security benefit integration schemes. These differences are obvious for virtually all sizes of 
pension plans as well as virtually all industries (tables 4.5.2 through 4.5.5). 
Multiemployer plans, 39.61 percent of which are union plans, are much more likely to 
use the flat benefit formulae and much less likely to use either the unit benefit or the social 
security  integration formulae than  are single  employer  plans  (tables 4.5.8 and  4.5.9). 
Multiemployer union plans account  for  96.83 percent of  all  multiemployer participants 
subject to these benefit formulae; they account for 30.73 percent of all participants with flat 
benefit formulae. 
The IRS 5500 File provides a second source of data concerning integration of  pension 
benefit formulae with social security. Tables 4.5.1  0-4.5.1 5 contain estimates from this file of 
the number of plans integrated with social security. The IRS  5500 data in these tables pertain 
only to plans with 100 or more participants. One-third of  these plans indicated that their 
benefit formulae were integrated with social security. These plans account for 37.57 percent 
of  participants in plans with more than 100 participants. 
Both the fraction of integrated plans and the fraction of affected participants rise slightly 
with plan size. For plans with 100 to 249 participants the affected participants account for 
31.77 percent of all participants; this number rises to 38.53 percent for plans with 10,000  or 
more participants. 
In certain industries the fraction of large plans with integrated formulae is quite high. In 
table 4.5.12 the reported fraction of  plans with integrated formulae is almost two-thirds in 
finance, insurance, and real estate. The fraction exceeds 40 percent of all industries except 
mining, construction,  and  manufacturing.  In construction  only  8.1  1 percent of  defined 
benefit plans reported integrated benefit formulae. 
For some industries, such as finance, insurance, and real estate, the fraction of defined 
benefit participants  covered  by integrated plans  is similar to the fraction of  plans with 
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participate  in integrated  plans, although such  plans  represent only  one-quarter of  all 
manufacturing plans (with more than  100 participants). In construction 5.36 percent of 
defined benefit participants are covered by integrated plans. 
The IRS data also permit investigation of the relation between plan entity and social 
security  integration. Surprisingly, only  7.24 percent of  plans covering 3.86 percent of 
participants in multiemployer plans report integration. In contrast, 36.91 percent of  single 
.employer plans covering 49.79 percent of single employer participants are integrated with 
social security. 
4.5.1  Pension Benefit Earnings Bases 
Tables 4.5.1  6 through 4.5.23 provide information about the earnings bases of those 
plans whose benefits are based in part on earnings. The four earnings bases listed in these 
tables, career average, final or highest 3 years, final or highest 5 years, and final or highest 
10 years, indicate the years over which nominal earnings are averaged to compute the 
earnings base. For example, in the case of the "final or highest 3 years" earnings base, the 
plan averages either the final 3 years of earnings or the highest 3 years of earnings over the 
worker's career. Typically plans included in this category will specify either final 3 years or 
highest 3 years. Some plans use whichever formula provides the largest earnings base. The 
"career average" earnings base means that the pension plan participant's nominal  earnings 
over her (his) entire tenure with the firm are averaged to compute the earnings base. 
Benefit formulae that use the career average base provide benefits that are consider- 
ably  more risky with  respect to inflation over the participant's working period than are 
formulae that base benefits on the average of earnings in years just prior to retirement. Under 
a career average earnings base formula and in the presence of  inflation, low  nominal 
earnings early in life are weighted equally with higher nominal earnings at older ages; this 
pulls down the computed average and lowers both the nominal and real pension benefit. 
Table 4.5.1 indicates that 42.1  1 percent of  pension plan participants use earnings based 
formulae. Table 4.5.1  7 reveals that 26.90 percent of these participants, or 11.33 percent of 
all defined benefit participants, are subject to the inflation risks associated with career 
average formulae. It shoula be noted, however,  that some plans with career earnings based 
formulae amend the formulae periodically to halt some of  the inflation erosion of  benefits. 
These amendments typically take the form of an "earnings step-up," where earnings in early 
years are stepped up to their value in a later year in the computation of the career average. 
The 11.33 percent figure when added to the 42.75 percent figure reflecting participants 
covered by flat benefit formulae that are not based on earnings brings to 54.08 percent the 
minimum fraction of  defined benefit participants facing a substantial risk of  loss of real 
benefits due to inflation over their working years. 
Variations across industries in choice of earnings base are reported in tables 4.5.1  8 and 
4.5.19. While each of the industries specify the career average and the final 5 year bases 
more often than either final 3 years or final 10 years, the industries vary considerably in their 
choice of the career average versus the final 5 year earnings bases. In finance, for example, 
7.50 percent of  participants with earnings based benefit formulae have career average 
bases. In retail trade the figure is 28.35 percent. 
The evidence found  in tables 4.5.6 and 4.5.7 that union real pension benefits are 
especially at  risk with  respect to  inflation over the working period is  reinforced by the 
numbers in tables 4.5.20 and 4.5.21. Over 40 percent of  union participants with one of the 
four EBS1-designated earnings related formulae have the career average wage base. For 
nonunion plans, fewer than 25 percent of the relevant participant population are faced with 
career average benefit formulae. In combination, tables 4.5.7 and 4.5.22 indicate that well 
over half of union defined benefit participants are exposed to the risk of a significant erosion 
of  their real retirement benefits from inflation occurring during their working careers. 
Tables 4.5.16  through 4.5.1  9 indicate marked variations  with both plan size and industry 
in union and nonunion choices of  earnings base. 
Tables 4.5.9, 4.5.22, and 4.5.23  show that while veryfew multiemployer participants are 
covered bv the four designated earnings related benefit formulae, close to a third of  such 213  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
workers face a career average earnings base. In contrast, for single employer plans, plans 
that are much less likely to be union plans, the percentage is about 7 points lower. 
4.5.2  Benefits and Replacement Rates for Hypothetical Retirees 
The next set of  tables, 4.5.24 through 4.5.35, present estimated average (plan- and 
participant-weighted)  annual benefit payments as well as benefit replacement rates for 
hypothetical workers retiring in 1977. Values of these variables were computed for each of 
the pension plans in the NBER-DOL  EBS1 Subsample File (1977). The tables report numbers 
for four hypothetical workers earning $1  0,000,  $20,000, $30,000, and $40,000 in 1976, the 
year prior to retirement. Earnings in previous years are estimated as the pre-retirement 
earnings level times an annual nominal  wage deflator. The annual deflator equals the ratio of 
the Bureau of the Census’s annual measure of average full-time equivalent earnings to the 
value of this variable in 1977. The hypothetical workers are assumed to have 35 years of 
service and retire at age 65. The tables are based only on those defined benefit plans that 
describe their benefit formulae on the EBS1 form. 
Tables 4.5.24 and 4.5.25  summarize the implications of the various benefit formulae and 
their associated earnings bases for benefit level and replacement rates. On a participant- 
weighted basis benefits averaged across all types of benefit formulae range from $2,725 for 
the $1  0,000  worker to $8,04Ofor the $40,000 worker. These numbers may be compared with 
the 1977 average annual social security retirement benefit payment of  $2,970 to retired 
~orkers.~ 
Average pension plan replacement rates decline with the level of pre-retirement labor 
earnings from 27.25 percent to 20.10 percent. One reason for the apparent  decline  in 
average replacement rates at higher levels of earnings is the existence of large flat benefit 
plans in the sample. These plans, typically union, are usually designed for a specific group of 
workers whose earnings fall within a narrow range. Hence, while these plans may have low 
replacement rates for highly paid workers, such workers are not likely to be covered under 
these plans. Hence the  replacement  rates for  plans with flat benefit formulae may be 
misleading. For  this reason, the tables  in this section contain  separate calculations  of 
average replacement rates for earnings related formulae and flat benefit formulae to permit 
potentially more meaningful comparisons. 
Average benefit levels and replacement rates are lowest for plans using the “flat benefit 
not based on earnings or service” formula. For plans with this formula, $367 is the partici- 
pant-weighted mean benefit, and the average replacement rate for the $10,000 worker is 
7.25 percent of  pre-retirement earnings. For low earners the formula providing the largest 
benefits for hypothetical retirees in 1977 is the “flat benefit related to service only” formula. 
This formula provides the $10,000 retiree, on average, with $3,385 in benefits. The 33.85 
replacement rate reported in table 4.5.25 for this flat benefit formula is almost 25 percent 
greater than overall average replacement rate of  27.25 for retirees with $10,000 in pre- 
retirement  earnings. For retirees with $40,000 in pre-retirement earnings the “social security 
offset” formula provides, on average, $1 7,649 in annual pension benefits; this is the most 
generous formula for  high earners and  replaces close to 45  percent of  pre-retirement 
earnings. 
The choice of  earnings base for plans with earnings related formulae has a dramatic 
effect on both benefit levels and replacement rates (tables 4.5.26 and 4.5.27). Plans with the 
shortest terminal earnings base have the highest benefit levels, while plans with the longest 
earnings base have by far the lowest benefits. The replacement rates of  career average 
plans are less than half those of the terminal average plans. 
Table 4.5.28 examines the correlation between pension benefit replacement rates and 
pension plan size. With the exception of the smallest plans, benefit levels and replacement 
rates tend to  rise with size of  plan. This is true for both earnings related and flat benefit 
formulae, Among plans with 5,000-9,999 participants, the average low earner replacement 
rate for  earnings related formula is 30.75 percent on a participant-weighted  basis. The 
corresponding figure for plans with 50-99 participants is only 19.56  percent. Among plans in 214  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
these strata with flat benefit formulae, the low earner replacement rates are 35.76 percent 
and 22.1  7 percent, respectively. 
The most striking feature of table 4.5.28 is the generosity of  benefits of pension plans 
with fewer than twenty-five participants relative to other plans; the relative generosity is most 
substantial at  large pre-retirement earnings levels. The  large benefits provided to  high 
earners by these small plans may reflect the use of  pension plans by small corporations 
more as a tax shelter than as savings vehicles per se. Many high income professionals such 
as doctors, lawyers, and accountants find incorporating for the purposes of  setting up a 
pension plan an attractive way to save taxes. Current law permits corporations to make 
larger pension fund contributions on behalf of the professional than they could make using 
the self-employed professional Keogh plan and/or an individual retirement  account. Pension 
fund contributions are deductible from corporate income under the corporate income tax; in 
addition, the contributions are not taxable as current income to the corporate employee 
under  the federal  income tax. Thus the  corporate  employee, in many cases a single 
individual, is permitted to defer her (his) own personal income tax liability on labor earnings 
and  incur no corporate  tax  liability as a  result of  this personal income tax avoidance. 
Distributions by the corporate pension fund are taxable upon receipt by the employee, but 
these distributions are typically much larger when the employee is out of the labor force and 
therefore  in a  lower tax  bracket. Two  additional  tax  advantages  involve deferring  tax 
payments  on  labor  compensation  and  receiving tax-free capital  income on corporate 
pension investments. 
Differences in pension benefits across industries are considerable (tables 4.5.30 and 
4.5.31). Among plans with flat benefit formulae, those in agriculture and manufacturing pay 
the lowest benefits with mean annual benefit levels of $1,680 and $2,138, respectively. Flat 
benefit plans in the mining and construction industries pay the highest benefits with mean 
annual benefits of  $5,258 and $4,321 on a participant-weighted basis. Among plans with 
earnings related formulae, those in the retail trade and construction industries have the 
lowest replacement rates for a hypothetical $1 0,000  worker while those in transportation and 
finance, insurance, and real estate have the highest replacement rates at this low earnings 
level. These two industries also report the highest replacement rates at the $40,000 level, 
38.39 and 45.63 percent, respectively. 
The relations between benefit levels, replacement rates, and union status are examined 
in tables 4.5.32 and 4.5.33. On a participant-weighted basis flat benefit union plans provide 
$1,426 more in annual pension benefits than similar nonunion plans. Among plans with 
earnings related formulae, nonunion plans provide slightly higher benefits at the $1 0,000 
level. At the $40,000 level, nonunion plans with earnings related formulae provide a replace- 
ment rate that is more than 6 percentage points greater than the corresponding union rate 
(table 4.5.33). 
The pattern of  differential benefit levels and replacement rates with respect to union 
status carries over to classifications based on plan entity, since plan entity is highly corre- 
lated with union status. Multiemployer plans with flat benefit formulae provide low earners 
with almost twice the benefits provided by comparable single employer plans (tables 4.5.34 
and 4.5.35). For high earners ($40,000)  retiring in 1977, pension benefits provided by single 
employer plans are over 50 percent greater than for multiemployer plans (table 4.5.35). 215  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Table  4 5 1 
Number  of Defined Benefit Plans and Part>c~pants  ?n  Defined Benefit Plans by Benefit  Formulae.  1977 
Unit Formula  Flat  Flat Benefit 
Based on  Social  Social  Percentage  Flat Benefit  Not Based on 
Ear"l"gS  Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earn  In95  Not 
and  Service,  Step Rate  Offset  Earninqs Only  Service Only  or  Service  Other  Classified 
Number  of 
Plans 
Number  14.247  56,494  22.554 
ROW Percent  9  87  39  I4  15  63 
Number  of 




13  12 
1,459 
1  01 
13.577 
9  41 
5.097 
3  53 
Number  3.018.473  4.780.514  4.636.661 
Row Percent  I0  22  16  19  15 70 
10.266 






10  19 
,052,173 
3  56 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSI  Subsample  File (1977) 
1  Includes plans with service step rate formulae 
Table 4 5  2 
Num3er  of  Defined BenefIt  Plans by Bpnefrt  Formulae.  Plan Size.  and  Union Status.  1977 
Unit Formula  Flat  Flat Benefit 
Based  on  Social  Social  Percentage  Flat Benefit  Not  Based on 
Earn?  ngs  Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earnings  Not 





ROW  Percent 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Not  Cla~sified 
Number 



























6  64 
117 































3  10 





































11.008  2,708  794  9.525  2.252 
12 73  3  13  92  11 01  7 60 
0  I,  303  0  0  0 
00  100 00  00  00  00 
10.611  1,405  794  9. 127  7,752 
12 91  1  71  97  11 10  7 74 
397  0  0  397  0 







Row  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Row  Percent 










1,407  6 16 
9 85  4 57 
43  1  0 
21  71  00 
215 















976  646 
8.10  5 36 
0 
00 
0  0 








Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  PerCPnt 
Union 
Not  Clas51fled 




I,  273  1.691 

















422  427 
5 35  5 75 
850  1,268 





0  0 





Row  Percent 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Nonun  > on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Class~fled 
Number 


















677  308 
8 77  3 74 
267  40 
8 45  1  27 
410  767 
8  46  5 51 
0  0 
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Table 4  5  2  Contlnued 
Number  of  Deflned Benefit Plans  by Benefit  Formulae.  Plan Size.  and Union Status,  1977 
~ 
Flat Benefrt 
Not  Based  on 
Earn  1 ngs  Not 
or  Service  Other  Classifred 
U-it  Formula  Flat 
~ 
13ased  on  Social  Soc?al  Percentage 
Earnings  Security  Security  Related to 
an3 Service'  Step  Rate  Offset  Earninqs  Only 
Flat BenefIt 
Related to 





Row  Percent 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 











Row  Percent 
Not  Class1f?ed 
Number 
Row  Percent 





ROW  Percent 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row Percent 
Not  Classifred 
Number 













9  88 
81 
7  03 
199 
11  78 
0 
.  00 











6  62 
10 








12  84 
0 









1,026  646 
23  60  14  86 
178  0 






73  48 
115 




2  74 
59 
2  67 
59 
2  84 
293  59 
6  74  1  36 
174  59 
7  89  2  67 
0 
00 
847  587 
40 72  28  22 
0  59 





119  0 
5  72  00 
0  0 
00  00 
0 
00 
636  468  0 






6  22 
59 
5  12 
118 




2  07 
140 















495  468  0 
29  31  27  71  00 
0  0  0 
00  00  00 
409 






.  00 
419  60  1  61 
14  71  21  10  2  14 
235  8  61 
14  68  50  3  81 
1.253 
44  00 
905 
56  53 
61 
2  14 
61 
3  81 
122 






3  81 
61 
5  34 
0 
. 00 
184  593  0 
16  11  51 93  00 
0  0  0 










.  00 
Total 
Number 
Row  Percent 
73 
15  37 
12 








6  27 
67 
37  02 
12 
2  53 
3 
















11  37 
38 
13  24 
15 











Un  1 on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW Percent 







ROW  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonunion 
Number 






4  42 
0 




.  00 
49  57  2 
15 03  17  48  61 
22  21  2 
10  28  9  81  93 
25  36  0 
22  94  33 03  00 
1  0  0 
100 00  00  00 
119 
36  50 
98 
45  79 
5 
1  53 
4 






13  50 
37 






6  44 
15 
7  01 
21 






Part  1 c  !pant5  ~. 
Total 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonunion 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Classifred 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Un  I on 
56,494  22,554  11,984 
39  14  15 63  8  30 
1.574  68  1  695 
7  95  3  44  3  51 
53,054  21.304  10.892 
43  87  17  62  9  01 
1.866  569  397 












1  55 
13.577 
9  41 
1,493 








9  66 
4.447 
3  68 
104 





Source  NBER-DOL  EBSl SubsamDle  File (1977) 
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Table 4  5  3 
Number of Participants in Defined Benefit Plans by BenefIt Formulae  Plan Size. and Unlon Staius. 1977 
Flat Benefit  Untt Formula  Flat 
Social  Percentage  Flat BenefIt  Not Based on  Based on  socra1 
Earnings  Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earnings  Not 




Number  7.947  70,300  12.988 
1  32  11 65  2  15 
48,502 




8  31 









































































Un  1 on 
0 
.  00 
0  0 
00  00 













Nonun  I on 
Number 








































Nonun  ion 
Number 

















un  I on 
Number 
7,947  69,903  12.988 
1  36  11 98  2  23 
0  397  0 
00  2  72  00 
0 





45,636  19.412 
9  10  3  87 
11.216  0 
14  69  00 
34.420  19.412 
8  32  4  69 
0  0 
00  00 
83.111 
16  57 
32.892 
43  09 
40.296 
9  74 
9.922 
85  72 
243.055 
48  46 
22,200 




14  28 
82.042 
































1  67 
463.393 












34  93 
459,677 
69  40 
256,797 




1  79 
109,615  121.772 
5  34  5  94 
36.785 
5  55 
0 
00 
40.590  21.563 
6  13  3  26 
69,024  100.208 
4  97  7  21 
0  0 




6  83 
19.407 
3  87 
69.615 




26  36 
41.624 
8  30 
296.351 
38  46 
5.681 






27  25 
18.170 







113.004  44.792 
8.67  3  44 
356,558 
71.11 
49,366  7.064 
9  85  1  41 
86,420 





63.638  37.728 
8  26  4  90 
0  0 
00  00 
7,875 
24  82 
177.018 
10  78 
50.397 
5  94 
126.620 




23  11 
748.692 




57  18 
19.998 













91,290  22.616 
5  56  1  38 
48.140  22,616 
5  68  2  67 
43. 150  0 
3  39  00 
0  0 
00  00 
76.420 














12  47 
0 
.  00 
484,192 




















.  00 
0 
.  00 
124.219  51,740 
5  91  2  46 
31.512  51.740 
3  75  6  15 
92,707  0 






.  00 
0 
00 
0  0 
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Table  4  5  3  Continued 
Number  (of  Participants in  Defined Benefit Plans by Benefit  Formulae.  Plan Size  and  Union Status  1977 
Unit Formula  Flat  Flat Benefit 
Based  on  Social  Social  Percentage  Flat BenefIt  Not Based on 
Eal-nlngs  Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earnrngs  Not 




Number  484.919 
ROW  Percent  9  66 
Number  376, 132 
Row Percent  14  49 
Number-  10EI. 786 
ROW Percent  4  69 
Number  0 
Row  Percent  00 
Un  1 on 
Nonunion 




Number  24e.  562 
ROW Percent  7  46 
Number  155,420 
ROW Percent  7.76 
Number  64, 140 
ROW Percent  4.95 
Number  29,001 
ROW  Percent  100  00 
Union 
Nonun  ion 
Not  Classified 
10,  OOO+ 
Participants 
Total 
Number  1.446.142 
Row  Percent  11  14 
Number  372.499 
Row  Percent  3  94 
Number  l.073.640 
ROY  Percent  30 65 
Number  0 
Row  Percent  00 
Union 
NOnU"l0" 




673.54  I 
13  41 
1 ,374,460 
27  37 
84,495 
1  68 
84,495 






42  34 
1,457,591 
56  15 
562.876 
24  26 
93,289 
1  86 
93,289 








1  19 
1 ,343,524 
57  90 
0 
. 00 
118.318  0 
4  56  00 
66,784  0 
2  88  00 
0  0 








14  92 
61  I,  205 
18  35 
100.476 
3  02 
,145,531 
34  40 
,046,  176 
52  20 
99,355 
7  66 
0 
00 
0  405,555  321,710 
00  12. I8  9  66 
0  271.975  263.305 
00  13  57  14  14 
0  130.580  38,404 
00  10  30  2  96 
0  0  0 
00  00  00 
88.438 
4  41 
140.471 
7  01 
470.733 














10  59 
1,380.262 
10  64 
708.5  17 
7  49 
67  I,  745 
19  17 
0 
00 
99.552  4.430.332 
77  34  14 
99,552  3,409.747 
1  05  36  04 
0  1.020.584 
00  29  13 
0  0 
00  00 
1.926.738  1,863.56  1  457, I39 
14  85  14  36  3  52 
365,596 
20 38  18  68  3  86 
00  96,476  91.543 
00  2  75  2  61 
0  0  0 
00  00  00 
1.767.084  1.928.ll8  810.049 
8  56 
549,473 
15  68 
14.256 
100  00 
Number  0,018,473  4,780.5  14 
Row  Percent  10 22  16  19 
Number  1.047 895  1.582. 132 
ROW  Percent  6  17  9  31 
Number  1.931 654  3.  166. 186 
ROW  Percent  15 69  25  72 
Number  38,923  32.  195 
ROW Percent  1:'  14  14  17 
Union 
Nonun  1 on 
Not  Classified 
4,  636.661 
15  70 
940.272 
5  53 
10.518.280 
I  39  35 61 
4 10.266  2,108,942  3,008,388  1,052,173 
7  14  10  19  3  56 
751,887 
12  20  13  76  4  42 
27.052  669,685  300.285 
22  5  44  2  44 
7,875  397  0 
3  47  17  . 00 
2,338,304  2  074.014  26  1  ,943 
1  54 
146.336 






29  70 
2.4  14,706 
19  61 
39,757 
17  50 
106.006 
46  67 
Source  NRFR-DDL  EBS'  Sub5ampIe  File (19771 
1  Includes plans with service step rate formulae 
Table  '1  5  4 
Number  of  Defined Beneflts Plans by Benefit  Formulae.  Industry  and  Union Status.  1977 
- 
Flat  Flat Benefit  Unit Formula 
Based on 
Earn  1 ngs 
and  Service 
Agr icu  I  ture, 
Forestry.  and 
-  Fish- 
Total 
Number  295 
ROW  Percent  14  99 
Number  0 
ROW  Percent  00 
Number  295 
ROW  Percent  16  31 
Union 
Nonunion 
soc 1 a I  Social  Percentage  Flat Benefit  Not Based on 
SeiurIty  Secur~ty  Related to  Related  to  Earn  I  ngs 
Step Rate  Offset  Earnings  Only  Service Only  or  Service 
Not 
Other  Classified 
1.020  97 
51 83  4  93 
47  0 
55  29  00 
369 
18  75 
38 
I  93 
38 









149  0 
7  57  . 00 
0 
00 
0  0 
00  00 
0 
00 
149  0 
8  24  00 
0  0 
.  00  00 
899  97 
49 70  5  36 
369 
20 40 
Not  Classified 
Number  0 
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Table 4  5  4  Continued 
Number  of  Defined Benefits Plans by BenefIt Formulae  Industry. and Union  Status.  1977 
Unit Formul? 
Based  on  Social 
Earnings  Secur 1 ty 






Flat Benefit  Not  Based on 
Service Only  or  Servlce 
Related to  Earnlngs  Not 







2  08 
192 












15  90 
121 






29  91 
56 
4  87 
1,300 












12  73 
4 
1  79 
1  586 





Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonun7on 
Number 
Row  Pet cent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Un  1 on 
Construction 
Tota  I 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Qow  Percent 
Not Classified 
Number 
Row  Percent 









Row  Percent 
Not  Cla5s1fled 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Transportation. 
Communications 
and  Uti  I  >ties 
Total 
Un  1 on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Not  Class~fied 
Number 
ROW Percent 

















ROW  Percent 
Number 
Row Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not Class if  red 
Number 
ROW Percent 
un  1 on 
16 
















10  45 
94  1 
8  82 
2  690 
11  45 
3 
49 
47  1 
10  39 
69 
6  00 









6  57 
0 
00 
1  013 
8  11 
0 
00 
1  013 








46  98 
39 










28  87 
927 
8  69 
8.606 




29  65 
67 


















42  24 
147 











0  39  0 
. 00  2  63  . 00 
0  0  0 
.  00  .  00  00 
0  39  0 
00  3.68  . 00 
0  39  0 
. 00  2  63  . 00 
0  0  0 
.  00  .  00  00 
0  39  0 




.  00 
0 
00 
0  0 
. 00  .  00 
1.191 


















72  68 
3,226 
13  74 
104 


















8  62 
187 














7  63 
633 
5  93 
2.018 
























9  31 
422 
36  70 
342 
7  54 
339 






































3  98 
179 
39  43 
117 



































3  96 
209 
93  72 
397 




















2  40 
397 
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Table 4 5  4  CONTINUED 
Nuini?er  of  Defined Benefits Plans by 8enefIt  Formulae.  Industry. and  Union Status.  1971 
- 
IJnit  Formula 
Based  on 
Earnings 
and  Servlce’ 
Flat  Flat Benefit 
Social  Social  Percentage  Flat BenefIt  Not Based  on 
Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earnings  Not 
Step  Rate  Offset  Earninas Only  Service Only  or  Service  other  Classified 
F 1 nance  I nsuranc<? 
and  Real  Estate 
Total 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row  Percent 










ROW  Percent 
Nonunion 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Class1Pied 
Number 
ROW  Percent 








Nonun  I on 
Number 
ROW Percent 






































1  352 
6 82 
12.676 




45  12 
1 

















2.  177 


















51  73 
2,394 
21  72 
0 










21  59 
397 










14  13 








68  1 
3.44 
453 



















730  642 
6 62  5 82 
0  0 
00  00 
397  7  30  642 
3 76  6 91  6 07 
0 
00 
0  0 








31  84 
969 
4 31 
56  2.726  1,037 




1  95 
0 
00 
0  7 
.  00  .94 
1 
13 
0  2.719  1,035 
00  13 27  5 05 
56  0  0 





































.  00 
0 
00 





Row  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW Percent 







1  18 
3,396 













































Not  ClassTfied 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Un  1 on 
1,984 
a  30 
695 
3 51 
21.304  10.892 
17 62  9 01 
569  397 
15  77  11 01 
,459  13.577  5,097 
1.01  9 41  3 53 
12.819  547  1,493  649 
64  71  2.76  7.54  3 28 
6,008  855  11.686  4.447 
4 97  .71  9.66  3.68 
104  56  397  0 
2 88  1  55  11 01  .  00 
18.932 
13  12 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBS1  Subsample  File I19771 
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Table 4  5  5 
Number  of  Partic7Pants In Defined Benefit Plans by Benef~t  Formulae.  Industry. and Unlon Status,  1977 
Unit Formula  Flat  Flat  Benef  I t 
Eased  on  Social  Social  Percentage  Flat Benefit  Not  Based  on 
Earn  1 ngs  Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earnings  Not 
and  ServTce'  Step  Rate  Offset  Earn?ngs  Only  Servlce Only  or  Serv,ce  Other  Classified 
Agrrculture. 
forestry  and  Fishing 
Total 
Number 





ROW  Percent 
Not  Cla581fied 
Number 
ROW  Percent 






ROW  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Row Percent 
Not  Classrfied 
Number 
ROW  Percent 















3,838  44.35  1 
4  46  51 54 
0  20.873 
00  58  92 
3.838  23. 109 
7  64  45  98 
0  369 
00  100  00 
12.547 








































































3  48 
317.699 
5  15 
70,489 



















9.448  64,656 
3  44  23  55 
0  15.043 
00  17  24 
9,448  47,959 
5  09  25  83 
0  1.653 
00  100  00 
88,327 
32  17 
30.936 
35  46 
57.39  1 














47  30 
68,892 
37  11 
0 
00 
0  69.385 
00  2  38 
0  0 
00  00 
0  68,988 
00  78  55 
0  397 




























15  45 
1.986 




Number  1.753.598  1.472.142 
Row Percent  15.70  13. 18 
Number  544.912  615.676 
Row Percent  8.83  9.98 
Number  1,179.684  835,  154 
Row Percent  24.36  17.24 
Number  29,001  21.312 
Row  Percent  18  55  13.63 
Union 
Nonunion 
Not  Class1fled 
I ,669.386 
14  95 
395.034 
6 40 
I,  274.351 
26  31 
0 
00 
219.224  4.125.216 
1  96  36  93 
1 .031.497 
9.23 
5 10.  277 
4  57 
2.772.725 
2  88  44  94 
177.447  1.031.497 












.  00 
0  106.006 




and  Ut%l\ties 
Total 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Number 
Row Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Wholesale  Trade 
Un  1 on 
Total 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Row Percent 
Un  1 on 
286.332  347.119 
13  36  16  19 
206,778  112.713 
14  31  7  80 
79,553  234.405 
11 39  33 56 
0  0 
00  00 
3 10.944 














17  39 
36,785 
1  72 
36.785 
2  54 
742.210  140.643 
6  56  34  62 
724.613  106.166 
50  I3  7  34 
28.512 







17,596  34.476 
2  52  4  94 
0  0 





191.985  92,784 
27.63  13  35 
173,354  0 
42.15  00 
18.630  92,784 
6.77  33  69 
0  0 
.  00  .  00 
38,645 












34  41 
111.418 





5.960  126,462 
86  18  20 
0  126.462 
00  30 75 
5.960  0 
2  16  vo 
127.692 
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Table 4 5 5 Continued 
Number  of  Participants ~n Defined Benefnt  Plans by  Benefit Formulae.  Industry. and  Union Status,  1977 
Unit Formula  Flat  Flat  Benefit 
13ased  on  Social  Social  Percentage  Flat Benefit 
Farnings  Security  Security  Related to  Related to 
and  Service'  Step Rate  Offset  Earnings Only  Service Onl) 




Class~fied  Other 
Reta!1  Trade 
Total 
Number  97.910 
Row  Percent  5 84 
Number  0 
Row  Percent  00 
Number  97.910 
ROW  Percent  11 99 
Number  0 
Row  Percent  00 
Un  1 on 
Nonun  I on 
Not  Classified 
322,907 
19  28 
16.739 
1  95 




736.048  13.907 
14 09  83 
99.065  0 
11 54  00 
136.983  13.907 
16  78  1  70 
0  0 
00  00 
892.083 
53.25 














86.5  10 















Finance.  Insurance 
and  Real  Estate 
326.554  587.535 



























Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 





Row  Percent 
Un  I on 
Serv  1 ces 
Total 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Row  Percent 





Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonunlon 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Union 
Not  Classified 
Total 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Clas5rfied 
Number 









.  00 
77,  396 
4.70 
6.525 





78.  128 
21.67 
7,536 
4  11 
70.591 




6  15 
77.412 
1  78 
368,435 
12  15 
9,922 
24.95 
17.876  0 
36 30  00 
301.406  587.535 










6  17 
7.271  0 







464.749  362.471 

















36.531  0 
6 20  00 
427.026  360.882 







7,  a75 
62  29 
147.981 












15  71 
1.192  1.589 




21  83 
17.242  266 
4 78  07 
0  0 
00  00 
66,347 





















17.242  266 









0  0 













305,962  127.589 



















408.260  84.495 
9 41  1  95 
867,859  43.093 
28 63  1  42 
29.842  0 





















Number  3.018.473 
ROW Percent  10 22 
Number  1,047,895 
Row  Percent  f;  17 
Number  1,931,654 
Row  Percent  15 69 
Number  38,923 
Row  Percent  17. 14 
Union 
Nonunion 
Not  Classified 
4.780.514  4.636.661  410.266 
16  19  15  70  1  39 
1.582.132  940.272  261.943 
9 31  5 53  1  54 
3.166.186  3,656,631  146.336 
25 72  29 70  1  19 
32.195  39,757  1.986 

































Source  NEER-OOL  EBSl  Subsample  Flle (1977) 
1  Includes plans with service step rate formulae 223  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Table  4  5  6 
Number  of  Defined Benefnt  Plans  by Benefrt Formulae and Union Status  1977 
Unit Formula  Flat  Flat Benefit 
Based on  Social  Social  Pepcentage  Flat Benefit  Not  Based on 
Earnings  Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earn-ngs  Not 
and Service'  Step  Rate  Offset  Earninqs  Only  Service Only  or Service  Other  Class I  C  I ed 
Union Plans 
Number  1,357 
Row  Percent  6  87 
1,574  68  1 
7  95  3  44 
695  12.819  547  1.493  649 
3  51  64 71  2  76  7  54  3  28 
Non-Union  Plans 
Number  12.676  53.054  21.304  10,892 
Row Percent  10 48  43 87  17  62  9  01 
Not  Classified 
Number  218  1.866  569  397 
ROW  Percent  6  04  51 73  15  77  11 01 
6,008  855  1 
4  97  71 
104  56 
2  88  1  55 
1.686  4,447 
9  66  3  68 
397  0 
11 01  00 
TOTAL 
Number  14.247  56,494  22,554  11,984  18.932  1,459  13.577  5.097 
Row  Percent  9  87  39  14  15  63  8  30  13  12  1  01  9 41  3  53 
Source.  NBER-DOL  EBSl  Subsample  File (1977) 
1.  Includes plans with service step rate formulae 
Table  4.5.1 
Number  of  Participants  in Defined Benefit Plans by Benefit Formulae and  Union Status..  1977 
Unit Formula  Flat  Flat Benefit 
Based  on  social  Social  Percentage  Flat Benefit  Not  Based on 
Earnlngs  Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earnings  Not 
and  Servlcel  Step Rate  Offset  Earnings  Only  Service Only  or  Service  Other  Classlf- 
Unror? Plans 
Number  1.047.895  1,582,137  940.272  26  1 ,943  7.997.567  2.074.014  2.338.304  751.887 
Row  Percent  6  17  9.31  5  53  1  54  47.06  12.20  13  76  4  42 
Non-Union  Plans 
669,685  300.285  Number  1.931.654  3.166.186  3.656.631  146,336  2,414,706  27,052 
ROW  Percent  15  69  25.72  29.70  1  19  19.61  22  5  44  2  44 
Not  Classified 
Number  38,923  32.195  39.757  1.986  106.006  7.875  397  0 
Row  Percent  17  14  14  17  17.50  87  46  67  3.47  17  00 
TOTPL 
~ 
Number  3.018.473  4.780.514  4.636.661  410.266  10.518.280  2.108.942  3.008.388  1.052.173 
Row  Percent  10  72  16  19  15  70  1  39  35  61  7  14  10  19  3  56 
Source.  NBER-OOL  EBSl  Subsample  File (19771 
1  includes plans with servlce step rate formulae 
Table  4  5  8 
Number  of  Defined Benefit  Plans by Benefit Formulae.  Plan EntTty. and Union Status.  1977 
Unit Formula  Flat  F lat  Benef it 
Based  on  Social  Social  Percentage  Flat Benefrt  Not  Based on 
EarnJngs  Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earnings 




ROW  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Class\fied 
Number 
Row  Percent 




ROW  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Raw  Percent 
Un  1 on 
12.803  52,690 
9  58  39  42 
1,227  1,574 
7  26  9  31 
11.362  49,250 
10  01  43 38 
718  1,866 
6  79  58  13 
933  1,787 
15  45  29  59 
123  0 
5  14  00 
8 10  1,787 
22  22  49 01 
0  0 
00  00 
21.518 
16  10 
680 




17  73 
524 








8  61 
695 
4  11 
10,420 
















4  86 
104 
3  74 
1,397 
23  13 
1.327 
55  48 
69 










1  74 
546 
9  04 
546 






9  45 
1.204 
7  12 
11.428 




5  75 
287 
12  00 
60 







3  73 
54  1 
3  20 
4,444 




1  79 
108 
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Table 4 5 8 Continued 
Number of  Defined Benefit Plans by Benefit Formulae, Plan Entity. and Unron Status. 1977 
- 
Uiit Formula  Flat  F lat  Benef  1 t 
I3ased on  Social  Social  Percentage  Flat Benefit  Not  Based on 
Earnings  Security  Security  Related  to  Related  to  Earnings  Not 
an(3  Service'  Step Rate  Offset  Earnings Only  Service Only  or  Servlce  Other  Classified 
Not  Classified 
Total 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row Percent 
Not  Class7fled 
Number 








Nonun  ion 
Number 
Row Percent 




















2.016  51  1 
43.41  11.00 
0  0 
00  .  00 
2.016  51  1 
54 09  13 71 
0  0 
00  .  00 
56.494  22,554 
39.  14  15 63 
1.574  68  1 
7.95  3.44 
53,054  21.304 
43.87  17.62 
1.866  569 
51.73  15  77 
73 
























13  12 
12.819 





















































Source  NBER-OOL  EOS1  Subsample Flle (1977) 
1  Includes plans wth service  step rate formulae 
Table 4 5 9 
Number  of Participants  in  Defined Benefit  Plans by  Benefit Formulae, Plan Entity. and Unlon Status  1977 
Unlt  Formula  Flat  Flat Benefit 
Base2 on  Social  Social  Percentage  Flat Beneftt  Not  Based on 
Earnings  Securlty  Security  Related  to  Related  to  Earnings  Not 

















Row  Percent 
Number 








Not  Classrfied 
Total 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row  Pecent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Row Percent 
Un  1 on 





15  78 
38.923 








.  00 
40.891 













32.  195 
14  20 
98.  135 
1  45 
0 





























































6,269,  169 
28 46 
4.300.226 
40  64 
1,862.936 
16  61 
106.006 
46 75 













71  45 
0 


























5 08  3 25 
1,  117.859 
533,674  435,367 
5 04  4  11 
584.185  279.758 
5 21  2 49 
0  0 
00  00 
1,767,902  116.519 
26  18  4 69 
316 519 
27 43  5 06 
53.432  0 
10  65  00 
0  0 
00  00 
1.7  14.470 
122.625  20.527 
16  21  2 71 
90.160  0 
55 79  00 
32.068  20.527 
5 39  3 45 
397  0 
100 00  00 225  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Table  4  5  9  Continued 
Number  of  Part7clpants in Defined Benefit Plans by Benefit  Formulae.  Plan EntIty. and Unlon Status.  1977 
Flat Benefit 
Based on  Soc?al  Social  Percentage  Flat Benefit  Not  Based on 
Earnings  Security  Security  Related to  Related to  Earnings  Not 
Unit Formula  Flat 
and  Servlce'  Step Rate  Offset  Earnlws Only  Servlce Only  or Servrce  Other  Class?fled 
Total 
Number  3,018,473  4.780.514  4.636.661  410.266  10.518.280  2.108.942  3.008.388  1.052.173 
Row  Percent  10.22  16  19  15.70  1.39  35  61  7. 14  10  19  3  56 
Union 
Number  1 .047.895  1,582,132  940.272  261.943  7.997.567  2.074.014  2.338.304  75  1,887 
Row  Percent  6  17  9  31  5  53  1  54  47  06  12  20  13  76  4  42 
Nonunlon 
Number  1,931,654  3.166.186  3.656.631  146.336  2,414,706  27,052  569.685  300.285 
Row  Percent  15  69  25  72  29  70  1  19  19  61  22  5  44  2  44 
Not  Classified 
Number  38.923  32.  195  39.757  1.986  106,006  7.875  397  0 
Row  Percent  17  14  14  17  17  50  87  46  67  3.47  17  00 
Source'  NBER-OCL  EBS1  Subsample  File (1977) 
1  Includes plans with service step rate formulae 
Table  4.5.10 
Number  of  Defined BenefIt Plans  Integrated with Social  Security by Plan Size.  1977' 
InteOrated with Social Security  Not  Inteqrated with Social Security 
Number  of  Plans  Row Percent  Number  of  Plans  Row Percent 
100-24 9 











1.580  30 82 
1.214  35  30 
1.241  37  70 
188  39  66 










56  16 
TOTAL  7,335  33 47  14.579  66 53 
Source  IRS 5500  File (1977) 
1  Table includes only plans with  100 or more active participants  These plans cover 89 8 percent of all defined benefit plan 
participants 
Table  4  5  11 
Number  of Participants  in  Defined Benefrt Plan? Integrated with Socral  Security by Plan Srze.  1977, 
Inteqrated with Social  Security  N&  Inteqrated with Socral Security 
Partncipants  ROW Percent  Participants  Row  Percent 







1  000-4.999 
Participants 






792. 122  35 47 
2.417.694  38  56 




3.852.3  13 







Participants  4,600.340  38.53  7.338.189  61 47 
62.43  16,566,424  TOTAL  9,968,431  37.57 
Source  IRS 5500  File 119771 
1  Table includes only plans with 100 or more active participants  These plans cover 89.8 percent of all defined benefit plan 
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Table 4  5  12 
Number  of Defined Eeneflt  Plans integrated with Social Security by  Industry.  1977' 
Not  Inteqrated with Social  Security 
Row Percent 
1-tegrated wdh  Social  Security  - 
~.  Number  of  Plans  Rob  Percent  Number  of  Plans 
Aqr  >cv  I  tUr e 
Forestrv 
and Fishing  49  41  18  70  58  82 
Mining  104  29  46  249  70 54 




and  Utilities 
88  8  11 




73  11 
539  42  64  725  57 36 
Wholesale Trade  30  t  41 69  42  1  58.31 
Retall Trade 
F  1 nance, 
InS"t-Fl"Ce. 
and  Real  Estate 
Services 
Tax-Exempt 
organ  1 zat  ,on5 
Not  tlass>f~ed 
330  43  88 
1.199  62 87 
1.202  19 12 
587  24  85 











TOTAL  7  335  33  47  14.579  66  53 
Source  IRS 5500  FIIP  (19771  ~___ 
1  Table includes only plans with 100 or  more active paiticlpanls  These plans cover 89 8 percent of  all defived benefit plan 
participants 
Table 4  5  13 
Number  of  F?rtic~pants  in  Defined BenefIt Plans Integratcd with  Social  Security by Industry.  1977' 
.~  ~  ~- 
Iritegrated with  Social Secura 
Participants  Rpw Percent 
Number  of 
Not  Inteqrated with  Social Security 
Participants  Row Percent 
Number  of 








5  36 




68  97 
94.64 
60  18 
Transportation. 
Cornrnunicat 10n-s. 
and Utilities  1,592,995  42 90  2.120.326  57.10 
Whole5ale  Tr-aCe 
Retai  1  Trade 
155.584 
816.872 
26  82 
56  07 
424,545 
956.257 




and  Real  Estate  1.382.344  68 75  628.297  31.25 
Services  792,608  42 71  1 ,062,968  57.29 
Tax-Exempt 
Organizations  431.138  t'l  48  2.546.064  85  52 
Not  Classified  889  45  38  1,070  54  62 
TOTAL  9.968  437  37  57  16.566.424  62 43 
Source  IRS 5500 File (19771 
- 
1  Table includes only plans with 100 or  more active participanls  These plans cover 89 8 percent of all defined beneflt plan 
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Table 4  5  14 
Number  of  Defined Benefrt Plans Integrated with Social  Securrty by Plan Entity.  1977) 
Integrated with Social  Security  Not  Integrated with Social Securlty 
Number  of Plans  Row  Percent  Number  of Plans  ROW  Percent 
Single Employer  7.  152  36  91  12.225  63 09 
Multl  Employer  183  7 24  2,345  92 76 
Not  Classified  0  00  9  100.00 
TOTAL  7  335  33  47  14.579  66 53 
Source  IRS  5500 =ile  (1971) 
.__ 
1  Table includes only plans with 100 or more active participants  These plans cover 89 8 percent of all defined benelit plan 
participants 
Table  4  5  15 
Number  of  Partrclpants  in Defined Benefit Plans Integrated with Social  Security by Plan Entity.  1977' 
~ 
Integrated ~7th  Social  Security  =Integrated  with Social Security 
Participants  Row  Percent  Participants  Row  Percent 
Nuwber  Of  Number  of 
50.21  9,776,478  single Employer  9,655,824  49  79 
Multi  Employer  272.6  12  3  86  6,787,706  96.  14 
Not  Classified  0  00  2.240  100 00 
62.43  16.566.424  TOTAL  9,968,437  37 57 
Source  IRS 5500  File (19771 
1  Table includes only plans with 100 or more active participants  These plans cover 89.8 percent of all defined benefit plan 
participants. 
Table 4 5  16 
Number  of  Defined Benefit Plans by Earnings Base,  Plan Size  and  Union Status.  1977 
Flnal or  Final or  Final or 





ROW  Percent 
Number 
Row Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Not  Claisified 
Number 
Row Percent 










Row  percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
ROW  Percent 










Row  Percent 




4.831  50.251 
6  78  70 63 
0  0 
00  00 
4,434  48.707 
6  46  70 95 
2. 166 
3  04 
0 
00 
2.  166 








5  49 
0 
.  00 
3.912 
5  70 
3,723 
5  23 
0 












.  00 
0 
.  00 
215  7.484 
1  83  63 a? 
0  577 








19  57 
0  254 
00  100 00 
87  6,508 
.69  51 65 
0  739 
00  63.65 
0  0 
.  00  00 
431 




16  21 
0 
.  00 
1.896 
15  05 
422 
36  35 
1.473 




































.  00 
0 
.  00 
0 
.  00 
0 
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Table  4  5  16  Continued 
Number  of Defined 8enefIt  Plans by Earnlngs Base.  Plan Size.  and Unton Status.  1977 
--  ~ 
Final or  Final or  Final or 
Hiqhest  3  Years  Hiqhest  5  Years  Hiqhest  10  Years  Career Average  Other  Not Classified 
100-249 
Participants 
















Rob,  Percent 
Number 
Row Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
RON  Percent 
Not  Cl~ssified 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
U"  1 an 
500-999 





ROW  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Ro:~  Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Un  1 on 




Rod  Percent 
Number 
Row Percent 
Nonun 1 on 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Not  Classrfied 
Number 
Row  Percent 
U"  1 on 
5.000-9.999 






Nonun  1 on 
Number' 
ROW Percent 
Not  Classifred 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Un  1 on 




Row  Percent 
Number 




Yot  Class~fied 
Number 



























57.  14 



























8  85 
56 
33  33 
85 


















































.  00 
119 


































.  00 
16 
1  13 
8 






































































5  56 
3 
100  00 


















































.  00 
0 
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Table  4  5 16  Continuea 
Number  of  Defined Benefit Plans by Earn7ngs  Ease.  Plan Size  and  Union Status.  1977 
Final or  Final  01-  Final or 




ROW  Percent 
Number 
Qow  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 













69,960  5.052 
66  45  4 80 
2.  137  507 
49 67  11 79 
14.530  4,665 





65,805  4,488 
67 20  4  58 
12.848  4,665 
13.  12  4 76 
577  0 
18 92  00 
5,188 
5.30 
2.017  56 
66  13  1  84 
3 
10 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSi  Subsamole  F~le  (1977) 
Note  Sample  includes only p  an5  that  explic>tly  specify earnings  based benefit forumulas 
Table I  5 17 
Number  of  Participants in Defined Benefit  Plans by  Earnings Base  Plan Size.  and  Union Status,  1977  ___~ 
Cl"B1  or  Flnal or  Final or 








Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Un)  on 
Row  Percent 
NOt  Class>f~~d 
Number 
Raw Percent 
25-49  __  Participants 
rota 
Numbei 
Row  Percent 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Nonun)  on 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Un  1 on 
12.P21 
2 60 
362,819  11,902 









20,  187 









357,256  1 1,902 





46,  7  12 
9  69 
0 
00 
11,  729 
2  43 







1  80 
259,640 
62  06 
24,049 
43 65 
13,  157 














2  15 
0 
00 





















.  00 
0 








Nonun  1 on 
Yumber 
ROW Percent 
Not  Class?fled 
Number 












NGt  Classified 
Number 
ROW Percent 




51  08 
144.245 
13  52 
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Table  4  5  17  Cont?nued 
Number  of  Participants  111 Oefrned Benefit Plans b)  Earnings Base  Plan Size.  and  Unlon Status.  1977 
Final or  Flnal or  Final or 











Not  Clas51fied 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Union 




Rob,  Percent 
Number 
Raw  Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Classlfled 
Number 
Qow  Percent 
Un  1 on 
1.000-4.999 
-  Participants 
Total 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
ROY  Percent 
Nonun I  on 
Number 
ROW Percent 



































ROW  Percent 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW  Percent 




,I  1,245 
5  12 
466,578 
57  95 
30. 145 
3  74 
0 
00 
30.  145 
4  58 
0 
00 
46  380 
4  68 
46,380 














28  82 
53,566 
42  24 
1 78  ,46  1 




4  37 
0 
.  00 
35.175 


































.  00 
0 




.  00 
0 




57  76 
41.715 







'18.31  1 
5  eu 
0 
C0 
'8  311 
6  85 
0 
00 





21  14 
91.998 
66  48 
117.337 




74  45 
0 
00 
65,  128 
1  72 
30.936 






















1  93 
1,002,089 
68  77 
275,962 






3  16 
252,652 














5  04 
25.731 
2  51 
63.988 
15  89 
188.664 















52  3,888 
12  18 
37'5 ,884 
18  88 
1 -13,003 




35  70 
715. 108 












36  15 
0  212.479 
.  00  4.94 
0  180.035 
.  00  9.04 
0  32.443 
00  1  41 
805,555 
35  10 
413.94s 





0  0 
. 00  .  00 
725,230 
5  65 
406,820 
'0  62 
6,752,471 
52  57 
1,247,198 
9  71 
3.455.946 

























3 17 , 2 18 
3  56 
' , 192 





1.  138,005 
12  79 
9,844  7.425 
8  72  6  58 
__ 
Source  NBER-DOC  EBS1  Subsample  File (19771 
Note  Sample  includes only plans that explicitly speclfy earnings  based benefrt  Porumulas 231  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Table 4  5  18 
Number  of Defined Benefit Plans by  Farnings  Base,  Industry.  and Un~on  Status.  1977, 
Final or  Final or  Final or 
Hlclhest  3  Years  Hiqhest  5  Years  Hiphest  10  Years  Career  Averaae  Other  Not Classified 
&  ~cu  I  ture 
Total 
Number 






Not  Classif?ed 
Number 
ROW  percent 
U"l0" 





ROW  Percent 
Nonunion 
Number 
ROW  Percent 




tans  t  I'  Lic t 1 on 
Tot8  I 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 






un  10" 
Not C 1 as  5 1 f  1 ed 
Manufacturing 




ROW  Percent 
Noniiri  1 on 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Rob.!  Percent 
Un  1 on 
Transport  am 
Total 
Number 
Ro~  Percent 
Number 
ROV  Percent 
Nonunion 
Number 
Rob>  percent 
Not  Class1f  led 
Number 
Row  Percent 
U"l0F 





Row  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
un  1 on 
Not  C1asS)fled 
22  1 















































957  0 
53 79  00 
0  0 
00  00 
0  0 
00  00 
553  73 
61 51  8  12 
0  0 
00  00 
514  73 
60 40  8  58 
39  0 
100  00  00 
3.847  0 
67 78  00 
0  0 
00  00 
3,450  0 
65  35  00 
397  0 
100  00  00 
12.915  1,314 
59  10  6  01 
1.693  81 
64 57  3  09 
11,220  1,232 
59 94  6  58 
1  0 
20  00 
1.934  820 
54  17  22  97 
130  0 
67 71  00 
1  803  820 
53  39  24  28 
0  0 
00  00 
4.898  0 
72  44  00 
59  0 
21  53  00 
4.782  0 
74 37  00 
56  0 
100  00  00 
38  1 
21 42 
47 




100  00 
96 


















11  82 
3.627 














78  47 
854 




































































.  00 
0 
.  00 
0 
.  00 
0 
.  00 
1.058 
4.84 











.  00 
0 
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Table 4  5  18  Continued 
Niimber  Of Defined Benef~t  Plans by  Earnings Base.  Industry,  and Union Status.  1977' 
~~- 
Final or-  Final or  Final or 






Rob  Percent 
NO"""  \ on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not Classified 
Number 





Rot,  Percent 
Number 




Not  Class~fied 
Number 
ROW Percent 




Row  Percent 
Number 
Qoui Percent 





9ow  Percent 
U"l0" 
Tax  Exempt 
Drganizatlons 
Total 
Nu  m be  r 
Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonunlon 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Clas51fied 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Un  1 on 
Not  Classified 
Total 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Classified 
Numbei 
Row Percent 
Un  1 on 
Total 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Not  Clas~lfled 
Number 
Row  Percent 
un  1 on 
39  / 




4  51 
9 
00 
I  ,011 
I0  93 
0 
09 

































5  03 
397 
13  02 
6.422 
























57  44 
112 












a3  08 
69,960 
66  45 
2.137 
a9  67 
65,805 
67  20 
2.017 














4  51 
0 
00 

















8  96 
.I 2 2 
49  18 
1.821 
7  44 
56 
16  92 
5.052 




4  58 
56 
1  84 
R03 
































12  95 
297 
34  62 
3.025 




13  80 
1.104 
25  66 
12.848 
13  12 
577 
18  92 
513 












































4  76 
0 
00 
67  1 
7  62 
0 
00 
67  1 




































5  44 
535 
12  44 
5.188 
5  30 
3 
10 
Source  NBER-DOL  €881  Subsample  File (1977) 
Note  Sample  includes  only p'8n5  tnat explicitly specify earnings based benefit forumulas 233  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Table J  5  19 
Number  of Pavtlc~pants  ~n Defined Benefit  Plans by  Earnings Ease.  Industry.  and  Union Status.  1971 
Final or  Final or  Final or 














11  87 


















56  459 
48  96 
1,653 

















23,  152 




















4  10 
0 
.  00 
0 
.  00 
0 














Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Row Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 





Row  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Roh Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Row Percent 







Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Not  Clbss1fied 
Number 
Row Percent 




Row  Percent 
Number 
Row Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
Row Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 





















Nonun  I on 
Number 
Row Percent 

































.  00 
0 






























18  53 
46,380 




























4  05 
0 
.  00 
1,528,635 
45  89 
14.256 














































3  40 
235.757 










10  83 
8.843 
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Table  4  5  19  Continued 
Number  of  Participants  !n  Oefined Benefit Plans b,v  Earnings Base.  Industry.  and Union  Status.  1977 
~  ~  ~~~~  ~  ~  ~ 
Final or  Final or  Final or 
Not  Classifred  tJ1ghest  3  Years  Hiqhest 5  Years  H~cihest  10  Years  Career  AveraQe  other 
Retail  Trade  __  ___ 
rota1 
Number 











Tota  I 
Number 
Ro1.1  Percent 
Number 
Rm, Percent 





ROW  Percent 
un  3  "(7 




Rob!  Percent 
Number 
Rot<  Percent 
Nonunion 
Numbe I, 
Row  Percent 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Row  Per'cent 
Un  1 on 
Total 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Number 
Rot"  Percent 
Nonun  I on 
Number 
ROW Percent 










Nonun  I an 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Not  Cla551fied 
Number 
ROW Percent 






Ro:"  Percent 
Nonunion 
Number 
Ro'd  Percent 
Not Cla551fied 
Number 











2  !3 
C 
cn 
.' 3 ,98  .I 
7  18 
0 
c.3 




1  966 
23 











5  12 
I..:?,  42  1 
10  98 
30.122 
1  48 
0 
00 
725,  230 
5  65 
-106  820 
10 62 
317.718 
3  5G 
I,  192 





797,  155 







395.517  20.287 
58  96  3  02 
78,778  20 '87 













586.820  6 1,  ?46 
64  39  6  72 
0  0 
00  00 
583.244  6 1 ,746 





97,849  7.730 
53 26  jl  15 
18.580  0 
100 00  00 
74.269  7.230 
47  69  4  64 
0  0 
00  00 
717,694 








5  51 
32,  ci80 
2  53 
143.137 
7  0.1 
9,  R44 
24  76 
190. 176 
28  35 
16.739 










7  96 
0 
00 

















34  13 
731. 124 





6.752.47  1  1 ,247,438  3,455,946 
52 57  9  71  26 90 
I  ,54  1,688  99.648  1,541,316 
30  23  2  GO  40 22 
1 ,307,205 
57  81  12  79  21  43 
5.  145.383  1.138.005 
65,400  9,  a44 
57 95  6  72 
7.425 
6  58 
25,829 
















































































2  94 
88.166 













Source  NBER-DOL  EBS1  Subsample  File (1977) 
1  Sample includes only plans that explicitly specify earnings-based benefit formulae 235  4 5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Table  4  5  20 
Number  of Defined Benefit Plans by Earnings Base and  Union Status.  1977' 
rlnai or  rlnai or  Final or 








1,  104 
25.66 
0  535 
00  12 44 
Number 
Row Percent 
Non-Union  Plans 
Number 





4,  '188 
4 58 
12.848 











ROW  Percent 
397 




1  84 
577 

















Source  NBER-DDL  EBSI  Subsample  File (19771 
1  Sample includes only plans that explicitly specify earnings-based benefit formulae 
Table  -1  5.21 
Number  of  Participants in Defined BenefIt Plans by Earnings Ease  and  Union Status.  1977' 
- 
rlnal or  Final or  F~nal  or 
iilghe-zt 3  Years  Highest  5  Years  Highest  10  Years  Career  Averaqe  Other  Not Classifred 
Union Plans 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Nan-Union  Plans  ~__ 
Number 
Row Pel-cent 
J06,  820 
I0  62 







.  00 
242.771 
6.33 
317.218  5.  145.383  1,138,005  1.907.205  160.765  232.231 
3 56  57 81  12.79  21.43  1.81  2.61 
Not  Class?fled 
Number 
ROW Percent 
I,  192 












Number  725.230  6.752.471  1,247,498  3,455,946  160.765  504.003 
ROW  Percent  5  65  52 57  9  71  26 90  1.25  3.92 
Source  NBER-GOL  EESI  Subsample  File (19771 
1  Sample includes only plans that explicitly specify earnings-based benefit formulae. 
Table .I  5 22 
Number  of  Defined Benefit Plans by Earnings Base.  Plan Entity. and  Unlon Statu!;,  1977' 
f ~na  I  or  Final or  F ~rml  or 






Rob)  Percent 
Nonun  1 on 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Not  CIa58,fred 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Un  1 on 
Mu1  t 1-Emplojer 







67  42 
4.  135  12,760  4,566  5.293 
















1  84 
11,  136  4.566 










18  92 
0 







1.316  422 
36  15  11.59 
65  0 
52.85  00 
1.370  99 
37.64  2.72 
57  0 
















12.26  03 
0 
00 
0  0 
. 00  00 
0  0 
00  00 
0 
.  00 236  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
~ 
Table 4  5  22  Continued 
Numter  of  Defined Benefit Plans by  Earnings Base  Plan Entity  and  Un,on  Status.  1977' 
Final or  Final  or  Final or 
highest  3  Years  Highest 5  Years  Hiqhest  10  Years  Career  Averaqe  Other  Not Classrfied 






















Not  Classtfied 
Number 
Row PercPnt 









5  346 




5  03 
397 






















4  58 
56 
1  84 
398 












13  12 
577 























.  00 
69,960 
66  45 
2. 137 




66  13 
5.726 
5  44 
535 
12  44 
5.188 
5  30 
3 
10 
Source  NEER-DOL  €851 Subsample  File (1977) 
1  Sample includes only plans that explicitly specify earnings-based benefit formulae 
Table 4  5  23 
Number  Of  Pilrticlpants in Defrned Benefrt  Plans by Earnrnqs Ease.  Plan Entlty. and  Unron Status.  1977' 
Final or  Final or  Final or 






NO~W  Percent 





5  54  52  75  10  03  26  72  1  17 
1 ,504,767  362,786  1.282.530  99,648  0 
10  49  37 08  2  88  43 50  .  00 
3.215.814  666,  748  6.347.882  1 ,206,535  457.083 
3  80 
209.440 
6 05 
3c2,  770 
3  58 
.  ,192 
t  06 
4.999.95 1  1 ,097,042  1. 
59 08  12  96 
65.400  9,844 
57  95  8  72 
703.621 






2  58 
29,001 
25  70 
Not  Classified 
Number 
Row  Percent 
7.425 






Row  Percent 
Norivn  7 or> 
Number 
ROW Percent 




Not  Class1f  %ed 
TCtal 
Number 





Rod  Fercent 
Not  Classifred 
Ndmber 
ROI  Percent 
Un  1 on 
58,482 
8  85 
44,034 
12  96 
3.4.18 




47  93 
259, 157 
76  28 
33,402 




33  02 
36,548 
10  76 
20.452 



















81,706  20.452 
56  55  6.37 
0  0 
00  .  00 
0  87.722  7.559  21.877  0  33.331 

















87.722  7.559  21.877  0  0 
73  87  6  45  18 67  .  00  00 
0  0  0  0  0 
00  00  00  . 00  00 
Total 
Number  725.230  6.752,47  1  1,  247,  498  3.455.946  160.765  504.003 
ROI?  Percent  5  65  52  57  9  71  26  90  1.25  3.92 
111,  I "q 
Number 
Rou Percent 
Nonun I  313 
Number 
ROW Percent 
Not  Classif  led 
Number 
ROO  Percent 
406,820 
10 62 
1 ,54 1.688 
40 23 
99.648 
2  60 
1.541.316 








3  56  57  81  12  79  21 43  1  81 
1 ,907,205  317.218  5,145,383  1.  138.005 
1,1a2 
1  06 
65,400 
57  95 
9.844 
8  72 
29,001 
25.70 
Source  NEER-DOL  EBSl  Subsamvle  File (19771 
1  Sample includes only plans that expiicilly specify earnings-based benefit formulae 237  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Table 4  5  24 
Mean eenefits and  Replacement Rates for Hypothetical Workers Retrrlng in 1977 by Type of Defined Benefit Formulae 
Plan Weighted. 1977' 
Level of Earnings at Age 65,  1977 
R1O.OOO  $20.000  $30.000  X 40,000 
Mean  Mean  Mean  Mean 
Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Pevcentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean 
eenef It  Replacement  eenef  1 t  Replacement  Benef  1 t  Replacement  Benef  I  t  Replacement 
Amniint  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
Unit Formula Based on  2.  179  21  79  4,358  21  79  6.537  21.79  8,716  21.79 
Enrn~ngs  and SerVIce 
soc1a  I  secur  1 ty  2  -72  23  22  5.741  28  70  9.311  31 03  12.921  32  30 
Step Rate 
Social Security  2.116  21  16  6,323  31 61  10.960  36.53  15.597  38  99 
Off  set 
Flat eenefIt Related  2,503  25  03  2,503  12  51  2,503  8  34  2,503  6  25 
to Service Only 
Flat Percentage  3.541  35  41  7.082  35  41  10.624  35  41  14, 165  35 41 
Related to 
Earnings Only 
Flat Benefit Not Based  389  3  97  389  1  98  389  1.32  389  99 
on  Earnings or Service 
Total  2  340  23 90  5,264  26  32  8,286  27  62  11.324  28  31 
Source  NBER-OOL  EESl Subsample File (19771 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring in 1977  IS assumed to have 35years of service and lo retire at the plan s normal retirement age 
Table 4  5  25 
Mean BenefIts atnd  Replacement Rates for Hypothetical Workers Retiring in 1977  by Type of Defined eeneflt Formulae 
Participant Weighted  19771 
-  Level of Earninqs at Aqe 65. 1977  $40,000 
810 000  $20.000  $30,000 
Mean  Mean  Mean  Mean 
Percentage  Mean  Percentage  MPB!,  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean 
Benef  I  t  Replacement  Benef  it  Replacement  Benef  I  t  Replacement  Benef  1  t  Replacement 
Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
Unit Formula Based on  2,  ?54  22  54  4.508  22  54  6.763 
Earnings and Service 
social  Security  2.306  23 06  5.239  26  19  8.391 
Step Rate 
Social Security  2,956  29  56  7.620  38  10  12.634 
Offset 
Flat BenefIt Related  3  085  33  85  3.385  16  92  3,385 
to Service Only 
Flat Percentage  1,657  18  57  3.715  18  57  5,572 
Related to 
Earnings Only 
Flat eenefit Not Based  367  7  25  367  3  62  367 
on Earnings or  Service 
Total  2  -25  27  25  4.420  22  10  6  222 
Source  NBER-OOL  E651 Subsample File (1977) 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring in 1977 is assumed to have 35 years of service and to retire at the plan's normal retirement age 
22  54  9.017  22  54 
27  97  11,636  29 09 
42  11  17.649  44  12 
11  28  3.385  8  46 
18.57  7.430  18.57 
2  41  367  1.81 
20 74  8.040  20.10 238  The Structure of Private Pension Plans 
rabie 4  5  26 
Mean  EenefIta  and Keplacement  Rates for Hypothetical  Workers Retiring ?n  1977 by Earnings Ease 
Plan Weighted.  1977 
Level of  Earn7nqs  at Aqe  65.  1977 
$ 1 C' ,000  820.000  $30.000  $40.000 
MYan  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Belief it  Replacement  Benef 1 t  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 
Amount  Kate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate ~- 
Mean  Mean  Mean  Mean 
Final or Highest  3  415  34  15  7,690  38 45  12.  144  40  48  16.597  41  49 
3  Years 
Final or Highest  2  7h?  17 62  6  826  34  13  11,022  36  74  15.218  38  04 
5  Years 
F~nal  or Highest  2.719  91 19  6,469  32  34  10,406  34.68  14,342  35 85 
10  Years 
Career  Average  1,300  13 00  3,004  15 02  4,984  16.61  7.043  17.60 
Total  2  39n  >1  98  5.831  29  15  9.438  31  46  13.066  32 66 
Source  NBER-DDL  EES1  Subsample  File (1977) 
- 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring in 1977 is assumed to have 35 yearsof Service  and to retlre at the plans  normal retirement age 
Table 4  5.21 
Mean  Eenefits and qeplacement  Rates  for  Hypothetical  Workers  Retrrlng ~n  1977 by  Earnlngs Ease 
Participant  Weighted.  1977' 
___. 
830,,oo  ~  ~~~~~~  ~  ~-  ~  $~40,~ooo  ~~~~~~~~  Level of  Earninqs  at Aqe  65.  1977  -___. 
-~  810.000  820.000 
Mean  Mean  Mean  Mean 
Meall  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Benet  1 t  Replacement  Benef 1 t  Replacement  Benef 1 t  Replacement  Benef I t  Replacement 
-__  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
Final or ti~ghest  3,  .138  33  38  7.770  38  85  r2.597  41.99  17.425  43 56 
3  Years 
Final or-  Highest  3.:'83  32.83  7,780  38  90  12.527  41 75  17.274  43  18 
5  -ears 
Final or Highest  2  042  20  42  5.554  27  77  9.329  31  09  13.105  32.76 
10  fears 
Career  Average  1.356  13 56  2,958  13  79  4.681  15 60  6,496  16.24 
Total  2.51J  75  14  5.878  29  39  9.450  31  50  13.056  32.64 
Source  NBLK-DOI.  EBSl Subsampie  F  1  ye719711  ~__ 
1  The hypothetical worker retlring in 1977 is assumed to have 35years of service and to retire at the plan's normal retirement age 
Table 3  5  28 
MeaP  Benef~ts  an0  Replacement  Rate5  for Hypothetical  Workers  Retiring in 1977 by  Plan Size 
Plan Weighted.  1977 
Level of  Earninqs a* Aqe  65.  1911  ~~ 
520,000  $30,000  $40.000  - 
Mean 
h 10,000 
Mean  Mean  Mean 
Menr  Percentage  Mean  Fercentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Benefit  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement  Benef I t  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 
~-  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
1-24 
PartIclpants  2.1:)  27  13  6.501  32  50  10.440  34  80  14.377  35  94 
Earn  tmgs  Related  2  136  27  36  6.711  33  55  10,843  36  14  14.974  37.43 
Other  Formulae  2.240  22.40  2,240  11.20  2.240  7.46  2,240  5  60 
25-49 
Part,c,pants  1.573  19  73  4,753  23 76  7.772  25.90  10.797  26.99 
Earn  I  nqs Re la  tea  I  , Li.0  19  70  11.871  25  35  8.021  26.73  11.177  27  94 
Other  Formulae  2 , 03Ei  20 35  2.035  10  17  2,035  6  78  2,035  5  08 
Formulae 
Formulae 239  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Table 4 5 28 Continued 
Mean Benefits and Replacement Rates for Hypothetlcal  Workers Retir?ng  ~n 1977 by Plan S~ze 
Plan Weighted. 1977' 
Level of Earnings at Aqe 65. 1977 
$10 000  $20.000  $30.000  $40,000 
Mean  Meal,  Mean  Mean 
Meail  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Benefit  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement  Benef  1  t  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 





















































































































13  75 




31  13 
13 63 
24 06 














































9  08 












7.383  18.46 
11,072  27 68 
2.  168  5 42 
7.666  19  16 
10.734  26.83 
2.750  6  87 
7,458  18.64 
12.341  30.85 
1.825  4.56 
8.682  21  70 
13.942  34 85 
2.726  6  81 
7,897  19.74 
11.189  27.97 
4,359  10.89 
9.915  24.78 
14.978  37.44 
3,563  8.90 
7,503  18.75 
11,697  29 24 
2.870  7.  17 
11.327  28 31 
13,066  32.66 
2.351  5 87 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSl Subsainple File (19771 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring in 1977  is assumed to have 35 years of Service  and to retire at the plan's normal retirement age 
Table 4.5  29 
Meail BenefIts and Replacement Rates for Hypothet3cal Workers Retiring  11-  1977 by Plan S,re 
Participant Weighted. 1977, 
Level of  Earninqs at Aqe 65. 1977  ___~ 
B  1 0.000  $20.000  $30.000  -  840,000 
Mean  Mean  Mean  Mean 
Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Benefit  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement  Benef  1 t  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 
Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
1-1.1 
Partlclpants  2.465  24 65  6.069  30 34  9.868  32 89  13.669  34.17 
Earnings  Related  2.475  24 75  6.252  31  26  10,234  34.11  14.217  35.54 
Farmu  I  ae 
Other Formulae  2,257  22 57  2,257  I1 28  2.257  7 52  2,257  5.64 
25-49 
__  Fartlclpants  ?.O?G  20  36  4.891  24 45  7.971  26.56  11.055  27.63 
Earnlngs Related  2.036  20 36  5.015  25 07  8.228  27.42  11.446  28.61 
Other Formulae  2.032  20  32  2.032  10  46  2.032  6.77  2.032  5.08 
50-99 
Participants  2.0"J  20 64  3,545  17 72  5.100  17  00  6,654  16.63 
Earnings Related  I,  956  19  56  4,482  22  41  7.135  23.78  9,787  24.46 
Formulae 
F  ormu  I ae 
Other Formulae  2.217  22  17  2.217  11 08  2.217  7  39  2.217  5.54 240  The Structure of Private Pension Plans 
100-249 
Participants 
Earnings  Related 
Other  Formulae 
250-499 
Participants 
Earnings  Related 
Other  Formulae 
500-999 
PartiCIoantS 
Earnings  Related 
Other  Formulae 
1 ,  GOO-~I, 999 
Part  1 t  1 pants 
Earnings Related 
Other  ~ormulae 
5.000-9.999 
Formu  1 ae 





Other  Formulae 
10.000* 
Participants 
Earnings  Related 
Other  Formulae 
Formulae 
Formu  1 ae 
TOTAL 
~ 
Carninys  Related 
Other  Formulae 
Formulae 
Table  4  5  29 Continued 
Wean  Eeneflts and  Replacement  Rates  for Hypothetical workers  Retirlng ln  1977 by  Plan 5lze 
Pa~ticrpant  Weighted.  1977' 
Level  of  Earninqs  at Age  65.  1977 
~. 
-  .~ 
830.000  $40.000  $20,000.  810.000 
Meafi  Mean  Mean 
__. ~- 
Mean 
Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Pevcentage  Mean  Percentage 
Ben-+ 1 t  Replacement  Eenef 11  Replacement  8enef 1 t  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 
Amoiiiit  Rate  Pimount  Rat-  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  __~ 
2,  :352  23  52  4.085 
2.119  21  19  4,976 
2.712  27  12  2.712 
2.574  25  24  4.197 
2.133  21  33  5.1113 
2.5.11  29  31  2.931 
2,  644  26  44  4.3R1 
2.521  25  21  5.899 
2.775  27  15  2,775 
3.819  38  19  6.115 
3.2'6  32  16  7.458 
4.531  45  31  4.531 
3.996  32  96  5,538 
3.0:s  30 75  7,080 
2.5-6  35.76  3,576 
2.242  22  42  3,486 
2.3.19  23  49  5.434 
2,  1539  21.69  2. 169 
2.7:5  27  25  4.321 
2.511  25  14  5.878 
2.9'9  29  39  2,939 
20 43 
24  88 
13  56 
20 98 
27  06 
14  fi5 
21 '10 
29 119 
13  87 
30 57 
37  29 
22  65 
21 69 
35  A0 
17  R8 
17  43 
21 17 
10 84 
22  10 
29  39 























26  57 
9  04 
19 96 
29  74 
9  77 
20 99 
32 08 
9  25 
28  41 
39  70 
15  10 
26  22 
37  46 
11 92 
16  09 
29  20 
7  23 
20 74 
31 50 




































8  94 
15.47 
30 33 
5  42 
20  10 
32  64 
7  34 
Source  NEER-OOL  EBS1  SUbSamFie  File (1977) 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring in 1977 is assumed to have 35years of  service and to retire at the plan s normal retirement age 
Table  4.5.30 
Mean  Eenefrts and Replacement  Rates  for Hypothetlcal Workers  Retiring tn  1977 by  Industry 
Plan W~lnhted 1977 
Level  of  Earninqs  at Age  65.  1977 
5 20,000  530.000  $40,000 
Mean 
810.000 
Mean  Mean  Mean  ____ 
Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Bene'11  Replacement  BenefIt  Replacement  Eenef 1 t  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 
Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
Agr 1 cii I  lure, 
Forestry. and 
F ishinq  i  ,872  18  72  3.914  19  57  6.189  20  63  8,530  21.32 
Earnings  Related  1 ,8715  18  76  3,962  19  81  6,285  20 95  8,676  21 69 
Formulae 
Other  Formulae  1 ,6eo  16  80  1.680  8  'to  1.680  5  60  1.680  4  20 
3,  JRli  34  23  6.026  30  13  8,629  28  76  11.233  28 08 
Earn  1 ngs  Related  3.31(!  32  46  7.418  37  09  11,590  38  63  15.762  39 40 
Other  Formulae  3.7!7  37  17  3.717  18  58  3.717  12.39  3.717  9 29 
Formulae 
Construction  3.611  36  11  7.220  36  09  10,939  36  46  14.659  36  64 
Earnings  Related  3.367  33 67  7,325  36  G2  1 1.405  38.01  15.485  38 70 
Other  Formulae  6,  13'  61  31  6.131  30 65  6.  131  20.43  6.  131  15  32 
Formu  1 ae 
Muf  ac tur  in4  2.007  20 07  3.780  18  90  5,598  18.66  7,464  10  65 
Earnings  Related  1.891  18  91  4.562  22.81  7,303  24.34  10. 115  25.28 
Formulae 
Other  Formulae  2.237  22  37  2,237  11  18  2.237  7.45  2.237  5  59 241  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Transpor  tat  1 on 
Communications. 
and  UtiIitie5 
Earnings Related 
Other  Formulae 
Formulae 
Wholesale  lrade 
Earnings Related 





Other  Formulae 
Finance.  Insurance 
and  Real  Estate 
Earnings Related 





Other  Formulae 
Tax--E  xemp t 
Orqanizations 
Earnings Related 
Other  F ormu  lae 
Fgrmulae 
Formula 
Not  C I  ass  I  f 1 e< 
Earnings Related 




Other  Formulae 
~ 
Form" lae 
Table  4 5 30 Continued 
Mean  Benefits and Replacement  Rates for Hypothetical  Workers  Retiring tn  1977 by  Industry 
Plan Weighted.  1977 
~~___ 
Level of Earninqs at Age  65.  1977  __ 
$10 000  520,000  530.000  $40,000 
Mean  Mean  Mean  Mean 
M~nn  Per-centaye  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Genefit  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement  Benef 1 t  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 
Amour,  t  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
1.5'5 
I,  368 
2.3'3 















2.  193 
2.2113 




15  15 
13  68 







34  85 






26  12 
39 36 
21  93 
22 03 




























19  96 












34  16 
10  94 
30 02 
30.32 
19  68 


































30  40 





41  78 
NA 
35  57 
37 21 
7 29 
31  96 
32 51 







9,439  23.59 
10.650  26.62 
2.373  5.93 
12.448  31.11 
12.883  32.20 
2,553  6.38 
10,990  27 47 
11.857  29.64 
2.429  6.07 
17.112  42.78 
17.  I12  42.15 
NA  NA 
14,791  36.98 
15.521  38.80 
2.188  5 47 
13.176  32 94 
13.445  33.61 
3,936  9  87 
10.817  27.03 
12.483  31.20 
2.  139  5.34 
11.327  28.31 
13.066  32 66 
2.351  5 87 
Source  NEER-DOL  EGSl  Subsample  F,  le I19771 
1  See note to table 4 5 18 
Table 3  5  31 
Mean  aeneflts aiid Replacement  Rates for Hypothetical  Workers  Retiring in 1977 by  Industry 
Participant 'Weighted.  1977, 
-. 
Level of Earnlnqs at AJe  65. 1977 
$10.000  $20,000  $30.000  $40,000 
Mean  Mean  Mean  Mean 
Meal,  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Benefit  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 
Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
Agrlculture. 
FOF~S~F~.  and 
2,  I04  21 0.1  4.028  20 '3  6.018  20 06  8.145  20.36 
Ear n I  hgs Related  2.203  22.03  4.573  22 86  7,026  23 42  9.647  24.11 
Other  Formulae  1.680  16  80  1.680  8  40  1.680  5 60  1.680  4 20 
Formulae 
Mlnlnq  3.833  38 33  5,955  29 77  8.077  26 92  10.200  25.50 
Earnings Related  2,869  28 69  6,426  32 13  9,983  33.27  13.541  33.85 
Formu I  ae 
Other  Formulae  5.258  52.58  5.258  26 29  5.258  17 52  5,258  13.  14 
Construction  3,031  30  37  4.618  23 08  6,348  21.16  8,079  20.20 
Earnings Related  1.724  17 24  4.921  24.60  8.421  28.07  11.921  29.80 
Other  Formulae  4.321  43 21  4.321  21 60  4.321  14 40  4.321  10  80 
Formulae 242  The Structure of Private Pension Plans 
Table 4 5 31 Continued 
Mean  EeneFits and Replacement  Rates for Hypothetical  Wor'kers  Retiring in 1977 by  Industry 




Other  Formulae 
Formulae 








Other  Formulae 
Formulae 
F 1 nance,  I ~SV~RI~CP 
and  R~al  Estate 
Earn  1 r-ys  Re 1 R t Pd 
Other  Farmdlae 
Formulae 
Services 
Earrv  rigs  Related 
Formulae 
Other'  Formulae 
Tar-Exempt 
OrCla"lLdt10"~ 
Earn  1 ngs  RC  1 il ted 
Otkr  Formulae 
Formulae 
Not  Class1fIed 
Earnings  Related 
Other  Formulae 






Level  of  Earnings  at Aqe  65, 1977  - 
R 10.000  820,  000  $30.000  $40,000  ~- 
Maat-  M">,l 
Mearl 









7 .  '.L.S 
2.  "8 
3.3->7 




3,  L"7 
t!A 
2 .  :I  ! 0 
2,  -1115 
I  q.5 
2,  'iiq 








Percentage  Mean  Percentage  Mean 
Replacement  Benefit  ReDlacPment  Benef 1 t 




-  -~ 
34 17 
32 35 

























































16  "8 
1G 62 
18  92 









19  53 
24 -I1 
52 75 
15  16 
22 $0 
29 39 
14  G9 
5. 140 
8.  167 

























Meal-  Mean 
Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Replacement  EenefIt  Replacement 
























10  11 
20 14 
31 50 

































10  08 
21 43 
30  99 
8 49 
12 48 









29  11 
9  76 
23 05 
37 00 





Source  NBER-OOL  EE51  Subsample  File (19771 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring in 1977 is assumed to have 35years of service and to retire at the plan's normal retirement age 243  4.5 Benefit Formulae and Levels of  Private Defined Benefit Plans 
Table  4  5  32 
Meat) Berefits and Replacement  Rates  far Hypothetical  Workers  Retlrlng in  1977 by union  Status 
Plan Weighted.  1977' 
Level of  Earnings at  Age  65.  1977  __-__  ~- 
$10.000  $20 000  -  $30.006 --:  $40.000 
Mean  Meal,  Mean  Mean 
Mean  Percentaqe  Mean  Percen-age  Mean  Percentage  Msan  Perceotage 
Benefit  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement  Eenef 1 t  Replacemenz  Benef  I t  Replacement 
Amoi.nt  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
urilon Plans  2.3111  23  81  2,920  14  GO  3,460  11.53  4.018  10 05 
Earn]  nqs Related  2 ,000  20 00  4.214  21 07  G. -135  21.45  8.726  21 81 
F or  mu  I  ae 
Other  rcrmulae  2.503  25  03  2,503  12.52  2,503  8.34  2,503  6.26 
Nonun  3 on 
~ P 1 an5  2,361  23  61  5.601  28 00  9,011  30.04  12.440  31.09 
Earnings Related  2.393  23  93  5.861  29  30  9.510  31.70  13. 179  32.94 
Formulae 
Cther  Formulae  1  898  18  98  1,898  9  J9  1  898  6  32  1.898  4  74 
Not  Classlfig  3.593  35 93  7.819  39 09  12,182  40  60  16.546  41 36 
Earn  1 nos  Related  3.503  35  93  7.819  39 09  12,182  40 60  16.546  41 36 
Other  Formulae  PJA  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA 
~ TOTAL  3,  390  23  90  5.2G6  26  33  8.288  27.63  11.327  28.31 
Earn  7 rigs  Re la  ted  2,398  23  98  5.831  29  15  9,138  31.46  13.066  32 66 
Formulae 
Formulae 
Otl-er  Formulae  2,351  23.51  2.351  11  75  2,351  7  83  2.351  5  87 
Source  NEER-DOL  EESl  Subsam6le File (19771 
Nb  - Not  Available 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring In 1977 is assumed to have 35 years of service and to retire at the plan's normal retirement age 
Table 4  5  33 
Meal,  Benefits and  Replacement  Rates for Hypothetical  Workers Retiring in 1977 by  Union Status 
Participant Weighted.  1977 
union  Plans 
Earnings Related 





Other  Formulae 
-. 




Formu 1 ae 
TOTAL 
Earnrngs Related 
Other  Formulae 
Formulae 
-__  Level of  Earninas at Age  65  1977 
x10.000  820.000  -  830.000~~~-  $40.000 
Mean  Meal,  Mean  Mean 
Meail  Percentage 
Beneftt  Replacement 
Amo:in  t  Rate 
2.970  29  70 
2.3,'s  23  25 
3.2'5  32  15 
2.4'8  24.18 
2.590  25  90 
1,769  17.89 
2.c11  20 41 
2.0-1  20.41 
NA  NA 
2.725  27  25 
2.5'4  25.  14 
2.939  29  39 
Mean  Per.centage 
Benef  I t  Replacement 
Amount  Rate 
3.757  18.78 
5.182  25  01 
3.215  16  07 
5.182  25  91 
6.  113  30.56 
1,789  8  9'1 
5,673  28.3G 
5,673  28.36 
NA  N  A 
4.421  22  10 
5,878  29.39 
2.939  14.69 
Mean 
Bcnef  I t 
Amount 
4,577 












Mean  Percentage  Percentage 
Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 
Rate  Amount  Rate 
15  25 
27  19 
10 71 
27  08 
32 87 






9  79 
5.404  13.51 
11.157  27.89 
3.215  8.04 
11,099  27.74 
13.653  34.13 
1.789  4.47 
14.136  35.35 
14. 136  35  35 
NA  NA 
8.04;  20 10 
13.056  32 64 
2,939  7  35 
Source  NRER-DCL  EBS1  Suhsamule  File (19771 
NA  -  Not Available 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring in 1977 is assumed to have 35years of service and to retire at the plan s nnrmal retirement age 244  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  5  34 
Mean  Benefits and  Replacement  Rates for Hypnthetical  Workers Retiring in 1977  by Plan Entity 
Plan Weighted.  1977’ 
____..-  Level of  Earninss at Aqe  65.  1977 
810.000  $20,000  $30.000  $40,000 
Mean  Mean  Mean  Mean 
~. 
Mean  Percentage  Mean  Pevcertage  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
Benet  1 t  Replacement  Benef I t  Replacement  Benef 1 t  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement 
Amoic  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate  Amount  Rate 
8 1 nsl  e  Emp loiler  2.’lR7  73 87  5,311  26  55  8  378  27  92  11  ,466  28  66 
Earnings Related  2.1107  24  07  5.851  29  25  9,363  31 54  13,  100  32  75 
Other  Formulae  2.2’72  22  72  2.272  11  36  2.272  7  57  2.272  5  68 
Formulae 
MU1ti  Employer  2,389  23  89  4,384  21 92  6.580  21.93  8.777  21  94 
Earnings Related  1.6’9  19  19  4,979  24  89  8.347  27.82  11.716  29.29 
Other  Formulae  3,270  37  70  3,770  16  35  3.270  10.90  3,270  8  17 
Formulae 
Not  Classified  2.851  28  51  5.891  29  45  8.935  29  78  11,980  29 94 
Earn\ngs Related  3.137  31 37  7,092  35  J6  11.053  36  84  15.014  37.53 
Other  Formulae  1.903  19  03  1.903  9  Ti1  1,903  6  34  1.903  4  74 
Formulae 
TOTAL  2,390  23  90  5,266  26.33  8.288  27  63  11.327  28  31 
Earnings Related  2.398  23  98  5.831  29  15  9,438  31 46  13.066  32  66 
Formulae 
Other  Formulae  2.351  23  51  2.351  11  75  2,351  7  83  2.351  5  87 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSI Subsample  File (19771 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring in 1977 is assumed lo have 35 years of service and to retire at the plan’s normal retirement age 
Table  4  5  35 
Me?,,  RenefIts and  Replacement  Rates fcr Hypothet~cal  WorkeTs  Retiring in 1977  by Plan Entity 
Participant Welghted  1977 
Level  Of  Earnings at Aqe  65.  1977 
~~ 
810 coo  $20,  00c  $30.000 
Mean  Mean  Mean 
Mean  Percentaqe  Mean  Percentage  Mean  Percentage 
BeneiIt  Replacement  Benefit  Replacement  Benef 1 t  Replacement 
Amount  Rat-  Amount  Rate 
Single Employer 
EarnTngs  Q~lated 
Other  Formulae 
Formulae 
Multr  Employer 
Earnings Related 
Other  Formulae 
Formiilae 
Not  Classified 
Earnings Related 
Other  Formulae 
Formu  1 ae 
TOTAL 
Earrings Related 
Other  Formulae 
Fo”mulae 
Amou  it  Rate 
2.3-1  23  71 
2.534  25  31 
2.131  21  31 
4,  J.:5  44  25 
1.3-7  13  77 
1.9:8  49 28 
1.3-9  13  50 
2,71-,2  27  62 
a90  a  91 
2,725  27  25 
2.5’4  25  14 
2.5339  29 39 
1.389 
5.919 










21  94 
29  59 
10  65 
23 91 
19  40 
24  65 
10  81 
30 39 
4  45 
22  10 
29.39 
14  69 
6,525 
9,503 










21  74 
31 67 
7  10 
17  37 
23  15 
16  42 
10  I1 
32 06 
2  97 
20 74 
31 50 




Mean  Percentage 
Benef 1 t  Replacement 
Amount  Rate 
8,683 
13. 124 










21  70 
32 81 
5  32 
14. 12 




2  22 
20.10 
32.64 
7  34 
- 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSI  Subsample  File (1977) 
1  The hypothetical worker retiring in 1977 is assumed to have 35 years of service and to retire at the plan’s normal retirement age 245  4.6 Normal Retirement Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
4.6  Normal Retirement Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
All private pension plans stipulate that an employee must meet certain requirements as 
a precondition for receipt of her (his) full accrued normal retirement benefits. These require- 
ments typically take one of three forms. The great majority of private plans (62.22 percent) 
require only that the employee reach a specified age for normal retirement benefits to 
commence. A  small percentage of  plans (.82 percent) require only that the employee 
complete a specified number of years of service. Another24.35 percent of plans require that 
the employee both reach a certain age and complete a specified amount of  service. 
For plans with an age requirement, the mean age is roughly 65. Table 4.6.2 examines 
the distribution of  these plans and their participants across normal retirement ages. The 
great majority of these plans (89.65 percent) specify a normal retirement age of 65. A much 
smaller but still significant number of plans specify an age of 62 (3.50 percent) or 60 (2.99 
percent). 
For plans with a service requirement for normal retirement,  the mean service required is 
roughly 9 years. One interesting finding in table 4.6.1 is the difference in service require- 
ments between plans that specify only a service requirement and those that specify both an 
age and a service requirement. On a participant-weighted basis, the plans with only a 
service requirement require roughly 6 more years of service. On a plan-weighted basis, the 
opposite is true-plans  with only a service requirement require roughly 4 fewer years of 
service. The distribution of plans and participants across service requirements is examined 
in table 4.6.3.  The most common service requirement is 10 years (72.30 percent of plans and 
49.56 percent of  participants). Service requirements of  5 years and  15 years are also 
common, for 13.54 and 12.62 percent of  participants, respectively. 
Tables 4.6.4 and 4.6.5 tabulate normal retirement requirements by plan type. Defined 
contribution plans are more likely to specify only an age requirement, while defined benefit 
plans are more likely to specify both an age and a service requirement. Defined contribution 
plans with service  requirements require roughly 2 fewer years of  service than do their 
defined benefit counterparts. 
There are also substantial variations in normal retirement requirements by plan size 
(tables 4.6.6 and 4.6.7). The fraction of  participants facing both age and service require- 
ments is an increasing function of plan size. While only 23.84 percent of participants in plans 
with fewer than 25 participants have both age and service requirements, the corresponding 
figure for plans with over 10,000  participants is 54.09 percent. The largest plans also tend to 
have longer service requirements-1  3.44 years versus 9.56 years for the smallest plans. 
Tables 4.6.8 and 4.6.9 show that there is little variation in normal retirement require- 
ments by industry. Mining plans are more likely to specify only an age requirement, but this 
deviation from the average disappears when requirements are tabulated on a participant- 
weighted basis. 
Union status, on the other  hand, does appear  to  be a key determinant of  normal 
retirement requirements (tables 4.6.10 and 4.6.1  1).  Nonunion plans are much more likely to 
specify only an age requirement than are union plans (63.77 percent of plans versus 38.73 
percent). Union plans, on the other hand, are far more likely to specify both an age and a 
service requirement (54.41 percent). 
Similarly, plan entity is also a strong predictor of normal retirement requirements (tables 
4.6.1  2 and 4.6.1  3).  While 12.62 percent of participants in multiemployer plans have only an 
age requirement, the corresponding figure for participants in single employer plans is 50.51 
percent. Participants in multiemployer plans, however, are much more likely to have both an 
age and a service requirement (82.84 percent versus 34.76 percent for single employer plan 
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Table 4 6 1 
Number Of  Plans and Number of  Part~c~pnnts  by Normal Retlrement Requirements. 1977 
_____  -IlTKQ  Service Requirement Only  Aae and Serv7ce Requlrement  Other 
ROW  Medrl  ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number Pel Cent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
Number of  283.964  62  22  64  71  3.726  82  5  38  111.115  24  35  64  67  9  58  57,565  12 61 
Plans 
Number of  17,704,279  4.i  00  64.74  297,865  72  11 69  18.290.899  44.42  64 29  4  47  4.883.882  11 82 
Part.clpa"ts 
__ 
Source  NBER-DDL  EBS1  File I19771 
Table 4.6  2 
Di~trib~ti~n  of  Normal  Retirement  Ages.  1977 
P Ian5  _______  Partlclpants 
Lo  I umn 
- 
c 0 1 umn 

















35  000 
1.493  001 
3 10  00  I 
7,392  02  1 
60  1 ,077.4  39  ?  993 
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17  004 
37  009 
1  .  000 
1,560  395 
19,039  a  81s 










I  392 
027 

















35.995.167  100  000  395,069  100  000  ~______ 
Total 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSl  File I 49771 247  4.6 Normal Retirement Provisions of Private Pension Plans 
lahle 4 6  3 
D~stribut~on  of  ServirP Reouirements  for Normal  Retirement.  1977  - 
PartIclpants~  -  P 1 an5 
Years  of  Co  lumn  column 









































I,  181,337 
161,865 
85.828 








?G,  032 
23 74R 
3.261 
2.3  12,458 
7.066 
12.592 
2,  J80 
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1.694  01 
403  00 
0  00 
1.030 633  5  G2 
0  00 
0  00 
0  00 
5.607  03 










86  1 









3  69 
1  45 


















1  00 
2  00 
0  00 
00 
1  00 
0  00 
0  00 
65  06 
0  00 
0  00 
0  00 
0  00 
8  01 
I  11.248  I00  00  __  Total  1 8 ,325,028  100  00  ~. 
Source  NBEQ--DOL  EESI  File 1'977) 
Table 4 6  4 
Nurnbev  of  Plans by Normal  Retirement Requirements  and Plan Type.  1977 
______  __ 
Age  Requiiement Only  -  ~ervice  Requiremen-t  only  Aqe  and  ServTce Requirement  Other 
Rob,  Mean  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  ROW 
- 
Def  ired 
Benef I t 
Def 1 ned 
Contr  1 bU t 1 on 
0 t her 
Total 
bqe  Serv~ce  Number  Percent  Number  PCrcent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  ______- 
73.871  51  Id 
202.890  58  19 
7,203  50  17 
283.964  62 22 
6.1  91  630  44  9 30  55.910  38 70  64.79  10  28  14.045  9  72 
64  61  7.811  94  4 68  53.435  17.96  64.54  8 88  38.418  12 91 
64  62  284  1  98  3  65  1,770  12  33  64.72  8 55  5.101  35  53 
64  71  3.726  82  538  111,115  24.35  64 67  9  58  57.565  12.61  - 
Source  NBER-DOL  FRS1  File 1'9771 
Table  4  6  5 
NurnbeP  of  Participants by  Normal  Retirement  Requirements  and  Plan Type.  1977 
___ 
-~  Age  Rmt:emen t  On  1 y  Service Requirement  Only  -  Aqe  and  Service! Requirement  Other 
PO\,  Mean  Kow  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Ape  Service  Number  Percent 
Def I  ned 
11.566.429  38  20  64  90  134.835  -15  21 08 
Contribution  5,808,744  57  13  64  ill  119.344  1  47  4 03 
Benef 1 t 
Def 1 ned 
Other  329.105  JJ @5  64  849  13.685  1  87  2  56 
17.704.279  13 00  64  7.1  297.865  12  11 69  Total 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBS1  File 1'9771 
16.652.229  55.00  64 31  11 72  1.922.683  6  35 
1.537.316  15  12  64  05  8.85  2.671.624  26 28 
101,353  13.81  64  61  9 31  289.573  39 47 
18.290.899  44.42  64 29  11.47  4.883.882  11 86 248  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  6  6 
Number'  of  Plans by Normal  Retirment Requirements  and Plan S~ze.  1977 
1-24 
Aqe Requi I ernent  Only  ~  Service Requlrement Only  Aqe  and  Servr  Ce  Requ  1 rement  Other 
ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Servlce  Number  Percent 
Partlclpants  225.033  63 08  64 70  2,  887  81  4  93  80,482  22.56  64.68  9  50  48.352  13  55 
25-J9 
Participants  21.805  62 @4  64 71  297  86  5  24  8.417  24.26  64 75  9  44  4.182  12  05 
50-99 
Participants  71.997  58  66  64  75  245  65  7  07  12.107  33  08  64 63  9.92  2,852  7.61 
100-249 
Participants  7.508  58 31  64.73  166  1  29  7  98  4. 145  32 19  64 62  10 02  1,057  8.21 
250-499 
Participants  3  285  53  71  64 74  71  1  18  7  82  2  196  36  59  64 56  10  03  449  7  48 
500-999 
Participants  1  995  57  72  64 76  30  79  10 82  I  486  39  27  64  54  9  95  273  7  21 
1.000-4.999 
Partlclpants  1.913  51 62  64 66  18  49  10  77  1.479  39  91  64  41  10  19  296  7  99 
5.000-9.993 
PartlClpantS  231  38  ra  64 63  3  66  11 00  313  51 74  64 32  8  25  57  9  42 
10.  000+ 
PartIc>pants  196  -15  J8  64  76  5  1  16  9  25  18b  43  16  64.23  10 35  44  10 21 
Total  283.96'1  G2  22  64 71  3.726  82  24  35  64  67  9.58  57.567  12.61  538  111.115 
-  -~  ___-  __ 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBS1  File 1'977) 
Table  4  6  7 
Number  of  Participants by Normal  Retirement  Requlrements  and  Plan Size,  1977 
Aqe  Requiiement Only -  Service Requiremen+ Only  Aqe  and  Service Requ7rement  Other 
cow  ME.Ei"  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  ROW- 
-~  Number-  Percent  Bge  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
1-74 
Participants  1.411.aG2  62 82  64 67  17.797  79  5  43  535.640  23  84  64  71  9  56  281.872  12.55 
25-49 
Partlclpants  717.267  62 36  64 7:  9.870  82  3  92  20G.205  24  72  64 73  9  49  144.935  12.  10 
50-99 
Participants  1.:01.595  58  19  64 75  17.377  59  7  13  985.950  33  72  64  62  10.00  219.  I70  7  50 
100-249 
Participants  1.169.686  57  94  64 73  25.888  4  28  7  96  658.512  32 62  64  63  10 05  164.574  8  15 
250-499 
Participants  :.I49.926  51 GO  64  71  23.738  1  17  7  65  775.357  36  82  64.54  10  00  156.051  7  41 
500-999 
Participants  1.399.818  52  66  64 77  20.840  78  10  8s  i.04~.247  39  43  64 54  9  94  189,359  7  12 
1.00O-J.9Y9 
Participants  3  903.740  50 22  64  S7  34.938  45  9  31  3,207,712  41 27  64 37  9  99  626,656  8.06 
5.000-9.999 
Participants  t.GZ5.019  38  60  64  G7  28.826  70  9  35  2.048.352  49 92  64 29  8  62  400.9  I3  9.77 
10.000* 
Participants  4.595.733  28  -16  64  13-1  117.579  73  16  96  8.734.922  54.09  64.  10  13  44  2.700.349  16  72 
Total  17.704.279  13 00  64  7-1  297.865  72  II 69  18.290.899  44  42  64 29  11 47  4.883.882  11 86 
Source  NBER-OOL  fRS1 File ("3771 
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Table 4  6.8 
Number of  Plans  by Normal Retlrement Requlrements and Industry. 1977 
Aqe Requirement Only  Service Requirement Only  Aqe and Sermequirement  0  t  her 
KOW  Mean  ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
Agricvlture.  5.  143  65  50  64  98  37  47  3  89  1,789  12 78  64 74  9.  18  883  11.25 
Forestry. and 
Fishing 
Mining  14.357  93  I1  64 53  37  24  3  96  793  5.14  64.76  10  14  233  1  51 
Construction  1 1.890  57  62  64.66  91  44  3  56  6.085  79  49  64.70  9  71  2,568  12.45 
Manufacturing  35.039  55  44  64 75  335  53  8 39  21,053  33.31  64 72  9.78  6.769  10.71 
Transportat7on.  5.135  GO  07  64 69  107  1  25  4  76  2.574  29.53  64 58  10 04  782  9.15 
Communicatrons. 
and Utilities 
Wholesale Trade  18.916  50  27  64 77  226  77  7  68  8,370  26  67  64.72  9.62  3,875  12.35 
Retail  Trade  21.881  60  71  64 73  254  70  6  00  9.332  25.89  64 77  9.76  4,572  12.69 
F  1 nance,  17.491  65 36  64 91  197  74  6  43  5,866  21.92  64 73  9.43  3.208  11 99 
Insurance. 
and Real  Estate 
Serv  lces  76,664  53 27  64 69  1,031  85  21.83  64.62  9  26  17.025  14.05  3.93  26.452 
Tax-Exempt  4.946  50 25  64 81  154  I 88  3  35  1,501  18  28  63 96  10  04  1 ,608  19  59 
Orgar  Zat  ions 
Not Classified  72,507  61 89  64 63  1.252  1  07  5  59  27,346  23  35  64.65  9.63  16.038  13.69 
TOTAL  783.964  67 22  64 71  3.776  .82  538  111,115  24  35  64 67  9  58  57,565  12.61 
Source  N8ER-DOL  EBSl  ille i '9771 
Table 4  6  9 
Number of  Participants by  Normal Retirement Requlrements and Industry  1977 
Age Requirement Only  Service Requirement Only  Aqe and Service Requirement  Other 
PO\!  Mean  Row  Mean  aow  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  Percent  service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
Agriculture.  100,683  61  71 
Forestry. and 
Fishing 
Mining  237.163  65 59 
Construction  391.208  15  15 
Manufacturing  6,447,966  43  78 
Transportation.  1,014,610  40 31 
Commrlnicat  ions. 
and Utilities 
Wholesale Trade  585,250  48  33 
Reta71 Trade  1.268.437  46.75 
F  1 nance,  1,457,703  64.89 
Insurance. 
and Real Estate 
Services  1.410.928  57 87 
Tax-Exempt  307.596  18.75 
Organ?zations 
Not Classified  4.482.731  47  66 
TOTAL  17.704.279  43  00 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBS1  Flle ('977) 
64  75  1.331  82  14  37  48.742  29 87 
64.87  3,575  97  2  38  79,445  21.97 
64  15  4.354  18  8  43  1.956.814  80 80 
64 80  129.605  88  18  71  5.942.755  40 35 
64 65  19.751  .78  17.45  1.235.856  49  10 
64.69  7,207  60  7  34  507.547  41.91 
64.54  7,238  77  6  61  887.748  32  72 
64.82  47.242  2  11  3.00  450.041  20.06 
64  71  10,788  40  6  28  1.027.170  38 49 
64 91  9.740  .59  3.05  1.254.127  76.46 
64  75  57.080  54  5  38  4.900.649  46.63 













11 53  17.406 
9  28  41.425 
10.95  69,447 
9  24  2.208.078 
15.24  246,892 
9  99  110.392 
9.36  549,567 
7  72  287,966 
9  61  219.815 
24  88  68,734 
11.36  1.068.554 




14  99 
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Table  4 6  10 
Number  of Plans by Normal  Retirement  Requirements  and Union Status.  1977 
0 t  her  Aqe  and Service Requirement __  Aqe  Requ  11 emen  t  0-n  1 i.  Service Requirement  Only 
ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  AQe  Serv  1 ce  Number  Percent 
Union Plans  9  283  38 73  61 76  158  66  13  61  13  042  54 41  64 64  10  59  1.486  6  20 
Non-Union  Plans  261.436  63 77  64  71  3.406  81  5 05  95,380  22.74  64.67  9 44  53.  159  12.68 
Not  C1~551f)ed  7.213  35  65  64  52  161  1  24  .I 2  3  2.692  20.68  64 76  9  74  2.920  22.43 
TOTAL  283,964  62 22  64 7:  3.726  82  538  lll.il5  24.35  64  67  9.58  57.565  12.61 
Source  NBER-001~ E651 File l!9771  ___-~ 
Tabie 4 6  11 
Numbci  of  Participants by  Noi-maI  Retirement  Requirements  and  Union Status,  1977 
Age  Requip ement  Only  Service Requirement  Only  Age  and  Service Requirement  ~  Other 
ROW  Mean  ROI  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Prr-ent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Servlce  Number  Percent 
Iln10n  Plans  5.383.049  28.19  64 79  120,925  63  22 18  11,207,559  58 68  63.99  10  88  2.385.614  12 49 
Non-Union  Plans  12.129.298  56.03  6J  7i  174.853  81  4 51  6.962.344  32 16  64 76  12 45  2.381.010  I1 00 
Yot  Classified  190.932  4.1  27  64 70  2.087  48  4 65  120.995  28 06  64  73  9  71  117.257  27.19 
11.47  4,883.882  11.86  TOTAL  17,703,279  13  00  64 73  297.865  72  11 69  18.290.899  44 42  64 29 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSl  F~le  1'977) 
Table  4 6  12 
Number  of  Plans by Normal  Retirenient  Requirements  and Plan Entity.  1977 
Requiipment Only -  Service Requirement  Only  Age  and  Service Requirement  Other 
rot,  M'la,,  ROL  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  PercPnt  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
Single EmD1o;er  273.3YG  62 66  6J  72  3.529  81  5.27  104.783  24 01  64 67  9  55  54,636  12 52 
Multl Employer  3.965  44 45  64  45  53  59  11 79  3,826  42.89  64.52  10  63  1,076  12.06 
Not Classified  6.603  59  18  64  52  154  1  30  5.67  2,506  22 57  64.82  9 32  1.852  16.68 
TO111  283.964  62 12  64 71  3.726  82  5.38  111.115  24 35  64 67  9 58  57,565  12.61 
Source  NBER-OOL  EBSl  File ('9771 
Table 4 6  13 
Number  Of  Participants b)  Normal  Retirement Requirements  and  Plan Entrty.  1977 
Age  Reqiiivement  Only  Service  Requirement  Only  Aqe  and Servrce Requrrement  Other 
R  3 li  Mea?  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Number  Percent  Ac=  Number  Percent  Service  Number  P_ercent  Aqe  Service 
10  89  4.518.574  13  89  Single Employer  16,425,479  50 51  64 77  272.815  84  11 21  1 l.304.048  34 76  64 76 
325.121  4.24  Multr  Employer  967.505  12 62  64  23  22.759  30  17 48  6.349.679  32 84  63 41  11 se 
Not  Classified  311.294  31  -11  64 87  2,280  23  3  94  637.171  64 30  64  81  16  67  40,187  4  06 
72  11 69  18.290.899  44 42  64  29  11 47  4.883.882  11.86  17.704.279  -13  00  64 74  297.865  _____~____ 
TOTAL 
Source  NBER-DO1  EBSl  FI IP  1'9771  __ 251  4.7 Early Retirement Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
4.7  Early Retirement Provisions of Private Pension Plans 
Early retirement provisions are features of approximately two-thirds of private pension 
plans, affecting 82 percent of covered workers (tables 4.7.1 and 4.7.2). These provisions are 
more common among defined benefit plans than defined contribution plans: 80 percent of 
the former while only 57 percent of the latter have early retirement options (tables 4.7.3 and 
4.7.4). Given that defined benefit plans are larger plans on average than defined contribu- 
tion  plans,  the  positive correlation  between  early  retirement provisions and  plan  size 
documented in tables 4.7.4 and 4.7.5 is not surprising. 
Receipt of  early retirement pension benefits is a widely available option across all 
industrial sectors of  the United States (tables 4.7.6 and 4.7.7). The construction industry 
provides 93 percent of its covered workers with this pension feature, the largest percentage 
for any industry. The service sector has the smallest percentage, 77 percent. 
Covered union members are somewhat more likely (86 percent, table 4.7.9) to have an 
early retirement option than are nonunion workers (79 percent, table 4.7.9). A worker's 
probability of collecting early retirement benefits is also greater for workers covered under a 
multiemployer plan (table 4.7.1  1). Tables 4.7.8 and 4.7.10 indicate variations across plans 
by union status and plan entity in the provision of early retirement. 
Of those pension plans with early retirement provisions, three-quarters require that the 
covered worker reach a certain age prior to becoming eligible for receipt of early retirement 
benefits. The typical age specified by  these plans is 57 on a plan-weighted basis and 56 on a 
participant-weighted basis. There appears to be no systematic difference between defined 
benefit and defined contribution  plans along this dimension (tables 4.7.12, 4.7.15, and 
4.7.16). In addition to age requirements, 79 percent of those covered workers potentially 
eligible for early retirement must meet a service requirement, averaging over 12 years (table 
4.7.12). 
Tables 4.7.12 and 4.7.14 present the distribution of early retirement ages and service 
requirements. Almost two-thirds of participants in plans with early retirement are potentially 
eligible to collect benefits first at age 55. Over 6 percent have an early retirement age of 50. 
Another  18 and 7 percent are enrolled in plans with early retirement at ages 60 and 62, 
respectively. The most striking feature of  the service requirement distribution is that 40 
percent of  participants who are affected have a service requirement of  15 or more years. 
Large plans tend to have somewhat easier age standards for early retirement eligibility. 
Plans with fewer than 25 participants have early retirement ages that average 56.74, .68 
years longer than the average for plans with 10,000 or more participants. Service require- 
ments, on the other hand, increase with plan size for plans with only service requirements. 
For plans with both age and service requirements the simple correlation between plan size 
and service requirements is quite low (tables 4.7.17 and 4.7.18). 
The industrial differences in early retirement ages are interesting (tables 4.7.19 and 
4.7.20). The transportation, communications, and utilities industry has the lowest average 
early retirement age, namely 52.75. Mining is second lowest, with an average early retire- 
ment age of  55.00 years. The industry with the largest early retirement age is wholesale 
trade, 57.85 years. Tables 4.7.21 through 4.7.24 indicate little difference by union status or 
by plan entity in early retirement ages and rather small differences across these characteris- 
tics in service requirements. 
Table 4 7  I 
Number  of  Plans and  Particrpants (with Early Retirement. 1977 
With  Early Retirement Provisions  Without  Early Retirement P~ovis~ons 
Number  Percent  Number  Percent 
Number of  Plans  292.549  64 10  163.823  35 90 
Number of  Participants  33.848.363  82 20  7,328,563  17 80 
Source  NBER-DOL  EBSl File  1  9771 252  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  7  2 
Number  of  Plan5  with Eal.1~  Retirement  by Plan Type.  1977 
~.  Number  Number  Row  Percent  ROW Percent 
~.  3zK 
_. 
With tarly Retiremevt  Prov~s~ons 
Def 1 neu 
Bener  I  t  114.925  79  56  29.531  20 44 
Def 1 ned 
Contributlor  168,809  56  73  128.747  43  27 
Othei-  8.815  61 39  5.545  38  61 
Total  292.549  64  10  163.823  35  90  __~  __  .- 
Soul-ce  NEER-DOL  EESl  File 1'977) 
Table  4  7  3 
Number  Of  Participants Cavpred by  Early Retirement  by  Plan Type,  1977 
~- 
With Early Retirement  Provisions  Without  Early Retirement  Provis~ons 
~__  Number  ROW Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Def  > ned 
Eenef 1 t 
Oef  1 ned 
Contribution 
26  758.062 






34  91 
Otber  272.815  64 44  260.902  35 56 
Total  33.848.363  82  20  7.328.563  17  80 
Source  NBER-DOL  EPSI  FI~F'  1'917) 
Table  4  7  4 
Number  of  Plans  with  Earl,(  RetTrement by  Plan Size.  1977 
With Early Retirement  Provisions  Without  Early Retirement  Prov~sions 
Number  ROV  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
1-24 
Partlclpants  217, 140  60 87  139,615  39  13 
25-49 
Participants  22.697  65  41  12.005  34 59 
50-99 
Darticipants  29,995  79 98  7,507  20.02 
100-249 
Participants  10. 140  78  75  2,737  21  25 
250-499 
Parttcipants  5.066  84  39  937  I5 61 
500-999 
Participants  3,262  86  18  523  13  82 
1  000-4  999 
Par*icipants  3.325  89  67  383  10  33 
5.000-9.999 
Participants  54 1  89  27  65  10 73 
1 0.000' 
Particigants  382  88 43  50  11  57 
Total  292,549  64  10  163.823  35  90 
Source  NEER-DOL  EES1  Fjle-I  '9771 253  4.7 Early Retirement Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4 7 5 
Number of  Partictpants  Covered by Early Retirement by Plan Size. 1977 
With Early Retirement Provlslons  Without  Early Retirement Prov151ons 







100-7  J  9 
Participants 




1  000-4  999 
Partrcrpants 
5 000-9  999 
PartrcIDants 
10  000+ 
Pa~t~ci~ants 
Total 















84  69 
86 26 
90  13 
88  95 
80 48 
82 20 
881.  177 
408.607 
559,737 















19  52 
17 80 
Table 4 7.6 
hurnber  Of  Plans with Early Retirement by  Industry. 1977 
With Early Retirement Provis>ons  Without  Early Retirement Prov~sions 
Row Percent  Number  ROW Percent  Number 
Agrrc~lture.  5.231  66 60  2.f23  33 40 
Forestry. and 




13.  167 
69 15 
63 81 




Msnufactur  1 ng  43,785  69 28  19.4  12  30 72 
Transportatton 








61  98 
12.519 
13.70  1 
39.88 
38  02 
Finance. Insurance.  18. 178  67 92  8.  '585  32 08 












Not Classrfied  7.1 435  63 54  42,704  36 46 
TOTAL  292,549  64  10  163,823  35 90 
Source  NEER-OOL  EES1 File 1'9771 254  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table '1  7  7 
Numbe'  of  Participants Covered  Ihy  Early Retrrement by  Industry. 1977 
___.~~~~ 
With larly Retirement  Prov~s~ons  Without Early Rerlrement Prov~s~ons 
Number  Kow  percent  Number  Row Percent-  .  __ 
Aqrlcul  ture  127.07  1  77  88  36.092  22  12 
Forestry. and 
FIshTng 
Mining  314.901  87  10  46,658  12  90 
Construction  2.247.628  92  81  174. 196  7  19 
Manuf  actur  1 ny 
Transpor  ta  t  I 011 




82  40 




13  76 
Wholesale Trade  981, 103  81 02  229.895  18  98 
Retail  Trade  2  259.506  83 28  453,485  16  72 
Finance. Insurance.  1,862,748  83  05  380,206  16  95 
and  Real Estate 
Services  2,058,765  77  14  609.938  22.86 
Tax-Exempt  G72, 183  40 98  968.015  59.02 
Organrrations 
Not Class1fied  9.0  17,735  85  81  1.491.271  14  19 
TOTAL  33  838  363  82  20  7,328,563  17  80 
Source  NBER-Ei  EBS1  File I >9771  -~ 
Tahle 4  7  8 
Number Of Plans with Early Retirement hi Union Status. 1977 
With  Early Retrrement Prov~sions  W  1 thout Early Ret  1 rement Pl.0"  I  5 ions 
Row Percent  Number  Number 
UnTon Plans  20.674  86 25  3,297  13  76 








36  83 
46  61 
TOTAL  292.549  64  10  163.823  35  90 
Source  NBER-DOL  EESI  File  11977) 
Table 4  7  9 
Number of Participants Covered by Early Retlrement by  Union Status. 1977 
With Early Retnrement  Prov?51ons  Without Early Retirement Provisions 
Number  ROW Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Unlon Plans 





86  3C 
79 04 
59 47 
2.6  16,876 
4.536.89 1 
174.796 
13  70 
20  96 
40 53 
TOTAL  33.848.363  82  20  7,328,563  17  80 
Source  NeER-DOL  EBS1  File 11977) 
Table 4  7  10 
Number of  Plans with Early Retlrement by Plan Entity. 1977 
With Early Retirement Pro"-  Without Early Retirement Provisions 
Number  Row PercPnt  Number  Row Percent 
Single Emplo~er  278.928  63  92  157.417  36 08 
Mult,  Employer  7,009  78  57  1.912  21 43 
Not Classlf  led  6.G12  59 54  4,494  40 46 
TOTAL  292,549  64  10  163.823  35  90 
Source  NECR%OL  EBSl  Flle 1'9771 255  4.7 Early Retirement Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  7  11 
Number  of  Participants Covered br Early Retlrernent  by Plan Entlty.  1977 
With Early Retirement  Pro~!sions  Without  Early Ret,rement  Provisions 
Number  ROW  Percent  Number  ROW Percent 
Single Employer  25,844,077  79  47  6,676,840  20 53 
Multl Employer  7  093.978  92  55  571.087  7  45 
Not  Class>f~ed  910.308  91 86  80.635  8  14 
TOTAL  33  838.363  82 20  7,328,563  17  80 
~- 
Source  NBER-COL  EBSl  File 11977) 
Table  4  7  12 
Number  of  Plans and Partictpants by  Early Retirement  Requirments.  1977 
Other  __-  Aqe  Requirement  Only  Service Requirement  Only  Aqe  and Service Requirement 
Number  Percent  Mean  rise  Number  Percent  Mean  Servlce  Number  Row  Percent  Mean  Aqe  Mean  Servlce  Number  Percent 
I1 32  5.1.023  18  47  Number  of  Plans  89.697  30 66  57 65  15,630  5  34  7  53  133.199  45  53  56  25 
Number  of 
Participants  4.402.318  13 01  56.39  877.191  2  59  13 07  25.888.330  76.48  56 01  12  -1.1  2.680.523  7.92 
Source:  NBER-DOL  EES1 File (1977) 
Table  4  7  13 
0istribut)on  Of  Early Retirement  Ages.  1977 
Plans  ~____  Participants- 
co  I  Urn"  Column 






130.86  I  432 
0  000 
480  00 2 
1  155  004 
490  002 
613  275 
0  000 
1  000 
I05  ,047 






2 .  00 1 ,383  6  607 
7,288  024 
190.67  1  629 
3,532  012 
1,020  003 
6,339  2  844 
167  075 
402  180 
21  01  1 


































18  192 
018 
6  870 
006 







32  725 
074 
2  472 
039 










































































12.791  80 
Total  30.290.638  100  000  222.883  100  000 
~ 
Source  NBER-DOL EBSl File (1977) 256  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Number 
Table 4  7  14 
Distrlbutton of  Servic~  Requirements for Early Retqrement. 1977 
Participants 
Year- of  Colirmn 










































1.820  01 
536.470  2  02 
105,695  40 
117  7fi4  44 
24.403  09 
13.89J.086  52  21 
1.519  01 
9  32 
5.104  02 
350  00 
2,518,541 
1.985  01 
288  00 
l6J.705  62 
193  00 
0  00 
0  00 
0  00 
340.701  I  28 
0  00 
C  00 
I,  104  00 
P  1 ans 
Co  1 umn 









51  1 
287 
74,400 































I  99 
98 
2  33 
51 




































Total  26.580.5G8  100  00  1J6.9  14  ‘00 00 
Source  NBER-DO’.  EES  1  F,  le  I  ‘977 1 
Table 4  7  15 
of  Plans by Early Retirement  Requirements and Plan Type, 1977 
Age  Requir  emerit OnlyMean 
caw 
Service Requirement Only  Aae and Service Requirement  Other 
R@i*  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  ROW  - 
Number  Percent  Number  Pem  Age  Number  Percent-  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service 
Defined 
Benef 11  23  179  20  17  56  93  3.132  2  73  10  04  75  924  66  07  56  43  11  84  12.688  11 04 
Def  1 ned 
Cantt’i  but  I  On  63,807  37  80  57  83  12.067  7  15  6  97  55.414  32  83  56.00  10  59  37,526  22  23 
Other  2.709  30 74  58  20  430  4  88  4.95  1.860  21  11  56.23  11  77  3.814  43.28 
Total  89.697  30 66  57  65  15.630  5  34  7  53  133.199  45 53  56.25  11 32  54.023  18.47 
____ -~ .  ~~~-  _____.  ~ 
Source  NriR O“L  EEjl  i  11e I  :9771 
Table 4  7  16 
Number  of  PartIcIpants by  Early Retirement Requirements and Plan Type, 1977 
Age Requir emerit  Only  Service Requirement Only  Aqe and Service Requirement  Other 
ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Percert  Pqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Servrce  Number  Percent 
Def  i ned 
636.  133  3.12  Renef  1  t  2.810.216  10  50  56 I1  377.647  i 41  20 91  22,734,064  84  96  56  08  12  18 
Def I?ed 
Contribution  1,509,868  22  82  56  32  483,400  7  30  7  24  2.885.904  43  61  55  49  11 83  1.738.313  26  27 
Other  82.733  17  39  56 3.3  16,144  3  II  4  31  268.361  56 76  55 65  12  05  106,075  22.43 
Tota  1  4.402  318  13 01  56 39  877.191  2  59  13  07  25,888,330  76  48  56  01  12  14  2.680.523  7  92 
Source  NRER-DOL  EESl  File i’977) 257  4.7 Early Retirement Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  7  17 














Part  1 c  1 pan  t 5 





Age  ReqiiirementOnly  Service Requirement  Only  Age  and  Service Requirement  Other 













34  70 
23 67 
1i  PI 
16  RG 




10  26 
30  66 
Aqe  Number 
- 
57 87 
56  85 
56 75 
56 60 
56  25 
















5  66 
6  17 
4  07 
4  07 
3  12 
2  'I2 
1  93 
2  22 
3  16 
5  34 
Service  . Number 
7  20  82.915 
7  48  12.337 
9  62  20.895 
8  92  7.303 
9  01  3.823 
12.00  2.563 
10  67  2.620 
18  11  34  1 
14  44  299 
7  53  133.199 
Percent 
38  19 









Number  Percent  Serv  1 ce  Age 
56  14  10  81  46.427  21 38 
56 45  12  13  3,587  15 80 
56  49  12  27  2.520  8  40 
56 46  12  20  736  7  26 
56  46  I1 98  319  6  30 
56  30  11 98  177  5  43 
56  10  12  03  197  5  93 
55 73  10  21  26  4  81 
55 38  11 92  30  7  89 
56 25  11 32  54,023  18  47 
Source  YSER-DOL  EBS1  File 11977) 
Table  4  7  18 
Number  Of  Participants by Early Retirement  Requirements  and Plan Size.  1977 
Age  Requii ement  Only  Servrce  Requirement  Only  Aqe  and  Service Requirement  Other 
ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  Row 




Part  1 i:  1 pants 
50-99 




Pa  I.  t \ c  1 pant  5 















94  1,  8IR 
132.989 
I.  166.384 
4.102.3  18 
30  75 
23  3J 
17  71 
16  30 
15 08 
13 JI 
17  4J 
11 86 
8  97 
13 01 
57  3' 
56  77 
56  7? 
56  56 
56  21 
56  05 
55 51 
55 31 
57  OR 











6  47 
G  30 
3  73 
4 02 
3  19 
2  51 
1  96 
2  50 
1  87 
2  59 
7  19 
7  65 
9  72 
9  06 
9  10 
I1 80 
10  07 
18  11 





1,  162,750 
1,347,349 





42  99 
54  69 
70 57 
72 67 
75  54 
78  54 
78 50 
80  89 
80  31 
76  48 
56 29 
56  40 
56  50 
56 46 
56  47 
56 30 
56  02 
55  73 
55  81 
56 01 
11  16 
12.21 
12  31 
12.22 
I1 95 
I1  96 
12  05 
10  49 
12  73 













7  96 
7.01 
6  18 
5.52 
6  09 
4.75 
8  84 
7.92 258  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
lable 4  7  19 
Number  Of  Plans by  Early Retirement  Requirements  and  Indvstry.  1977 
Age  Requi,_emePt  Only -  Service  Requirement  Unly  Age  and  Service Requirement  Other 
KOW  Meail  Rob  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
-  Number  Pel-cent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Age  ServTce  Number  Percent 
4yriculture.  3. 155 
Forestry, and 
F 1 5 h  1 n y 
Mining  392 
Construction  3,  a33 
Manufacturing  9.112 
Transportation  1.327 
Cornmun 1 cat  1 ow, 
and  Uti  I  ,ties 
Wholesale  Trade  5.312 
Retail Trade  6,784 
F  I name,  5.554 
Insurance, 
and  Real  Estate 
Ser" 1 ces  29.701 
Tax-Exempt  1.584 
Organizations 
Not  Classifred  23.939 
TOTAL  89,697 
Source  NBCR-D0L  EBs1  Flle 
50 63 
22  71 
29  12 
20 81 
22  14 
28  15 
30  37 
30 16 
36  13 
2.4  01 
32  16 
35 66 
977  I 
~ 
58  06 
56 02 
57  33 
57 oa 
56  87 
57  51 
57  55 
57  58 
58  OG 
55  75 












4  04 
7  a8 
5  14 
4  11 
4  59 
7  54 
5  19 
5  51 
4 92 
3  00 
6  26 
6  88 
11 85 
6  46 
8  79 
8  53 
7  53 
8  00 
7  22 
7  25 
5  90 












32  02 
56.60 








42  99 
56.25 
56  95 
56.35 
56  76 
55.96 
56.39 
56  22 
55  75 
55  89 
55  49 
56  32 
11 44 
10 95 
11  10 
11 94 
12  16 




9  62 












13  30 
12  80 
17  64 
13  02 




21  94 
19  58 
18  59 
57  65  15.630  5  34  7  53  133.199  45  53  56  25  11  32  54.023  18  47 
Table  4  7  20 
Number  of  Participants by  Earl)  Re'irement  Requirements  and  Industry.  1977 
Aqe  Requirement  Only -  Service Requirement  Only  Aqe  and Service Requirement  Other 
ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Fe-rcent  4qe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  4qe  Service  __  Number  Percent 




Mining  61.8211 
Construc  t >on  165.378 
Manufacturing  1.438.070 
Transportatron.  293.898 
Communications. 
and utilities 
Wholesale  Trade  134.306 
Retail Trade  181  .61  1 
F InaPce,  278.227 
Insurance. 
and  Real  Estate 
Services  356. 100 
Tax-Exempt  88,900 
Oryan~zat~ons 
Not Classified  1.364.756 
TOTAL  11.402.3  18 
38  75 
19  63 
7  36 
1  1  e5 
13  54 
13  69 
8  01 
13  94 
IG 81 
13  23 
15  13 
13  01 
55  83  5.302 
54  I4  8.012 
55  93  13.283 
55  92  346  799 
55  12  44.107 
57  04  41.783 
56  21  70.833 
56  3.1  83.736 
56  37  48.000 
56  26  13.129 
57  32  202.202 
56  39  877.191 
4  17 
2  54 
59 
2  86 
2  03 
4  26 
3  13 
4  50 
2  33 
1  95 
2  24 
2  59 
17  19  65.714 
10  06  196.808 
7  56  2,311,785 
18  67  3,471,691 
10 99  1,753,692 
11  21  743.960 
7  01  1.532.321 
7  32  1.358.765 
8  71  1.518.a3z 
8  23  505.120 
10 55  6.829.638 
13  07  25.888.330 
51  72 
62 50 
a9 51 
78  05 
80  78 
75  83 
63 39 
72  94 
73  77 
75  15 
75  74 
76  48 
55  92 
55  27 
55  78 
56  49 
53  52 
58 00 
55 04 
55  32 
56  13 
56  17 
56  15 
56  01 
11  35  6.810 
11  76  48.255 
10  93  57.180 
11 71  879,293 
15 63  79.157 
11 54  61.051 
11  37  574.739 
13  13  142.0  18 
1  I  76  145.833 
11 68  65.033 
12  39  62  1, 148 
12  14  2,680.523 
5  36 
15  32 
2.54 
7  25 
3.65 
6.22 
25  44 
7.62 
7  08 
9  67 
6.89 
7  92 
Table  4  7  21 
Number  of  Plans by Early Retirement Requirements  and  Un7on  Status.  1977 
Aqe  Requireinen1  Unly  Service  Requirement  Only_  bqe  and Service Requirement  Other 
ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Prrcent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Age  service  Number  Percent 
Union Plans  2.496  12  07  56  50  300  1  45  14  80  17.031  82 38  57 27  12  32  846  4  09 
51.513  19.44  No"-Union  Plans  84.968  32  07  57  68  14.948  5  64  7  43  113,494  42  84  56.09  11  17 
Not  Class~f~ed  2.231  32  I  1  57.88  38  1  5  48  5  46  2,674  38.48  56  49  11  51  1.663  23 93 
TOTAL  89 697  30 66  57 65  15.630  5  34  7  53  133  199  45  53  56  25  11 32  54,023  18 47 
source  NBER-DOL  EBSI  File ('977) 259  4.8 Benefit Reductions of Private Pension Plans for Early Retirement 
Table  4  7  22 
Number  of  PartlcTPants by  Early Retirement  Requ7rements and Unron Status.  1977 
Service Requirement  Only  Aqe  and Service Requlrement  Other  Aqe  Requ  1 I  emen t  On  1 y 
ROW  Mean  Mean  Row  Rob!  Mean  ROW  Mean 
Number  Percent  Number  Percent  Servlce  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe 
1  63  21  55  13.843.880  83 97  56  08  11 95  774.951  4  70  Jnion Plan3  1  598  093  9  69  56  77  269.345 
3.55  9  44  11.897.752  69.53  55 92  12.36  1.884.507  11.01  Nonunion  PIBW  2,720,748  is 90  56  18  607.608 
21.063  8  21  83.477  12 55  56  40  5.237  2  04  7  21  146,697  57 20  56 32  12  23  Not  Classified 
12.  14  2.680.523  7.92  Total  3.JC7.318  13  C2  56  39  877.191  2  59  13  07  25,888,330  76 47  56.01 
Source  NeER-OOL  FBSl file (:9771 
~ 
Table  4  7  23 
Number  of  Plans by  Early Retlrement  Requlrernents  and  Plan EntIty.  1977 
Aqe  Requ?rement Only  Service Requirement  Only  Aqe  and  Service Wu~rement  Other 
ROW  Mean  ROW  Meat7  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Servlce  Number  Percent  Age  Service  Number  Percent 
30 86  57  64  15.029  5  39  7  54  125,780  45  09  56.23  11.30  52,050  18.66  Single EmDloyer  86,067 
Multi Employer  1.542  22 01  57  78  172  2  45  9  89  4.756  67.87  56 68  11.95  537  7  66 
Not  Classified  2.087  31 56  57  85  428  6  47  6  04  2,662  40 26  56  36  11  13  1.435  21 70 
TOTAL  a9  697  30  66  57  65  15 630  5  34  7  53  131  199  45  53  56 25  11 32  54,023  18  47 
Source  NEER-DOL  EESl  File 1'4771 
Table  4  7  24 
Number  of  Particrpants by  Early Retirement  Requlrements  and  Plan Entlty.  1977 
_~____.~~ 
Age  Requirement  Only  Service Requirement  Only  Aqe  and  Service Requirement  Other 
Fob!  Mean  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  _____-  Number  PfrCeTlt  Age  Number  Percent  Serv7ce  Number  Percent  dqe  Service 
slng~e  Employer  3.971.880  15  27  56  48  824.251  3  19  13  39  18.589.043  71 93  56.01  11 92  2.458.901  9.51 
Multi Employer  380,307  5  26  55  53  47,593  67  8  63  6.586.237  92  84  55  63  12.25  79.840  1  13 
141,780  15  57  Not  Classified  50  131  5  51  56  51  5.347  59  4  57  7 13.049  78  33  59 49  16  92 
12.14  2.680.523  7.92  TOTAL  4,102.318  13  01  56 39  877.191  2  59  13  07  25.888.330  76.48  56.01 
Source  NBER-DOL  EESl  F1 le  1'9771 
4.8.  Benefit Reductions of  Private Pension Plans for Early 
Retirement 
The previous section used data from the Department of  Labor's 1977 EBS1 survey of 
private pension plans to study provisions for early retirement. This section analyzes these 
provisions in more detail. Specifically, data from the 1979 Bureau of Labor Statistics Level of 
Benefits Survey (BLS-LOB (1979)) are used to  study how early retirement benefits are 
actually calculated. 
Early retirement benefit formulae can be categorized as one of two types. The first type 
of  formula is one that always reduces the employee's full accrued retirement benefit by a 
designated  percentage to  arrive at  her  (his) early retirement benefit. This  percentage 
reduction is usually a decreasing function of  the employee's age. As an employee gets 
closer to her (his) normal retirement age, the total reduction rate decreases. And, con- 
versely, the farther away the employee is from normal retirement, the greater will be the 
reduction for early retirement. 
The second type of early retirement formulae-"sometimes  reduced formulae"-may 
also reduce benefits for early retirement, but it allows employees who meet additional age 260  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
and/or  service  requirements to  retire early with  no reduction;  i.e. their  early  retirement 
benefits will equal their full accrued retirement benefits. For example, a plan with a normal 
retirement age of 65 may allow employees to retire with reduced benefits at age 55 with 20 
years of service or with nonreduced benefits at age 60 with 30 years of service. This is not to 
say that the nonreduced early retirement benefits for employees meeting the secondary 
requirements will equal the benefits that they would collect  if they continued working until 
normal retirement. For purposes of  calculating early retirement benefits, the employee's 
benefit is calculated using completed years of service in benefit formulae that incorporate 
service. Hence, if the employee chooses to continue working until normal retirement, the 
value of her (his) full accrued retirement benefit will increase by virtue of her (his) increased 
service. 
For employees covered by this type of  formula who retire early without meeting the 
secondary requirements for nonreduced early retirement, benefits are reduced in much the 
same manner as under the first type of  formula. However, the percentage reductions in 
benefit levels are calculated  relative to  the employee's earliest nonreduced  retirement 
age-the  earliest age at which the employee would be  eligible for nonreduced benefits had 
she  (he) continued working  for  the firm.  Consider, for  example, a plan with  a normal 
retirement age of 65 that allows for early retirement with reduced benefits at age 55 with 20 
years of service and for early retirement with no benefit reduction at age 60 with 30 years of 
service. In the case of an employee who retires prior to age 60 with 30 years of service, the 
total percentage reduction in benefits would be calculated using only the years between the 
age of retirement and 60-the  earliest nonreduced retirement age. It is important to empha- 
size that the employee's earliest nonreduced retirement age is calculated using projected 
rather than completed service for purposes of determining the benefit reduction. Hence an 
employee in the previous example who retires at age 58 with 28 years of service would still 
have her (his) reduction calculated relative to age 60 because this is the age at which she 
(he) would be eligible for nonreduced benefits if she (he) continued working for the firm. 
Tables 4.8.1  and 4.8.2  show the numbers of participants covered by each of these types 
of early retirement formulae: 56.1  7 percent of participants are covered under the first type of 
reduction formula where early benefits are always reduced, while 42.91 percent are covered 
under the second type where early benefits are sometimes reduced: .92  percent of covered 
workers in the level of  benefits universe are enrolled in plans with no early retirement. 
Table 4.8.1 considers this information by firm size. Employees of  large firms are more 
than twice as likely as employees of small firms to be covered by the "sometimes reduced" 
formulae-although  a small part of this difference can be explained by the fact that small 
firms are less likely to offer any form of early retirement. For firms with over 2,500  employees, 
62.46 percent of participants are covered by such formulae. This figure compares with 25.68 
percent for firms with fewer than 100 employees. For firms with over 250 employees the 
fraction of employees with this type of formula is highly correlated with firm size. As the size of 
the firm increases, the fraction of  employees with these formulae also increases. 
Table 4.8.2 tabulates this information by industry. Clearly, there are substantial varia- 
tions  in the fractions  of  employees  covered  by  these formulae across  industries. For 
example, 74.44 percent of  covered workers in the transportation, communications, and 
utilities industry are covered by the "sometimes reduced" formulae while only 2.24 percent 
of covered workers in the construction industry have such provisions. Workers in construc- 
tion, retail trade, and wholesale trade are the most likely to be covered by formulae which 
always apply a special reduction (97.76,89.43,  and 77.44 percent. respectively). Workers in 
transportation,  mining, and  manufacturing  are  the  least likely to  be covered  by  such 
formulae (25.41, 49.93, and 55.93 percent, respectively). 
Table 4.8.3 studies the provisions of the "sometimes reduced" early retirement  formulae 
in more detail. This  table enumerates workers by their normal retirement age and their 
earliest nonreduced early retirement age. All workers are assumed to have been hired at age 
30. 
The percent of  workers with a normal retirement age of 60 covered by a formula that 
potentially permits early retirement with no benefit reduction is 11.03. However, for most of 
these workers, this feature has no effect since their earliest nonreduced early retirement age 261  4.8 Benefit Reductions of Private Pension Plans for Early Retirement 
is the same as  their  normal retirement age. This  is  because the  predominant  service 
requirement for nonreduced early retirement is 30 years and employees hired at age 30 will 
meet this requirement at the same time they fulfill their normal retirement requirements (age 
60). However, a few employees with a normal retirement age of 60 (6.55 percent) are able to 
retire at age 55 with no reduction in their full accrued normal retirement benefits. 
For plans with a normal retirement age of 62, the nonreduced early retirement feature 
can potentially affect the retirement behavior of a greater fraction of covered employees. The 
percent of these employees who are covered by formulae with a nonreduced early retire- 
ment feature is 41.83. Most of the employees with this type of formula are able to retire prior to 
normal retirement with no special reduction in their accrued retirement benefits. The percent 
of covered employees with age 62 normal retirement  who are actually able to retire at age 60 
with nonreduced benefits is 39.08, while 32 percent are able to retire at age 55 and 1.1  1 
percent are able to retire at age 50 with no reduction. 
For workers with a normal retirement age of  65, 55.98 percent of these workers are 
covered by plans which potentially permit early retirement with no reduction. The percent 
able to retire at age 62 with their full benefits is 12.63,  while 16.40 percent are able to retire at 
age 60 and 9.75 percent are able to retire at age 55. 
Table 4.8.3 also demonstrates that the fraction of employees with a nonreduced early 
retirement  feature is highly correlated with the plan's normal retirement  age. While only 11.03 
percent of workers with a normal retirement age of 60 have a nonreduced early retirement 
option, the corresponding figure for workers with age 62 normal retirement is 41.83 percent 
and for workers with age 65 normal retirement is 55.98 percent. These results are most 
interesting. They suggest that a plan's normal retirement age alone is a poor gauge of the 
actual age at which workers may retire with full accrued retirement benefits. Hence a plan 
with a normal retirement age of  65 may actually be more generous with respect to early 
retirement than a plan with a normal retirement age of  60. Plans with the later normal 
retirement age may have provisions for nonreduced early retirement that effectively provide 
the employee with the same or  higher  benefits for  retirement at  age 60 or  later. One 
explanation for the widespread use of nonreduced early retirement is that firms may use this 
feature to encourage retirement of longtime employees without affecting the retirement age 
of newly hired employees who have not yet met the secondary service requirements. 
Tables 4.8.4 and 4.8.5 classify plan participants according to the method by which the 
plan reduces normal retirement benefits to arrive at early retirement benefits. There are six 
general methods of benefit reduction. Plans with these six methods cover 98.60 percent of 
covered workers in the BLS-LOB (1979) universe. 
Over 23  percent of  covered workers are covered by plans that specify  "actuarial 
reduction" as the method by which benefits are reduced. Early retirement benefits are said 
to be "actuarially reduced" if the present discounted value of the stream of early retirement 
benefits equals the present discounted value of the stream of retirement benefits which the 
employee could collect by delaying receipt of  benefits. Actuarial reduction adjusts the full 
accrued retirement benefit to take account of the greater number of payments the employee 
will collect as a result of early retirement and the loss of investment earnings that the plan 
sponsor suffers as a result of the early withdrawal of trust assets. As mentioned, this benefit 
reduction is distinct from any diminution of benefits associated with smaller credited service. 
The reduction rate schedule under actuarial reduction depends on two crucial assumptions: 
the mortality rate assumption and the interest rate assumption. The mortality assumption is 
important because it determines the increase in the number of years of pension payments 
the worker can expect to receive by retiring early. For example, a 60-year-old male early 
retiree with a 20-year life expectancy can currently expect to collect benefits for 20 years. If 
the worker delays receipt of benefits until age 62, the number of years of expected benefit 
payments falls by 2. Hence a higher assumed mortality rate will yield a greater rate of 
reduction. The interest rate used in the calculations is important because it determines the 
extent of the loss of investment earnings on the capital withdrawn early from the pension fund 
to make early retirement payments. The larger the assumed interest rate is, the greater will 
be the actuarial reduction. 
The second type of reduction formula reduces benefits by a fixed percentage per year. 262  The Structure of Private Pension Plans 
In this case, a worker's reduction rate for early retirement at a given age is calculated by 
multiplying a fixed percentage by the number of  years until the worker will reach her (his) 
normal retirement age or her (his) earliest nonreduced early retirement  age for plans with this 
feature. The percent of  plan participants covered by plans that reduce benefits using this 
fixed percentage method is 41.1  8. The average annual percentage reduction rate specified 
is 5.03 percent. 
Another 6.81 percent of plan participants are covered by formulae that reduce benefits 
by a fixed percentage per year that varies with years of  service. For example, a plan may 
specify that benefits are reduced by 7 percent per year if service is less than 30 years and 4 
percent if service is greater. 
Almost 60 percent of plan participants are covered by formulae that reduce benefits by 
a varying percent per year. For example, a formula might specify that benefits are reduced 
by 7 percent per year after age 62 and 5 percent per year prior to age 62. Another form of this 
formula mixes "actuarial reduction" with "fixed percent per year reduction." In this instance, 
a plan might specify that benefits are reduced by 5 percent per year for years after age 60 
and actuarially reduced for years prior to age 60: 27.64 percent of participants covered by 
the "varying  percent per year" method of  reduction have formulae that employ actuarial 
reduction for some years. 
Only .13 percent of covered workers participate in plans that specifyaflat reduction rate 
that is related to neither age nor service. The mean reduction rate for participants in these 
plans is 12.4 percent. 
Finally, 57  percent of plan participants are covered by plans that employ the "quotient 
reduction formula." This formula specifies that the employee's reduction rate is equal to 
"1 00% minus the quotient of completed service and service projected to normal retirement." 
This formula provides the employee with an early retirement benefit that is a fraction of her 
(his) normal retirement benefit. This fraction is equal to her (his) completed service divided 
by  the service that she (he) would have completed if she (he) continued working until normal 
retirement. 
Table 4.8.4 presents data on the method of  benefit reduction tabulated by firm size. 
Workers covered by plans of firms with fewer than 100 participants appear much less likely 
to be subject to an actuarial reduction provision (3.84 percent). Compared with medium size 
firms, very large firms are also less likely to employ an actuarial reduction method. For firms 
with over 2,500 employees, 20.17 percent of  participants  are covered  by an actuarial 
reduction formula. The corresponding figure for firms with 250-499  employees is 28.24 
percent. 
The number of workers covered by plans that reduce benefits by aflat percent per year 
is an increasing function of  firm size for firms with fewer than  1,000 employees and a 
decreasing function of firm size for larger firms. Workers at firms with 500-999  employees 
are the most likely to have this type of formula (50.40 percent), and workers at the smallest 
firms, with less than 100 employees, are the least likely (19.74 percent). 
Employees of very small firms and very large firms are more likely than those of medium 
size firms to be  covered byafixed percent per year formulavarying by service. For firms with 
fewer than 100 employees, 14.67 percent of covered workers have this type of  reduction, 
and for firms with more than 2,500  employees, the figure is 13.59 percent. The correspond- 
ing figure for firms with 250-499  employees is only .66 percent. Employees of  very small 
firms are also much more likely to have their benefits reduced by a varying percent per year: 
61.74 percent of workers at firms with fewer than 100 employees have this type of reduction 
while the corresponding number for firms with over 2,500 employees is only 32.69 percent. 
Very few plans reduce benefits by a flat percent, and these plans are concentrated 
among the larger firms. Also, few plans employ the quotient reduction formula. And again, 
those that do tend to be the plans of  the larger firms. 
Table 4.8.5 displays this information by industry. Except for workers in the construction 
and wholesale trade industries, most employees are covered by a fixed percent per year 
reduction formula. Construction and wholesale trade workers are more likely to be covered 
by a varying percent per year formula (97.76 percent and 57.51 percent of covered workers, 263  4.8 Benefit Reductions of  Private Pension Plans for  Early Retirement 
respectively). Manufacturing and finance employees are more likely to be covered by an 
actuarial reduction formula (26.39 percent and 24.49 percent, respectively). Few, if any, 
workers in the construction and mining industries have this type of reduction (zero percent 
and .29 percent, respectively). 
Tables 4.8.6 through 4.8.9 examine the amount of the reduction in an employee's full 
accrued normal retirement benefit associated with early retirement. As mentioned earlier, 
the reduction rates of  plans that specify actuarial reduction depend on the plans' interest 
rate and mortality assumption. Since these assumptions are not included in the Level of 
Benefits File, plans that rely on actuarial reduction are excluded from this analysis. However, 
table 4.8.6 does present the reduction rates for a hypothetical plan employing an actuarial 
reduction formula, using a 5 percent interest rate assumption and the 1971 Group Annuity 
Mortality Table. The table demonstrates that the effects  of actuarial reduction are greater in 
the years closest to normal retirement. From ages 62 to 65,  the effect of actuarial reduction is 
to reduce benefits by 8 to 9 percent per year. From ages 55 to 62,  the effect is a reduction of 
only4 to 6 percent per year. Female employees tend to have their benefits reduced  less in  an 
actuarial reduction formula-due  to their lower mortality rates. 
Table 4.8.7 shows the  distribution  of  defined  benefit  participants  by their  annual 
reduction rates for early retirement-for  plans specifying a nonactuarial reduction formula. 
The annual reduction  rate is  defined as  the additional  reduction that  is  applied to the 
employee's full accrued normal retirement benefit if she (he) retires a year earlier. In order to 
keep the numbers on a consistent basis, the table was restricted to plans with a normal 
retirement age of  65. 
Between ages 62 and 65, roughly half  of  the employees are able to  retire with no 
reduction. This is because of the availability of a nonreduced early retirement feature. From 
age 61 to age 50, the fraction of employees that are able to retire with no reduction declines 
steadily. At age 61, 37.0 percent of participants are able to retire with a nonreduced benefit; 
at age 50, the figure is only 7.2 percent. 
For  those participants who  do incur a benefit  reduction,  most have their  benefits 
reduced by a rate greater than 6 percent from age 60 to 64 and less than 6 percent for 
retirement in earlier years. Very few employees are ever subject to reduction rates of  less 
than 3 percent except for those entitled to nonreduced benefits. 
Tables 4.8.8 and 4.8.9  consider the total reduction rates incurred by employees retiring 
at  different ages. The drop in the mean total reduction rate from age 55 to 54 is quite 
interesting. The cumulative reduction rates suggest that plans allowing retirement at age 54 
reduce benefits less for retirement after age 54 than plans that do not permit for retirement at 
age 54. For example, while the average plan reduces benefits by 31.9 percent for retirement 
at age 55, the total reduction rate at that age is less than 17.1 percent for plans permitting 
retirement prior to age 55. 
On  average,  the  total  reduction  rates are  quite  low after age 61: 2.7 percent  for 
retirement at age 64, 5.5 percent for retirement at age 63, and 8.2 percent for retirement at 
age 62. As the previous table  pointed out, this is due primarily to the large fraction of 
participants who are able to collect nonreduced benefits at these ages. 
Table 4.8.8 tabulates these total reduction rates by firm size. The mean total reduction 
rates for employees of the largest firms are consistently lower at all retirement ages. At ages 
62,55,  and 50, the total reduction rates for these employees are 4.3,  21.2, and 28.0 percent, 
respectively. The corresponding rates for workers at firms with less than 100 employees are 
9.8, 29.1, and 41.7, respectively. 
The mining and transportation industries have the lowest total reduction rates at almost 
all ages (table 4.8.9). Manufacturing, retail trade, and wholesale trade generally have the 
highest total reduction rates.  The service industry has relatively high reduction rates until age 
55 at which point reduction rates drop to among the lowest-although  few employees in the 
service industry are able to retire prior to age 55. The transportation industry's reduction rate 
of .23  percent at age 54 suggests that most employees who are able to retire at this age may 
do so with no reduction in their benefits. 264  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4 8 1 
Number of  Defined Benefit Participants by Type of Early  Retirement Prov~s~on  and Firm Srze. 1979 
Early Retirement 
Benefits Sometrmes Reduced 
Benefits Always Reduced  and Years of Service 
Number of  ROW 
Early  Retirement  Depending on  Age at  Retirement 
No  Early Retirement 
Row  Number of  ROW  Number of 
Firm Size  Participants  Percent  Part7cipants  Percent  Participants  Percent 
5c-99  Employees  50.556  62  06  20.922  25 68  9 987  12 26 
lor3249 Employees  1.115.600  69.52  465,480  29 01  23.632  1  47 
25C-499  Employees  2.428,300  72 74  870.386  26 07  39.474  i  18 
5oC-999  Employees  2.208.116  66.42  1,080.878  32 51  35,625  1  07 
IOOC-2.499  Employees'  2.124.260  55 85  1 ,642,397  43 18  36.541  96 
2,500  +  Employees  2.  164.156  37.24 
Not  Classified  233  11 67 
3.629.241  62.46 
0  00 
17.458  30 
1.763  88  33 
TOTAL  10.091.221  56 17  7,709.304  42 91  16.1.480  92 
Source  BLS  LOB (1979) 
1  This category includes all mining estatilishments with over 1 000 employees 
Table 4 8 2 
Number of  Defined Benefit Partictpants by  Type of Early  Retirement Provision and Industry. 1979 
Earl"  Retirement 
Early Retirement 
Benefits Sometimes Reduced 
Oeoendina on  Aae at Retirement 
No  Early Retirement 
~  I~ 
Benefits AIwavs Reduced  '  and Yeak  of  Service 
Number of  ROW  Number of  Row  Row  Number  of 
Participants  Percent  Firm Size  PaPticipants  Percent  Partic7pants  Percent 
Mining  157.960  49.43  161.625  50.57  0  00 
Construction  71.566  97.76  1.643  2 24  0  00 
Manufacturing  6,447.856  55 93  4.975.231  43 16  104,680  91 
Transportation. 
Communications and 
Uti  1 i  ties  567.955  25.41 
Wholesale Trade  472,575  77 44 
Retail  Trade  1.089.701  89.43 
Finance. Insurance 






10  16 
491.344  31  92 
3.351  15 
2.074  34 
5.067  42 
17.385  1  13 
Selected ServicesL  253.026  57.34  156.357  35 43  31.923  7 23 
TOTAL  10.091.221  56.17  7,709,304  42.91  164.480  92 
Source:  BLS  LOB  (1979) 
1  Includes advertising. credit reporting and collection agencies, computer and data processing services. research and develop- 
ment labs. commercial testing labs, management and public relations Services, engineering and architectural services, noncommercial 
research organizations, and accounting services. 265  4.8 Benefit Reductions of Private Pension Plans for Early Retirement 
Table 4  8  3 
Number  of  Defined eennflt Participants by Earliest Non-reduced 
Earl"  Retiremen:  Aue  and  Normal  Retirement Aae.  1979' 
Earliest 
Non-Reduced 
Early  60 
Re t 1 renient  co  1 "Ill" 
Age  Number  Percent 
50  0  00 
51  0  00 
52  0  00 
53  0  00 
54  0  00 
55  58 316  6  55 
56  0  00 
57  0  00 
58  0  00 
59  0  00 
GO  128  926  I4  48 
61  NA  NA 
62  NA  NA 
63  NA  NA 
64  NA  NA 
65  NA  NA 
NO 
Non-Reduced 
Early  702  980  78  97 
Retire- 
ment 
Total  890 222  100 00 
__ 
Source  BLS  LOE  11979) 
NA  - Not  AppliCi.ble 
Normai  Retirement Age 
62  65 
Column  Column 
Number  Percent  Number  Percent_ 
17,813  1  11  57.631  41 
0  00  0  00 
0  00  0  00 
0  00  161.053  1  14 
0  00  116.899  83 
8.102  32  1.380.683  9  75 
0  00  0  00 
0  00  9.775  07 
0  00  252,280  1 .78 
0  00  34,935  25 
983.006  39 08  2.322.419  16  40 
0  00  2.  130  02 
33.  137  1  32  1.788.254  12  63 
NA  NA  69.869  49 
NA  NA  0  00 
NA  NA  161.668  114 
1.463.000  58  17  7.803.526  55  12 
2.515.058  100 00  13  161.  122  100  00 
1  For plans specifying a service requirement for nonreduced early retirement, it was assumed that all employees were hired at 
age 30 
Table 4.8 4 
Number  of  Defined Benefit  Part7cipants by Method  Of  8enefIt Reduction for Early Retiremont and Firm Size. 1979 
Fixed  F I  xed  Ouot tent 
Percent  Percent  Per  Year  Varying  Reduct ion 
Actuarlally  Per  Year  Varyrnq by Service  Percent  Per  Year  Flat Percent  Formula  Other 
50-99  Employees 
Number 
ROW Percent 
100-239  Employees 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
-  250-499  Employees 
Number 
ROW Percent 
-  500-999  Employees 
Number 
ROW Percent 
1000-2.399  Ernplayee_s 
Numbef- 
ROW  Percent 
2.500  +  Employees 
N"m0er 
ROW Percent 
Not  Class  1 f 1 ed 
Number 









28  24 
888.638 
27  02 
752,020 
19  93 
1.168.481 
20  17 
0 
00 
1,  158,958 
23.36 
14.113 
19  74 
532, 105 












41  18 
10.487 
14  67 
39,806 




3  55 
237,556 
6  30 
787.139 
13  59 
0 
00 
I  213.L112 




34  62 
803,596 
24  36 
599.03  1 
18  21 
838.789 
22  23 
1,893,666 
32  69 
233 
100  00 
4.726.888 
26  55 
0 
.  00 
0 












































1  40 
Source  BLS  LOB  11979) 
1  This category includes all mining establishments with over 1,000 employees 266  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  8  5 
Number  of  Defined Berlefit Participants by Method of  Benefit Reductlo"  for Early Retirement  and  Industry  1979 
-  dctuarrally 
M I n 1 ng 
~ 
Nunibev 
Row  Percent 
construct  ,on 
~~~ 
Nuinber 






Nurnher  3.016. 119 
ROL  Percent  26  39 
Transportation 
ComrnLinicat ions and 
Utll  It  les 
Nuniher  365,244 
ROW Percent  16  37 
Whol~sale  Trade 
~~ 
Numher  74.416 
ROW Percent  12  24 
Nu  rm he  r 
Roiv  Percent 
F ~nance,  Insurance 
and  Real  Estate  -.__~ 
Nuiiiher 




24  49 
~~ Selected Services' 
Number  53.336 
Rot.!  Percent  13 0: 
TOTAL  ~. 
Fixed  F  1 xed  l3uot lent 
Percent  Percent Per  Year  Varvlng  lleduc t 1 on 




3  73 
79,997 
25 03 
0  0 
00  00 
1,643  0  71.566  0  0 
7  94  00  97  76  00  00 
4.897.239  277. 194  7,977,709  22  719  63.726 
42  85  2  43  76  05  20  56 
504.80  1  909,588  390,259  0  0 
22  62  40 76  17  39  00  00 
185.004  0  349,750  0  0 
30.25  00  57  51  00  00 
727,628  0  190.?17  0  19.358 
59  96  00  15  $8  .  00  1  60 
604,043  0  576 763  0  18.452 
39 69  00  34  Gl  00  1  21 
200,234  14.696 
48 91  3  59 
141.117 
3.1  17 
7.333.221  1.213.1112  -I, 726,  E(R8  22.719  101.536 
41  18  6  81  26  95  13  57 
Other 
13. 108 




1  53 
61  788 










1  40 
Table 
t  Includes advertising  credit reporting and collection agencies  computer and data processing sewices  research and develop- 
ment labs  commercial testing labs management and public relations services  engineering and architectural services  noncommercial 
research organizations  and accounting services 
Table  4  8  6 
Ratio of  Earl"  Ketlrernent  Benefrt tc Norma!  Retireinent  BenefI  t  after  Actuarlal 
Reduction for Hypothetical  Employees  by Age  of  Retirement' 
A=t  Ret  1 rernei t  _- -___  Ma  1 e  Emp  1 oyee  Female  Employee  ___ 
65  1  000  1  000 
64  907  920 
63  824  849 
62  752  785 
61  687  726 
60  630  E I4 
59  578  626 
58  532  582 
57  49  1  542 
56  453  505 
55  J 19  472 
iource  Dan M  McGI11  FUnddrrerltCls  of  Prlvase Peoslons  Penslcn Research 
-_ 
counc11  1979 
1  Assumes normal retirement age of 65 and a 5 percent interest assumption  Calculations based on 1971 Group Annuity Mortality 267  4.8 Benefit Reductions of  Private Pension Plans for Early Retirement 
~ 
Table 4  8 7 
Distribution of  Defined Benefit Participants by Annual Reduction Rates for Early Retirement and Age at Retiiement.  1979' 
- 
Age at 





















































No Reduction  0-1 9%  2-2  9% 
ROW  Number of  Number of  Row  Nkrmber of  Row 
















49  8 
49  8 
49  1 
37  0 
37 0 
23  1 
22  7 
21  3 
21  3 
21 5 
41  7 


















































































Number of  Row 
Participants  Percent 
759.281  7.7 
752,281  7.7 
770.046  7.8 
1 ,054.17 1  11 0 
1,094.227  11.4 
1,897.983  24  1 
1,897.983  24.  1 
1.900.106  24  2 
1.881.775  24.0 
1.881.775  24.1 
160.976  20.8 
160.976  20.8 
160.976  25  4 
160,976  25.4 
160.976  25 8 
4-4  9% 
Number of  Row 
Participants  Percent 
732.062  74 
732,062  74 
783.022  79 
1,096.99  1  11  5 
1 ,089.902  11 4 
1.430.008  18  2 
1,486.460  18  9 
1.535 I 659  19  5 
1.528.537  19  5 
1,528,537  19  6 
173,390  22  4 
173.390  22  4 
195.181  30 8 
195.181  30 8 
184. 125  30 0 
5-5.9%  6% + 
Number of  Row  Number of  ROW 
Partrcipants  Percent  PartIc7pants  Percent 
337.955  3.4  2,984,439  30  1 
327,595  33  2,984,439  30.  1 
30 2  327,595  33 
63  1,979  66  2,990.9  13  31  2 
679.669  7.1  2.973.012  31  1 
1.  142.380  14.5  1.507 I 582  19.1 
1,  120.863  14  2  1 ,507,582  19  1 
13  7  1.591.089  20  3  1.076.100 
1,212,838  15  5  1.461.473  18.6 
2.992.583 
1.212.838  15.5  1.436.333  18  4 
106.737  13.8  5,094  0.7 
106,737  13.8  121.993  15.8 
106,737  16  8  121.993  19.2 
106.737  16.8  121.993  19.2 
106.737  17.1  121.993  19.6 
Source  BLS LOB  (1979) 
1  Table includes only participants of  plans which specify a normal retirement age of  65  Table excludes plans which use an 
actuarial reduction formula for calculating early retirement benefits  For plans specifying a service requirement for early retirement  it was 
assumed that all workers were hired at age 30 
Table 4  8  8 
Mean Total Reduction Rates for  EarlV Retirement bv Age at RetTrement and Firm Sire.  1979' 
Age at Retirement 
64  63  62  61  60  '5 9  58  57-- 
50-99  Emp  I oyees 
Number of Part!clpants  Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age  60,  192  60,192  60.192  60.192  60,192  46,079  46,079  46,079 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  33  65  98  13  5  17  3  15  a  18  2  22  1 
100-249  Employees 
Number of  Partic\pants  Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age  931.210  931.210  931.210  875.906  875.906  802  590  802.590  802,590 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  39  78  11  7  15  2  19  2  22  9  26  8  30 8 268  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  8 8  Continued 
Mean Total Reduction Rates for  Early Retirement by  Age at Retirement and F~rm  Size. 1979 
&e  at Retrrement 
64  63  62  61  60  58 
1.279.63  1 
27  4 
1 ,544,444 
25  3 
1,871, 178 
20  5 
2,329,804 
14  1 
233 
40  1 
7,873,959 
21  4 
57  .-  59 
I,  279 63  1 
23  2 
1 ,544,444 
21  8 
1,871,178 
16  8 
2,329,804 
11  8 
233 
36  8 
7,873,959 
18  0 
25w499 Employees 
Number of  Partlclpants Allowed 
to Retire at Gi~en  Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
500-999  Employees 
Number of  Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
100+2  499  Employees' 
Number of  Partlclpants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
2  500  +  Employees 
Number of  Participants Alloied 
to Retire at Given Aye 
Mean Total  Reduction Rate 
Not Classified 
Number of PartlC1pants Allnwed 
to RetIre at Given Aye 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
TOTAL 
Number of Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 











9.92  3,749 
27 


























1,727.7  18 
14  3 
1.835.829 
13  2 
2.231.152 








18  3 
1.835.829 
17  0 
2,224.063 




33  5 
9,571,929 
14  1 
1.527.340 
30  2 
1.87  1. 178 
24  2 
2.329.804 
16  5 
233 
43  4 
7.856.855 
24  9 
Ase at Retrrement 
56  55  54  53  52  51  50 
50-99  Employees 
Number of  Participants Allowed 
to RetIre at Given Aye  46.079 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  25  6 
100-249  Employees 
Number of Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age  784,259 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  34  5 
250-299  Employees 
Number of Participants Allowed 
to RetIre at Given Age  1,279,63  1 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  35  7 
500-999  Employees 
Number of Participants Allnwed 
to Retire at Given Age  i  ,527,340 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  34  4 
1000-2.499  Employees' 
Number of Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age  1.871, 178 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  27  9 
2,500  +  Employees 
Number  Of Participants Allowed 
to Retlre at Given Age  2.329.804 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  18  9 
46,079 




26  7 
10,435 
31 7 
10.435  10,435 
36  7  41  7 
784.259 




16  7 
73.733 
28  9 
73.733  73.733 
34.1  39  3 
1.279.63  I 
39 8 
165.04  I 
27  0 
165 .04  1 
30  3 
165.04  1 
34 0 
165.04  1  165.04  1 
37  6  41  2 
1.510.344 




26  5 
141.595 
31  1 
141.595  14  I,  595 






22  8 
117.402 
30 3 
117.402  117.402 
34.4  38  6 
2,321,660  247.782  247,782 
21  2  76  97 
147,543 
20 0 
147.543  136.487 
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Table 4 8  8  Continued 
Mean Total Reduction Rates for  Early Retirement by  Age at Retirement and Ftrm Stze. 1979' 
Aqe at Retirement 
56  55  54  53  52  51  50 
Not Classified 
Number of  Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age  233  233  0  0  0  0  0 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  46 7  50  0  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA 
TOTAL 
Number of Partrcipants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age  7.838.524  7.813.384  773.225  773.225  633,963  633,963  622,907 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  28 4  31 9  17  1  20 4  28 9  33  1  37 5 
Source  BLS  LO8 11979) 
1  Table includes only participants of plans which specify a normal retirement age of 65  Table excludes plans which use an 
actuarial reduction formula for calculating early retirement benefits  For plans specifying a service requirement for early retirement  il was 
assumed that all workers were hired at age 30 
2  This category includes all mining establishments with over 1 000 employees 
Table 4 8  9 
Mean Total Reduction Rate for Early Retirement by Age at Retirement and Industry. 1979> 
64  63  62 
Mining 
Number of Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
Construction 
Number of Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Gtven Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
Manufacturing 
Number of Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
TransportatTon  Communications 
and Utilities 
Number of Part7cipants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
Wholesale Trade 
Number of  Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
Retail Trade 
Number of Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
Finance  Insurance and 
Real Estate 
Number of  Participants Allowed 
to Retlre at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
Selected Services' 
Number of  Particlpants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
Total 
















Number of  Participants Allowed  9.923.749 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  27 
Aoe at Retirement 
- 
































9.923.749  9.923.749 
5.5  82 
61 
120.8  I3 
31 
68,330 
10  5 
5.7  13.277 




16  0 
540.946 




I6  2 
9.579.018 
60  59  58  57 




5.706.  188 
15  6 
















4.34  1.029 
20.8 
1,496,332 
5.  1 
3  16.866 
24  1 
5  1 5 ,924 
25 2 
7815.893 
18  8 
23!3,013 










3  16.866 
28 0 




239.01  3 
26 8 
7,873,959 
18  0  21 4 
109.572 
16  9 
68,330 












30  6 
7.856.855 
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68,330  68.330  0  0  0  0  0 
36  4  41 5  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA 
3ia.262  31a.262  4.323.925  4.315.781  420.033  420.033  318.262 
32 7  36  7  18  5  21 1  31 5  35  2  38  9 
Table 4  8  9  Continued 
Mean lotal Reductton Rate for Early Retirement by Age at Retirement and Industry.  1979' 
Aqe at Retirement 
56  55  54  53  52  51  50 
Mining 
Number Of Participants Allowed 
to RetIre at Given Age  109.572  109,572  12.017  12,017  12.017  12.017  12.017 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  20  3  23  7  12  1  12  6  15  1  16  6  18  2 
Construction 
Number of Participants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
ManufactuPing 
Number of  Participants Allciwed 
to RetIre at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate 
TransportatTon. CommUnicat?or~s 
and Utilities 
Number of  Participants Allcwed 
to Retire at Given Age  1 , ',96,332  1,496,332  130,339  130.339  92,  a48  92.a4a  92.848 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  9.3  10  7  23  42  11 5  17  !  22.7 
Wholesale Trade 
Number Of  Participants &lic*ed 
to Retire at Given Aqe  298,535  28  1,539  7.739  7.739  7.739  7.739  7,739 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  35  1  38  a  30 0  35 0  40 0  45 0  50 0 
Retail Trade 
Number of  Partlctpants Allowed 
to Retire at Given Age  515.924  515.924  47, 106  47. 106  47. 106  47. 106  47,106 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  37 8  42.0  22  1  25  6  29  1  32  7  36  2 
Finance. Insurance and 
Real Estate 
Number of  Participants Allowed 
to RetIre at Given Age  786.893  786.893  137.027  137,027  (37.027  137.027  125.971 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  30 9  34.9  29.2  33  5  37  7  42  .O  48  5 
Selected Services' 
Number of  Part7cipants Alloued 
to Retire at Given Age  239.013  239.013  18.964  18.964  18.964  18.964  18.964 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  34  4  38  2  00  5.9  11  8  17  7  23.6 
Total 
622,907  Number of  Participants Allowed  7.838.524  7.813.384  773,225  773.225  633.963  633.963 
to Retire at Given Age 
Mean Total Reduction Rate  28.4  31 9  17  1  20 4  28  9  33  1  37  5 
Sourrs  BLS  LOB  (1879) 
1. Table includes only participants  of  plans which specity a normal retirement age of 65  Table excludes plans which use an 
actuarial reduction formula for calculating early retirement benefits For plans specifying a service requirement for early retirement. it was 
assumed that all workers were hired at age 30 
2  Includes advertising, credit reporting and collection agencies. computer and data processing services, research and develop- 
ment labs, commercial testing labs, management and public relations services. engineering and architectural services, noncommercial 
research organizations, and accounting services. 
4.9  Benefit Accrual after Normal Retirement 
As noted in section 4.5,  many defined benefit plans have formulae that relate retirement 
benefits to the amount of a worker's past service. For individuals continuing to work beyond 
the plan's normal retirement, however, these and other defined benefit plans do not neces- 
sarily permit continued benefit accrual. 
Tables 4.9.1 and 4.9.2 classify  participants  according to their plans' provisions for 
benefit accrual after normal retirement: 47.49 percent of participants are covered by plans 
that continue benefit accrual without limit after the employee reaches normal retirement; 
29.74 percent of  participants are covered by plans that permit limited benefit accrual: The 
remaining 22.76 percent of participants are covered by plans that provide no benefit accrual 
after normal retirement. 271  4.9 Benefit Accrual after Normal Retirement 
Plans limit benefit accrual in one of four ways. One method is to allow benefit accrual for 
only a specified number of years after normal retirement. Plans with this feature cover only .4 
percent of  participants. For these plans the mean number of years after normal retirement 
during  which  benefits continue  to  be accrued  is 4.9. Another  method, which  permits 
post-normal retirement benefit accrual only until the employee reaches a specified age, is 
faced by 28.55 of the participants. The mean age specified by these plans is 70. Plans that 
accrue benefits only until the employee completes a specified number of years of service 
cover .63 percent of  participants. Finally, .16 percent of  participants belong to plans that 
provide benefit accrual only until the employee reaches a specified age and completes a 
specified number of  years of  service. 
Table 4.9.1 presents these provisions for post-normal  retirement benefit accrual by firm 
size. Covered workers in firms with 250-499  employees are the most likely to face unlimited 
benefit accrual after normal retirement; 57.34 percent of covered workers in these firms can 
continue to accrue benefits after normal retirement. Workers in the largest firms, those with 
over 2,500 employees, are the least likely to belong to plans with unlimited accrual. Only 
40.04 percent of covered workers in  these large firms face unlimited accrual. In the smallest 
firms 39.03 percent of participants are unable to continue accruing benefits; for largest firms 
the percentage is 16.37. Pension participants in the largest firms are the most likely to face 
limited benefit accrual after reaching normal retirement; 42.33 percent of these workers are 
allowed to accrue benefits only until they reach a specified age. 
Table 4.9.2 cross-tabulates this information by industry. Workers in the construction 
industry are the most likely and workers in the mining industry are the least likely to suffer a 
complete halt in benefit accrual after normal retirement.  The fraction of workers so affected in 
the two industries is ,856 and ,029, respectively. Workers in the mining and wholesale trade 
industries are the most likely to be covered by plans with unlimited benefit accrual (64.33 
percent and 60.68 percent of covered workers, respectively), and workers in the construc- 
tion and services industries are the least likely to have such provisions (7.75 percent and 
24.84 percent of covered workers, respectively). Workers in the transportation industry are 
the most likely to have post-normal  retirement benefits accrual limited by a maximum age 
(49.90 percent of  covered workers). 
For plans that limit or discontinue benefit accrual after normal retirement, tables 4.9.3 
and 4.9.4 analyze the disposition of  the worker's accrued pension benefits once benefit 
accrual is halted: 14.82 percent of  the participants in these plans begin to receive their 
normal pension payments immediately after benefit accrual stops-even  though they are 
still employed by the same employer; 75.90 percent of the participants are covered by 
provisions that defer pension payments until the employee actually retires with no change in 
the benefit amount: 9.07 percent of the participants are covered by provisions that defer 
pension payments until the employee retires but actuarially increase these benefits to reflect 
the shorter stream of  pension payments. 
Workers at firms with 500-999  employees are the most likely to have their pension 
payments begin immediately (22.66 percent), and workers at small firms are the least likely 
to have this provision (6.32 percent) (table 4.9.3). Workers in the smallest firms and the 
largest firms are the most likely to have their pension payments deferred with no actuarial 
increase (93.68 percent and 87.21 percent of covered workers, respectively). Workers at 
firms with  100-249  employees are more likely to  have their  benefits deferred  with an 
actuarial increase. 
Table4.9.4 tabulates these data by industry. Workers in the wholesale trade industry are 
more than twice as likely as workers in other industries to  have their benefits begin im- 
mediately after accrual stops. Workers in the retail trade and transportation industries have 
the highest probability of having their benefit payments deferred with no actuarial increase. 
Workers in the construction industry have the highest probability of  having their benefit 
payments deferred with an actuarial adjustment. 
The large fraction of  workers that have their pension payments deferred after benefit 
accrual  stops with no actuarial  increase  is  quite  interesting. Since the worker  forgoes 
benefits by  continuing to work for the firm, this benefit provision represents an implicit tax on 272  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
continued employment by the worker with her (his) current employer. In recent years, much 
attention has been focused on the earnings test for social security benefits. Critics have 
maintained that this social security provision discourages employment by the elderly by 
reducing social security benefits as wage income increases. The findings here suggest that 
private pensions have similar disincentive effects-since  most workers forfeit all or  part of 
their pension benefits by continuing to work with the employer beyond a specified date. 
Table 4  9  1 
Number of  Defined Benefit Participants by Provis\on5 for Benefit  Accrual for Employment 
after Eligibi1,ty  for  Normal Retirement by Firm Size. 1979 
Service Credrted 
Service Credrted  Unt  1 1  Employee Reaches 
Service Credrted  unt  11 
NO  411  Service Credited  Unt  11  Employee Completes  Specified Age and 
Spec  1 f 1 ed  Completes Specified  Service  Service  For  N Years  After  Employee Reaches 
Credited  Credited  Normal Retirement  Specified Age  Yeups of  Service  Years of Service 
50-99  Employees 
Number 








17  18 
0  0 
00  00 
100-249  Employees 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
431.470  685.515 








.  00 




26  03 
1 ,887,508 








.  00 
50ct999  Employees 
Number 
ROW Percent 
903.411  1,720,599 









1000-2.199  Employees' 
888.614  I,  821.765 






1  25 
0 
.  00 
NLVTlDPV 
Row Percent 
2.533 f  Employees 
Number 
ROW  PBrCent 
94 1 ,27  1  2,302.437 














22  76 
8.J51.923 









Source  BLS LOB (  19791 
1  This category includes all mining establishments with over 1,000  employees 
Table 4  9  2 
NLmber of Def1nc.d  BenefIt Participants by Provis~ons  for Benefit 4ccrual for Employment 
after Eligibi11ty for Normal Retirement by Industry. 1979  - 
Service Credited 
Serv~ce  Credited  U"tl1  Employee Reaches 
Service Credited  Unt  I  1 
Service CredTted  Unt  11  Employee Completes  Specified Age and 
For  N Years After  Employ~e  Reaches  Spec  I f  led  Completes Specrfied 
No  41  1 
ServTce  Service 
Credited  Credited  Normal Retirement  Specified Age  Years of Service  Years of Servrce 
917  205,583 










ROW  Percent 
con*truct  1""  ____- 
Number 
ROW  Percent 




C~m'llun~cati~ns  and 
Lit, I  I  ties 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
62  7011  5,676 
85  59  7  75 
2,506,578  5.921.304 
21  83  51 56 
238.040  847,727 








.  00 
97.526 
85 





25  53 
0  1,081,277 
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rable 4  9.:  Continued 
Number  of  Oefrned Benefit  Participants by Provisions  for Benefit Accrual  for Employment 
after El~gib\I~ty  for Normal  Retirement by  Industry.  1979 
Service Credited 
Service Credited  Until  Employee  Reaches 
Service Credited  Unt  11 
No  Al  I  Service Credited  Unt 11  Employee  Completes  Specified Age  and 
Service  Serv  1 ce  For  N  Years  After  Employee  Reaches  Specif led  Completes  Specified 
CI edl  ted  Credited  Normal  Retirement  Specified Aqe  Years  of Service  Years  of Servlce 
Wholesale  Trade 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Reta?I Trade 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Finance.  Insurance 
and  Real  Estate 
112.751  370.329 











378,249  0 
31 04  00 
0 
00 
Number  460.452  664,297  49  960  308.191  14.824  24,202 




l6G.  702  100.477  0  1 
11  21  24  84  00 
37,302 




.  00 
TOTAL 
Number  1.05 1.867  8.451.923  71.499  5.082.117  112.350  29.311 
Row  Percent  22  76  47  49  .40  28  55  .  E3  16 
Source  BLS LOB  I19791 
1  Includes advertising, credit reporting and collection  agencies, computer and data processing services, research  and develop- 
ment labs, commercial testing labs, management and public relations services, engineering and architectural services. noncommercial 
research organizations, and accounting services 
Table  4  9  3 
Number  of  Defined Benefit Participants by DvsPos1t1on  of  Accrued  Pension Benefats 
when  Service  IS  no longer.  Credtted by  Firm Size. 1979 
Pens 1 on 
Payments  Deferred With No  Pension Payments  Deferred 
Pension Payments  Begin  Chanqe  In Pension Amount  With Actuarial  Increase  Other 
Number  of  ROU  Number  of  ROW  Number  of  ROW  Number  of  Row 
Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent  Participants  Percent 
50-99  Employees  2,714  6.32  40.676  93.68  0  .  00  0  .  00 
100-249  Employees  87,202  9  95  614,588  70  14  174,393  19  90  0  00 
250-499  Employees  220.023  16  72  991. 126  72  37  149.317  10 90  0  .  00 
500-999  Employees  341.C77  22  66  995,868  66  04  170.484  11.31  0  .  00 
1000-2.499  Employees'  383.'17  2 1 .42  1,229,157  68.75  156.531  8.75  19.281  1.08 
2,500  +  Emoloyees  265.091  8.16  2.832.325  87  21  150.467  4  63  0  .  00 
TOTAL  1 ,308,854  11.82  6.704.340  75  90  801. 192  9.07  19.281  .22 
Source  EL8  LOB  (1979) 
1  This category includes all mining establishments with over 1 000 employees 274  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  9  4 
Number  Of  Defrned Benefit  Participants by O~?pos,fron  of  Accrued  Pensjon Beneflts 
when  Service  15  no  longer  Credited by  Industry,  1979 
Pelis:on Payments  Begin 
Number  of  Row 
Partlripanis  Percent 
Mining  23.630  20 73 
Construction  a.87~  7  22 
Manufacturing  858,821  16  40 
Transportation. 
Commun  1 CA  t  1 ons  and 
Ut  I  11  ties  161  228  12  38 
Wholesale  Trade  112 422  47  07 
Retail  Trade  9.277  I 25 
Finance.  Insurance 
and Real  Estate  137 089  16  88 
Selected  Servrces  -'97  26 
TOTAL  1  308.853  14  82 
PPns lo" 
Payments Deferred With  NO 
ChanQe In Penslon Amount 
Participants  Percent 
87,380  76  65 
27,659  40 93 
3,931,808  75 07 
Number  of  ROW 
1,151,370  87  62 
71.645  29  86 
664.6  18  87  88 
57  1 ,319  70 37 
208,431  68  56 
6.70.1.310  75  90 
Pension Payments  Deferred 
With Actuarial  Increase  Other 
Number Of  Row  Number  of  ROW 
Participants  Percent  Partlclpants  Percent 
2,992  2 62  0 
35 045  51 85  0 




0  00  0  00 
55  358  23 07  0  00 
82. 173  10 87  0  00 
103.464  12.74  0  00 
94,776  31  18  0  00 
801,192  9  07  19.281  22 
1  Includes advertising, credit repofling and collection agencies. computer and data processing services. research and develop- 
ment labs. commercial testing labs, management and public relations services. engineering and architectural services, noncommercial 
research organizations, and accounting services 
4.10  Cost of  Living Adjustments of  Private Pension Plans 
This  section  uses three  sources  of  data to  examine post-retirement cost  of  living 
adjustments (COLAs) of  private pension plans. As  described in chapter 2, the sampling 
universes of the three data sets differ, and this should be kept in mind in making compari- 
sons or combining information from the three sources. One should be particularly cautious in 
drawing inferences about national aggregates on the basis of the data presented in tables 
4.10.4, 4.10.7,  and 4.10.8; unlike most tables in this volume, these are unweightedtabula- 
tions of survey information from the DOL-SPPBA (1979), the Bankers Trust Survey, and the 
Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby  survey. However, these surveys include a significant 
number of the nation's largest pension plans, and the unweighted information presented in 
the tables by plan size is likely to be an accurate description of the behavior of the nation's 
largest plans. 
Unlike the latter tables, tables4.10.1  and 4.10.2 are based on the BLS-LOB (1979),  and 
the figures here are population-weighted estimates of the BLS-LOB (1  979) sample universe. 
These particular tables show the fraction of defined benefit participants covered by plans 
with automatic cost of living increases. Fewer than 3 percent of all participants are covered 
by such plans. This percent varies from zero for plan sponsors with few employees to 5.38 
percent for plan sponsors with 2,500  or more workers. For the relatively few participants with 
automatic cost of living increases, virtually all receive a full COLA up to some maximum. 
There is variation in the provision of automatic COLAs across industries (table 4.10.2). 
The  BLS-LOB (1979) survey  reports  no  participants  with  automatic  COLAs in  mining, 
construction, wholesale trade, and retail trade. Manufacturing, the dominant industry in 
terms of  active pension participants, reports fewer than 2 percent of  covered workers in 
plans with automatic COLAs. In finance, insurance, and real estate as well as selected 
services the fraction of  active defined benefit participants with automatic COLAs exceeds 10 
percent. 
Tables 4.1  0.3  through 4.1  0.6  are based on Dr. Robert Clark's preliminary analysis of the 
COLA information reported in the DOL-SPPBA (1979).6  The DOL-SPPBA (1979) question- 
naire asks pension plans to detail their cost of  living increases between 1973 and 1979. 
According to Dr. Clark's study "Inflation and Pension Benefits" (1  982), there are 173 private 
plans in the survey that identified 1979 recipients who were also receiving benefits in 1973. 
These plans reported 104,601 recipients in 1973.' While only 51 of the 173 plans provided 275  4.10 Cost of Living Adjustments of  Private Pension Plans 
COLAs over the period 1973 to 1979, over three-quarters of the 27 plans with 500 or more 
recipients granted  increases (table 4.1  0.3); as a consequence,  92,403 of  the  104,601 
recipients (over 88 percent of the total) received at least one COLA between 1973 and 1979. 
On average, the fifty-one plans awarding increases between 1973 and 1979 provided 
increases in 2.7 of  the 7 years. Only seven plans provided COLAs in each of the 6 years, 
excluding 1979. Another seven plans provided between three to five increases in the 6 years 
1973 through 1978; twenty-one plans provided only one increase between 1973 and 1978. 
The fifty-one plans determined the size of  their COLAs primarily in one of  two ways: 
either on the basis of a collective bargaining agreement or on the basis of special considera- 
tion by a "board or other body" (table 4.10.4). 
Between 1973 and 1979 the Consumer Price Index rose by 63.34 percent. For the 
104,393  recipients in Dr. Clark's study, mean nominal pension benefits rose from $2,128 in 
1973 to $2,597 in 1979, or by22.04 percent. Table 4.1  0.5 records these changes in average 
nominal benefits and the Consumer Price Index. Table 4.10.6 shows the reduction in real 
pension benefits implied by the data in table 4.10.5. Average real pension benefits for the 
104,393 recipients fell by 25.27 percent between 1973 and 1979. Had no COLAs been 
granted, the decline in real benefits would have been 38.78 percent. Hence, for the 104,393 
recipients for whom there is reliable information dating back to 1973, COLAs offset more 
than half of  the increase in the Consumer Price Index. 
For the 1,705 recipients in plans with fewer than 100 recipients, the 7-year decline in real 
mean benefits is 37.24 percent. For the largest plans, those with 10,000  or more recipients 
that report 62,168 recipients, the average mean real benefit decrease is 17.75 percent. 
The Bankers Trust Survey and the Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby survey of  large 
corporate pension plans also indicate that most large private pension plans typically provide 
some  benefit  adjustment for  inflation. Almost  two-thirds  of  the  plans  in these  surveys 
provided COLAs between 1976 and 1979 (table 4.10.7). Corporate plans with 25,000 or 
more participants were about 25 percent more likely to report COLAs than smaller plans. 
Of the 153 plans that gave COLAs, 77 determined the COLAs as a specific percentage 
of the base pension amount. The 4-year percentage increase for these 77 plans averaged 
22.69 percent on a participant-weighted basis. 
Table  4  10  1 
NumbPr  of Defined Benefit Participants by  PPOVISID~S  for Automatic  Cost of  Living Iicreases 
by  FIrm Size  1977 
Full CPI  Full  CPI  Fraction of  Fraction of  No  Automatic 
With No  With  CPI  With No  CPI  \Iith  Cost  of  Living 
Maximum  Max  ,mum  Max  1 mum  Max~rnum  Increases 
._ 
5+99  Emplojees 
0  0  0  0  83.461 
100  00 
Number 
Row Percent  00  00  00  00 
100-249  Employees 
Number. 
ROW Percent 
-.  250-499  Fmplovees 
Number 
Row  Percent 
5C0-999  Employees 
Number. 
ROW  Percent 
0  44.433  0  2,825  1,557,454 
00  2 77  00  18  97 06 
0  33.747  0  0  3.304.4  13 
00  I  01  00  00  98  99 
0  57.247  0  3.676  3,263,696 
00  1  72  00  11  98 17 276  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  10  1  Continued 
Number-  of  Defined Benefit ~artic~pants  by  P~ov~sions  for automatic Cost  of  Living Increases 
by  F~rm  Sire.  1977 
~-  ~~ 
No  Automatic 
Cost  of Livrng 
Full CPI  Full CPI  Fract\on  of  Fraction of 
'With  NO  WI th  CPI  With 
Max  1 mum  Maximum  Increases 
CPI With  No 
.  - ~  Maximum  Max 1 mum  ~ 
1000-2.493  Emoloyees 
Number  0  61.915  0  0  3.741.253 
ROW Percent  00  1  63  00  .  00  98  37 
2.500  +  Emplayeei 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
5.549  296.977  0  10.215  5.498.114 
10  5  11  00  18  94 62 
5  549 
03 
494.349 
2  75 
0 
00 
17.448.391  16.716 
09  97  12 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Source  EL5  LOE  (1979) 
1  This category includes all mining establishments with over 1 000 employees 
Table 4  10 7 
Nunbiir  of  DeOned BenefIt Part7cipants by  Frov~~~on~  for  Automatic  Cost  of  Living Increases 
by  Industry  1177 
- 
Fraction of  No  Automatic  Fraction of  Full  CP! 
Max  I  mum  Max  1 mum  Maximum  Increases 
With  CPI With  No  CPI  With  cost Of Llvlng 
Full CPI 












Communicat7ons  and 
U t 1  I  1 t 1 es 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Wholesale Trade 
Number 
ROW  Percent 
Retai  I  Trade 
Number 
Row  Percent 
Finance.  Insuronre 





Row  Percent 
0  0 
00  00 
0  319.585 












100  00 
189.899 
1  65 
0  16.716  11.315.603 
00  15  98. 16 
5.549 
05 
93.941  0 
4  20  00 
0  2.141.080 
.  00  95.80 
0 
00 
0  0 
. 00  00 
0  610.254 







0  1.218.552 










10  36 
0 
00 
0  1,379.804 
00  89  64 
51,002  0 
41 56  00 
0  390,304 




Row  Percent 
Soul-ce  ELS LOB  119791 
0  494  349  16.716  17.448.391 
2  75  00  09  97  12 
.- 
1  Includes advertising. credit reporting and collection agencies, computer and data processing services. research and develop- 
ment labs, commercial testing labs, management and public relations services, engineering and architectural services, noncommerclal 
research organizations,  and accounting services 277  4.10 Cost of  Living Adjustments of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  10  3 
Numoel-  of  Plans Awarding  Cost  of  Living Increases During  1973-1978  by Plan Size and  Year  of Increase' 
Number  of  Plans  Welghted  Total  Weighted  Number of  Percent of 
Number  of  Plains  Plans Awarding  Increases  Total  Plans  in Sample 



















































































































































































































12  8 
16  7 
10  7 
16  3 
25  1 
79 3 
14  3 
48  5 
20 4 
13  7 
38 7 
15 9 
54  1 
16  6 
14  8 
19  3 
27  5 
24  8 
22  2 
83  1 
73 




69  4 
100  0 
57 7 
58  2 
85  1 
50 2 
77  1 




10  3 
89 
10  4 
11 5 
Source  Dr  Robert  Clark. '"Inflation  and Pension Benefits" 
1. Sample includes only plans with at least one recipient retired in 1973. 
Table 4  10 4 
Number  of  Privat~  Pen51on  Plans and  PartIcTpants with Cost  of  Living Increases Durrng  1973-1978  by Method of  Increase,  - 
Plan Provision For  Collective  Spec 1 a 1 
Automatic  Cost  of  Bargarning  Consideration by 
Living Adiustment  Aqreement  Board or Other  Body  Other 
P 1 an5 
Number  of  Plan5 










Number  of  Part1cioantS  1,728  196.67  1  186.438  64 
Percent  of Participants  00  55  52  .  00 
Source  Dr  Robert  Clark.  "inflatron and  Pension Benefits" 
Table ennumerates olans and  pill-ticipants for each method  of  increase 278  The Structure of Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  10 5 
Mean  Annual  Benefit  and Mean  Percentage  Increase  In Annual  Benefit 
for Persons  Retired in 1973  by  Plan Size.  1973-1979 
Number  of 
Recipients  ___  ~ 





























































































Source  Dr 
62, 168 
62. 168 












Robert  Clark.  ' hi  latian and  Pension Benefits" 
Mean  Annual 
Benef 1 r 
$1,852 
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Increase  in  Mean 
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Table  4  10 6 
Mean  Real  Annual  Eeneflt apd  Mean  Percentaae  Increase  in Annual  Benefit 
for Persons Retried rn  1973 by Plan Size. 1973-1979 
(  1980 Do1 lars) 
Mean 
Real  Annual 





Number  of 
Recipients 










1,  158 
1,  105 
NA 
-9  6 
-7  9 
-4  6 
-5  6 
-6  6 





















I,  354 
NA 
-6  O 
-3  0 










-3  I 
-8.0 
I,  206 
I,  109 












-9  1 
-4  .8 
-3  2 
-4  1 



















M,  953 
8,953 
51.770 








-6  9 
-3  5 
-3  3 
-4  9 























-4  1 
-5.9 





















62.  168 
62. 168 
62,168 







-4  2 
-3.6 
-I  .O 
-2.4 
-. 7 







1973  104,393  $1.599  NA 
1974  104,393  1.484  -7.2 
1975  104.393  1.408  -5.1 
1976  104,393  1.381  -1.9 
1977  104,393  I,  332  -3.5 
1978  104,393  1.292  -3.0 
1979  104,393  1, 195  -7.5 
Source  Or  Robert  Clark. "lnflatlon  and  Pens,on Benefits" 280  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4.10.7 
Mean  Total  Cost  of  Living Increases.  Large Corporate Pension Plans.  1976-1979.  Plan Welghted 
~~  Plans With Any  Cost  of  L~ving  Increase  1976-1379  Plans With  No  Cost  of  Livinq Increase.  1976-1979 
Number  of  Plans  ROW Percent  Number  of  Plans  Percent  Percentaye  Increase' 
ROW  Mean 
~~  ~___~  ~--.___~__  ~_.________  ~_ 
Plan Size  ____ 
1-25.000 Participants  95  59 01  20 97  66  40.99 
25 000 +  Participants  58  73  42  22 76  21  26 58 
Total  153  63  75  21.88  87  36  25 
Sour~?  Bankers Trust  and  TPEGC 
.- 
1. Calculation includes only seventy-sevon plans that specify mieases as a percentage of base pension amount 
Table  4  10  a 
Mean  Total  Cost  of  Living lncrea5es. Large Corporate Penslon Plans.  1976-1979.  Participant  Weighted 
Plans With  Pny  Cost  of  Livinq Increase  1976-1979  Plans With  No  Cost  of  Living Increase.  1976-1979 
Number  Of  Row  Mean 
ROW Percent  Plan 51ze  Partlclpants  Percent  Percentage Increase'  Number  of Participants 
59  69  22 21  691.250  40.31  1-25.000  ~art~clpants  i.0?3  500 
81 74  22 53  1.  148.300  18.26  25.000  +  PartIcIpants  5.f41.150 
iota  I  6  162,650  77  02  22 69  1.839.550  22 98 
Source  Bankers Trust and  TPE&C 
1  Calculation is participant weighted  and includes only seventy seven plans that specify increases as a percentage of  base 
pension amount 
4.1  1  Disability Provisions of Private Pension Plans 
After social  security, the private pension system represents the leading  means of 
providing disability insurance protection in the country. In 1977 over 84 percent of pension 
plans representing 74 percent of  pension participants reported disability provisions (table 
4.1  1  .I).  Defined benefit plans and defined contribution plans are almost equally likely to 
provide benefits for disabled pension plan participants (tables 4.1  1.2  and 4.1  1.3).  Disability 
benefits are features of over 70 percent of pension plans regardless of  pension plan size 
(table  4.1  1.4). Smaller  plans cover  a somewhat larger fraction of  their  participants for 
disability  (table 4.1  1.5). There is somewhat more variation in the  provision of  disability 
benefits  across  industry (tables  4.1  1.6 and 4.1 1.7). In the construction  industry 93.84 
percent of  participants potentially receive financial protection in the case of  disability. In 
finance, insurance, and real estate the figure is 67.23 percent. A somewhat smaller fraction 
of union plans have disability benefits than do nonunion plans, while a somewhat greater 
fraction of  union participants than nonunion participants are covered in plans with such 
benefits (tables 4.11.8 and 4.11.9). A similar reverse relation with respect to plans and 
participants exists for single employer and multiemployer plans. About 5 percent more 
single employer plans provide disability benefits than do multiemployer plans; on the other 
hand, 19 percent fewer participants in single employer than in multiemployer plans are 
covered by disability provisions (tables 4.1  1.10 and 4.1  1  .I  1). 
Although  87  percent  of  pension  plans  provide  disability  benefits  to  participants 
irrespective of age or service, the receipt of benefits in the case of disability is automatic for 
only about one-third of  the 74.38 percent of  participants covered by disability provisions 
(table 4.1  1.12). The other  two-thirds face fairly  stringent  requirements before they  are 
eligible to receive disability  benefits. Of  those participants faced with eligibility tests for 
receipt of disability benefits, 97 percent face a service requirement and 25 percent face an 
age requirement; 23 percent face both an age and a service requirement. The mean service 
requirement for those facing  a service  requirement is  11.43 years, and the mean age 281  4.1  1 Disability Provisions of Private Pension Plans 
requirement for those facing an age  requirement is 48.32. Tables 4.11.13 and 4.11.14 
examine the dispersion of these age and service requirements around their mean values. 
Over 30 percent of disability-covered participants in plans with age requirements must be 55 
years old or over at the time the disability occurs before they are eligible to collect even a 
penny of disability benefits. Few plans with age requirements provide benefits for workers 
who become disabled prior to age 40. In terms of service requirements, the key numbers of 
years are 1 year, 5 years, 10 years, 15 years, and 20 years. Over a third of the pension 
participant group with service disability requirements need to work 15  or more years before 
they are entitled to compensation for disabilities arising either on or off the job; 10.84  percent 
of this population need to be employed 5 or fewer years before they are eligible to collect. 
Despite the fact that defined benefit and defined contribution plans are almost equally 
likely to include disability  benefits in their pension program, a much greater fraction of 
defined contribution, disability-covered participants are eligible for benefits independent of 
age or  service than is the case for similarly covered defined  benefit participants. Table 
4.1  1  .I6  points this out. Fewer than 16  of the 81  percent of defined contribution participants 
covered by disability  provisions face eligibility  requirements; in contrast, more than 88 
percent of the 73 percent of  disability-covered  defined  benefit participants must satisfy 
these eligibility tests. The service restrictions themselves, when imposed, are more lenient 
for defined contribution plans than for defined benefit plans. Mean (participant-weighted) 
service requirements for these two types of plans average 6.48 and 11.77  years, respec- 
tively.  Mean age  requirements are fairly  similar across  plan type  for  plans  with  such 
requirements. 
Given that defined benefit plans are larger on average than defined contribution plans, 
the figures in tables 4.11  .I  7 and 4.1  1 .I8  relating disability requirements to plan size are not 
surprising. The tables reveal lower mean service requirements for small plans than for large 
plans where such requirements are in force. The tables also indicate a monotonically rising 
fraction of  plans with disability eligibility requirements as plan size increases. 
Much of the industry variation in eligibility rules for receipt of disability benefits is also 
explained simply by the type of  pension plan covering participants in particular industries. 
Industries such as retail trade with nearly half of  its covered workers enrolled in defined 
contribution plans are also industries that are much more likely to provide disability benefits 
without testing for age or years of  service (tables 4.1 1.19  and 4.1 1.20).  Transportation, 
communications, and utilities is the industry with the largest fraction of  defined benefit 
participants (85 percent); it is also the industry with the second most stringent disability 
eligibility requirements. Almost 80 percent of  its covered workers are affected by these 
provisions. Construction is the most stringent industry with respect to these provisions. Over 
86 percent of construction workers covered by pensions must, on average, either work over 
10 years or be over age 45 before they are eligible for disability benefits in the case of an 
accident on the job. 
The differences in treatment of union and nonunion  workers with respect to disability are 
also striking. In nonunion plans only 47 percent of covered workers with disability plans face 
these disability tests; in union plans almost 90 percent of the relevant population are affected 
by age and service requirements (tables 4.1 1.21 and 4.1  1.22).  For multiemployer pension 
plan participants the 90 percent figure just mentioned rises to 94 percent. While the fraction 
of affected workers differs greatly depending on whether a plan is union versus nonunion or 
multiemployer versus single employer, the actual participant-weighted  age and service 
requirements for plans with these requirements are quite similar across these pension plan 
classifications. 282  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  11  1 
Number  Of Plans  with  D1sablIity Prov~s~ons  and  Number  of  Participants covered by Plans with Disability Provisions.  1977 
With D15ability P~ov1s1ons  WIthaUt  D1Sabl Ilty PrOVISlOnS 
Row  Percent  Number  Row  Percent  Number  _________ 
Number  of  Plans  383  859  84  11  72.514  15  89 
Number  0s Pai'tiCIpan'S  30.627.480  74 38  10.549.446  25  62 
Source  DUL-NGER  FBSl  File 1'977) 
Table 4  11 7 
Number  nf Plans with  Disabil~ty  Prov~s~ons  by Plan Type  1977 
____~- 
With Disabiltty Provisions  Without  Disability PrnvIsions 
Number  ROW  Percent  Number  Row  Percent  - 
Defined 
Benef I t  113  565  78  62  30 891  71 38 
Def Ined 
Contrlbvtlon  260 838  87  66  36.717  12  34 
Other  9.454  65  84  4,905  34  16 
Total  383,859  84  11  72.514  15  89 
~  .. 
Source  DUL-NBER  EBS I  F  1  le 1  ,917  I 
Table  4  11 3 
Number  Of  Participants Covered by Disability Prov151ons  by Plan Type.  1977 
Wlth  DlSablIlty PrOV~sIons 
Number  ROW  Percent 
22.010.413 
8.201.902 
72  70 
80 67 
Wlthout  Disabr~ity  Provisions 
Number  Raw  Percent 
8,265,764 
1.965. 128 
27  30 
19  33 
Other  415. 163  56  58  318,553  43  42 
25  62  10,543,446  Total  30.627.480  74  38 
-  ._ 
SOUTCP  OUL-NEER  EBS1  F1  le 1'977) 
Table 1  11 4 
Number  nf  Plans with ~~sability  Prov>s~ons  by  Plan Size.  1977 
--  ~ 
Without  Disability PrOV1slOns  With D1Sability Provi51ons 
Number  ROW Peicent  Number  Row  Percent 
13  98 
1-24 
Participants  306.880  86 02  49,875 
25-49 









1  000-4  999 
PaPtiCipantS 
5  000-9  999 
Participants 










79  48 
75 50 
76  40 
78  17 
77  07 
76  94 
76  69 
73  55 
7. 127 













23  31 
26  45 
383.859  84  11  72.514  15  89  Total 
________~  ---  ~ 
Source  DOL-NEER  EBS1  File ('977) 283  4.1  1 Disability Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  11 5 
Number of  Partlclpants Covered by D7sablllty Prov~s~ons  bv Plan S~ze.  1977 
With Disability Provisions 
Number  Row Percent 
1-24 
Participants  1,924,755  85  67 
25-49 
Participants  949.025  79  20 
50-99 















3.  11  1,403 
76  40 
76 40 
77 03 
76  42 
75  83 
10, ooo+ 
Participants  11.267.568  69  77 
Total  30.627.480  74  38 
Without Disability Provisions 
Number  ROW Percent 
322.017  14 33 
249,252  20 80 
727.230  24.87 
476,357  23 60 
476.357  23.60 
610.654  22  97 
23  58  1.833.202 
99  1,708  24  17 
4.881.016  30.23 
10.549.446  25 62 
Source  OOL-NBER  EBS1 File (3977) 
Table 4  11 6 
Number of  Plans with Disability Prov181ons by  Industry. 1977 
With Disability Provisions  Without Disability Provisions 
Number  ROW Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Agriculture 












3.  160 
16  06 
21.89 
15  31 








85  52 
1.861 
4,545 
21  77 
14.48 
Retail Trade  30,789  85  43  5.251  14  57 
FInance. Insurance. 







82  04 





17  96 
11 83 
28.65 
Not Clas5,fied  95.715  81 71  21.423  18  29 
TOTAL  383.859  84  11  72.514  15.89 
Source  OOL-NEER  €851 File (3977) 284  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  11  7 
Number  of  Participants Covered by Disability Pro~1s~ons  by  Industry.  1977 
With DisnblIitv Prov?sions  Without  Olsab~l~ty  Provisions 
Number  Row  Percent  Number  ROW Percent 
Agr>culture. 
Forestry.  and 









26  32 
6  16 
Manufacturing  10.592.528  71 92  4. 135.877  28  08 
Transportat7on. 






2.  146.459 
77  66 
84  51 




22  34 
I5 49 
20 88 
Finance.  Insurance, 
and  Real  Esta'e  I,  5C7.85 I  67 23  735,102  32  77 
Ser"1ceS  2.369.350  77  54  599,352  22  46 
Tax-Exempt 
Organizations 
Not  Clas51fled 
553,546 
8.112.216 
33  81 
77  19 
1,085,651 
2,336,800 
66  19 
22  81 
TOTAL  30.627  480  74  38  10.549.446  25  62 
Source  DOL-NRER  EBSI  File 1'9711 
Table 4  I1 8 
Number  of Plans with Disability Provlsrons by Union Status.  1977 
&_th  Disability P~OVISIO~S  Without  Disabilitv Provisrons 
Number  Row  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Union Plans  13.293  80  48  4,678  19  52 
Non-Union  Plans  351.977  84 64  64,406  15  36 
Not  Class1fled  9.588  73 65  3.430  26  35 
TOTAL  383.859  84  I1  72.514  15  89 
Source  DOL-NBER  EBSl File ('977) 
Table  4  11 9 
Number  of  Participants Covered by  D~sabilrty  ProvIslons by Union Status.  1977 
Wlth  D1sablIitv Provisions  Without Disability Provisions 
Number  Row  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Union Plans  15.134.245  79 24  3.963.901  20 76 
Non-U"  1 on  P 1 an5  15.226,8  16  10  34  6,420,630  29 66 
Not Classified  266  417  61  77  164,854  38  23 
TOTAL  30.677.480  74  38  10.549.446  25 62 
Scurce  DOL-NBEI?  EBSI  F  1 le I '977!  ___-__ 
Table 4  I1 10 
Number  of  Plans with  Dlsab~l~ty  Pvov151ons  by  Plan Entity.  1977 
With DISabilltv Prov151on5  Without  Disability  Prov~stons 
Number  Row  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Single Employer  368,092  84 36  68,253  1.5  64 
Multi trplayer 









TOTAL  383.  859  84  11  72.514  15  89 
Source  DOL-NBFR  EBSI  File 11977) 285  4.1  1 Disability Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  11  11 
Number  of  PaPtlclpants Covered by Disability Prov~s~ons  by Plan Ent~ty,  1971 
With  Dis1b11ity Prov151ons  Without  Oisabilrty Provisions 
Number  Row  Percent  Number  Row  Percent 
Single Employer  23  02fi.656  70 81  9.494  260  29  19 
Multi Employer  6,848,238  89 34  816,767  10.66 
Not  Cla551f?ed  752.525  75  94  238.4  18  24 06 
TOTAL  30 677  480  74 38  10.549.446  25 62 
Source  OOL-NBER  EESI  F1  le 13977  I 
Table  4  11  12 
Number  of Plahs  and Part?c~pants  by Age  and  Servlce Requirements  for Dlsab?llty Benefits.  1977 
Aqe  Hequii ement  Only  Service Requirement  Only  Aqe  and  Service Requirement  No  Requirement 
Row  Mean  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Q””  _. 
Number  Percent  Number  P~~cerit  Aoe  Number  Percent  Servlce  Number  Percent  Age  Service 
45  21  10  70  322.373  86  59  Number Of  Plans  2.967  80  49  21  31.897  8  57  8  58  15.058  4  04 
Number  of 
Participants  536  913  1  82  47  22  15.042.616  51 09  11 29  4  581.029  15 56  48 45  11 91  9.282.635  31 53  ___~ 
Source  DOL-NBER  kBS1  F~le  119771 
Table  4  11  13 



































Participants  P 1 an5 
Column  Co 1 umn 



























5  983 
1 ,746.22  1 












65  252.6i3 
rota)  5.117.966 




































3  09 
85 
02 
3  91 
100 00 
in 
371  2  07 
158  88 
1  01 
90  50 
479  2  66 
71  39 
157  87 
224  1.24 
20  11 
136  76 
1  01 
254  1  41 
31  17 
1,502  8  34 
1  01 
2  01 
2  01 
18  10 
2,050  11  39 
1  01 
1  01 
1  01 
4. 125  22  91 
17  09 
18  10 
18.004  100.00 
Source  DOL-NBER  EESl File (  ‘977  1 286  The Structure of  Private Pension Plans 
TABLE  4 11 14 
Distribution of  Service Requirements  for D>sability  Benef~ts.  1977 
Partlclpants  Plans 
Co  1 iimn  co  I urn" 
Number  Percent  Number  Percent 
Years  of 
Service 
0  8,980  05  J2  09 
1  630.270  3  23  5,604  12 04 
2  159.417  82  1,599  3 54 
3  126.336  65  3,062  6  58 
4  97,878  50  480  1  03 
5  1,099,528  5.611  4,006  8  61 
6  15.027  08  303  65 
7  9,872  05  116  25 
8  57,563  30  109  23 
9  1J.349  07  42  09 
to  9.647.718  49  49  17.  188  36 94 
11  G  ,003  03  28  06 
12  138.063  71  187  40 
13  11.216  11  38  08 
14  12.082  06  49  11 
15  G.  52  1 ,750  33 45  12.459  26  78 
16  8,549  04  50  11 
17  11,708  0G  2  00 
18  3.  193  02  21  05 
19  0  00  0  00 
20  886,277  4  55  1.144  2 46 
Total  19.495.779  100  00  46.529  100 00 
____ 
Source.  DOLbN6ER  EBS1  rile 11977) 
Table 4 11 15 
Nunber  of  Plans by  Age  and  Service Requirements  for D1Sab,lity Benefits and  Plan Type.  1977 
Service Requirement  Only  Aqe  and Servrce Requirement  No  Requirement  AJe  Requri ement  Only 
P"V  Meari  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percert  eiqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
Defined 
Senef I t  1  767  '  64  49 00  21.863  20 24  10  92  12.492  11 56  47 27  11 79  71.920  66 57 
Def 1 ned 
Contribution  1  I76  16  49 91  9 468  3  71  3  34  2 358  92  34 76  5 23  242.  170  94  90 
Other  23  25  28 79  565  6  22  6  01  207  2 28  39 75  7 45  8,282  91 24 
Total  2  937  79  49  21  31.897  8 57  8 58  15.058  4 04  45 21  10  70  322.373  86 60 
Source  DOL-NBER  EBSI  File 11977) 
Table 4  1i 16 
Number  of  Participants by Age  and  Service Requirements  for  Disability BenefIts and  Plan Type.  1971 
NO  Requirement 
Row 
Aye  Requrrement Only  Service Requirement  Only  Aqe  and Service Requirement 
c 0  w  Mea;  ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean 
Serv~ce  Number  Percent  Number  Percent  A%  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe 
oef  I ned 
Benef 1 t  476.319  2 26  46  95  13.887.989  65 79  11 70  4.327.304  20 50  48 51  12 00  2.416.395  11.45 
Oef lned 
Contribution  58.212  73  49 52  1.060.966  13  36  6 10  134.591  1  69  45.06  9 49  6.687.730  84.21 
Other  2.410  61  45 37  93.660  23 79  9.21  119.133  30.26  50.02  11 61  178.509  45.34 
Total  536.943  1  82  47 22  15.042.616  51  09  11 29  4,581,029  15.56  48.45  11.91  9.282.635  31.53 
Source.  OOL-NBER  EBS1  File 1'977) 287  4.1  1 Disability Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table 4 11 17 
Number of  Plans by Age and Service Requirements for Dtsabrlity Eenefits and Plan 51ze. 1977 
No Requirement  Aqe Requli  ement Only  Serv3ce Requ  irement only  Aue and  Service Requirement 
HOW  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean 
Service  Numbev  Percent  Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe 
Row 
1-24 
Part,clpa"ts  1.557  52  49 31  12.022  4 02  5 31  5.022  1 .68  40.91  7 98  280.332  93.78 
25-49 
Participants  315  1  19  49 11  3.412  12 90  8 72  1.890  7 15  45.68  11 38  20,825  78.76 
50-99 
Participants  6 30  2  34  47 83  8,260  30 69  11 14  4,637  17 23  47 51  12 32  13.387  49.74 
PartIcIpants  190  2  03  49 64  3.249  34 66  10  79  1,437  15  33  47.90  12.23  4.498  47.98 
100-249 
2  50-4  9  9 
Participants  109  2  46  53  18  1.915  43 27  10  81  837  18 91  47 80  12.08  1.565  35.36 
500-999 
Participants  58  2  09  51  90  1.296  46  67  10  65  567  20.42  48.42  11.85  856  30.82 
1.000-4.9  99 
Participants  Y2  3 45  50.85  1.374  51 48  10.75  459  17 20  48 45  11.76  744  27.88 
5,000-9.9  99 
7  95  21.44  152  34.31  48.08  12.72  Part?clpants  1  58  48.00  189  42 66  10.82 
10.  ooo+ 
Participants  7  2  29  36  00  177  57 84  9 98  54  17 65  50 26  11 22  68  22 22 
Total  2 967  83  49 21  31.897  8  93  8  58  15 058  00  45 21  10  70  322.373  90  24 
Source  DOL-NBER  EBSl  File i1977) 
Table 4 11 18 
Number  of  Participants by Age and  Service Requirements for Disability Benefits .and  Plan Size. 1977 
Aqe Requit emeiit Only  Service Requirement Only  Aqe and Service Requirement  No Requirement 
ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  Row 


























58.  172 
110.769 
58 
1  26 
2  39 
2  c2 
7  49 
2 17 
3 47 
1  63 
1  00 
47 74  92,750 
49 33  122.150 
48 5G  671.790 
50 79  526.089 
53 73  681.462 
52 57  915.765 
51 08  2.904.692 
35.28  1.306,  131 
35 67  7.871.786 
1 95 






44  18 
70 63 
Total  536.943  1  82  47 22  15,042,616  51 09 
6.23  46,235 
8 91  68,932 
11 22  373.642 
10  80  230.451 
10  82  291,753 
10  63  401.227 
10.74  966.683 
10  92  957.227 
11 80  1.244.877 































1.722.455  92.00 
706.632  77 73 
989.187  47.41 
682.563  46.47 
54  1,476  34.86 
590.373  30.28 
1.507.786  27.06 
644.544  21.80 
1.897.617  17.13 
9.282.635  31.53 
soul-ce  DOL-NBER EBS1  File ('9771 288  The Structure of Private Pension Plans 
Table 4  11  19 
Nurmer of  Plans by Age and ServIce Reouirements fop D15ablIitv Benefits and Industry, 1977 
- 
Agriculture. 










F  lnance, 
Insurance 





56  86 
I  c5 
78  -1G 
64  1  1  28 
65  99 
206  79 
136  4G 
34  1  1  GO 
590  51 
86  1  69 
762  82 
TOTAL  2.967  80 
see 
64  63 
65 00 
41  3G 
43  22 
43  78 
49  30 
37  95 




49  21 
No  ReqUIrement  Servlce Requirement Only  Age and Servrce Requirement 
ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  Row 
Wmber  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
380  5  80 
346  18 18 
1,439  8  56 
10.614  21  21 
1,093  16  70 
1,647  6  32 
1,050  3  52 
1.615  I  58 
4,384  3  79 
616  12  12 
8.708  9  41 
31.897  8  57 
9  02 
11 37 
7  54 
11.04 
10  06 
7.15 
5.97 
6  91 
4  88 
9  27 
8  16 













2  73 
9  04 
2  99 
10.16 
7  01 
3  36 
2.20 
5  27 
1.45 
7  42 
4  27 
















11  93 
12.55 
9  40 
9.05 
10.70 
8  47 
9  58 


























Source  OOL-NBER  EBS1  F1  le  1'9771 
Table 4  11 20 
Number  of Participants by  Age and Service Requirements for  D1Sabillty 8enefIts and Industry, 1977 
-.  Aqe Requ  I:  emen  t  On 1 y  Service Requlrement Only  Aqe and Service Requirement  No  Requirement 
Number  Fer'cErt  Aqc?  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Age 
KOW  Mea;  ~  ROW  Mean  Rod  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Service  Number  Percent 








and  Utliities 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
F  I nance, 
Insurance. 


















3  95 
18 
17 
1  17 
il  a8 
85 
88 
5  8J 
3  24 
1  e9 
1  23 
1  82 
60  :'C  33.772 
65 00  128.987 
43 Es8  1.491.996 
44  31  5  478  242 
47  C6  1.215.948 
54 c1  553.395 
42  98  438,218 
42  77  317.778 
51  93  630.266 
41  41  312.115 
53.6,:  4.541.933 
47  22  15.032.616 
27  28 
53 90 
68 23 







58  97 
51 09 
10  79 
to  93 
9  46 
11 44 
12  51 
15  26 
10  69 
6  19 
7  86 
10  62 
11 93 
20.536  16  59 
30.884  12.90 
379.053  17  33 
1,863,523  18  12 
190.386  10.19 
87,864  8  89 
385.229  18.34 
265,659  18 46 
380. 137  19 08 
84.581  16  33 
893.172  11.60 
11.29  4.581.029  15.56 
46  31 
46  64 





52  17 
50  64 
48 76 
48  28 
48 45 
9  83 
10  70 
12  94 
12  11 
12  96 
11 92 
11 05 
10  72 
11 60 







37  1,298 




11  1.409 
2.172.932 
9,282,635 
52  19 
33  02 
13 97 
27  14 
19 87 
44  42 
59  93 
53 63 
46 05 
21  51 
28  21 
31 53 
Source  DOL-NBER  EES1  File 1'977) 
Table 4  11 21 
Number of  Plans by Age and ServTce Requlrements for O~sability  8enefIts and Union Status. 1977 
Aqe Requir  ement Only  Service Requlrement Only  Aqe and Service Requlrement  NO  Requirement 
Row  Mean  ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
Unlon Plans  317  1  71  37.66  10,511  56.74  11 81  4,431  23 92  48  12  12.86  3,266  17  G3 
Non-Union  Plans  2.577  75  50.7.3  20.584  5  98  6  99  10,731  2.97  43.89  9  78  311.073  90.31 
Not Class1fled  72  77  43 8'3  800  8  60  7  36  394  4  24  46 62  10  38  8.034  86  39 
TOTAL  2.967  80  49  21  31,897  8  57  8  58  15.058  4  04  45 21  10 70  322.373  86  59 
Source  OOL-NBER  EBSl  File ('977) 289  4.1  1 Disability Provisions of  Private Pension Plans 
Table  4  11  22 
Number  of  Participants by Age  and  Service Requirements  for Olsablllty Benefits and Union Status.  1977 
1qe  Requit ement  Only  Service Requi irement  Only  Ase  and  Service Requirement  No  Requirement 
POW  Mean  Row  Mean  ROW  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Age  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Age  Service  Number  Percent 
Union Plans  218.324  1  49  38  68  10.206.084  69  79  11  30  2.711.916  18  54  48  40  12  28  1.487.451  10  17 
Non-Unlon  Plans  317.256  2  18  53  15  4.733.866  32  51  11  27  1.825.982  12.54  48 50  11 38  7.686.217  52.78 
Not  Classif  red  1,372  54  36.89  102,665  40 08  10.41  43. 130  16.84  49  18  11  35  108.966  42.54 
11 91  9,282,635  31 53  TOTAL  536.943  1  82  47  22  15.042.616  51 09  11  29  4.581.029  15.56  48.45 
_____~~  ~ 
Source  OOL-NEER  EESI  File 1'9771 
Table 4  11  23 
Number  of  Plans by  Age  and  Service Requirements  for Olsablllty Benefits and Plan Ent7ty.  1977 
Age  Requirement  only  Service Requirement  Only  Age  and  Service Requirement  No  Requirement 
ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  ROW 
Number  Fercent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Service  Number  Percent  Aqe  Service  Number  Percent 
87.19  44.92  10.59  311.539  Single Employer  2.811  .79  49.42  29,015  8.12  8  48  13.940  3.90 
Multr  Employer  46  69  35  12  2.245  33  83  10.13  819  12  34  49  33  12  40  3,526  53. 13 
Not  Class7fied  109  1  31  49.68  637  7.63  7.89  298  3.57  47.33  11 04  7.308  87.50 
TOTAL  2.967  80  49.21  31.897  8  57  8  58  15,058  4.04  45.21  10.70  322.373  86.59 
Source  OOL-NBER  EeSl File 1'9771 
Table  4  11.24 
Number  of  Partlclpants by Aye  and  Service Requirements  for 015ab?llty  Benefits and  Plan Entity.  1977 
No  Requirement  Aye  Requii ement  Only  Service Requirement  Only  Age  and  Service Rewirement 
ROW  Mean  ROW  Mean  Row  Mean  Mean  Row 
Number  Percent  Number  Percent  Aqe  Number  Percent  Ser',lce  Number  Percent  Age  Service 
Slngle Employer  466.098  2  I0  46  73  9.604.728  43  32  I1 17  3.320.441  14.98  48  93  11  95  8,777,801  39.59 
Multi Employer  64.734  99  50 62  4.908.323  74 72  10 78  1.211.919  18.45  47.09  11  79  383.643  5.84 
Not  Classrfred  6.110  87  49  16  529.564  75 06  17  99  48,668  6.90  49.01  12  23  121.190  17.18 
TOTAL  536.943  1  82  47  22  15.042.616  51 09  11 29  4.581.029  15 56  48  45  11  91  9.282.635  31 54 
Source  ODL-NBER  EPSt  rile  1'977) 